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Covering the Panthers 
PRESS BOX 
The UNI-Dome press box is located on the east side above the east stands. Use northeast 
or southeast revolving doors. Admittance by press credentials only. The press box seats 85 
with two booths for coaches of competing teams. 
PRIVILEGES 
PRESS: Only working press will be seated in the working area closest to the 50-yard line. 
Only press and scout people with advance notice will be allowed access to the press box, 
unless space is available. Radio: Radio stations will be assigned broadcast space upon re-
quest for permission to broadcast. Stations should make own arrangements for telephone 
hookup and private telephone. (Three main press box phones are available for use.) 
Photographers: Photographers will be issued press passes allowing them on the sidelines 
or in the press box in designated photo area. 
SERVICES 
Pre-game: Printed programs, starting lineups, depth charts, pre-game information, 
Halftime: Team and individual statistics, play by play, Post-game: Full team and individual 
statistics, play by play account. Quotes from opposing coach and players. Player and 
coaches' interviews are available in the locker rooms after the game. Panther interviews 
and stories during the week should be directed through the Sports Information Depart-
ment. 
For PRESS CREDENTIALS- FEATURE IDEAS- LINEUPS 
Ferree 
Justis 
Contact: Jim Ferree, Sports Information Director 
University of Northern Iowa 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613 
Phone: Office: AC319, 273-6354 
Home: AC 319, 266-7112 
Press Box: AC319, 273-6311 
or 
Contact: Nancy Ross Justis 
Assistant SID. 
Phone: Office: AC 319-273-2761 
Home: AC 319-2n-3631 
Calling the Opponent's SIDs 
Northeast Missouri St. (Bill Cable) .. ... . . ..... ... .... . .. . ..... .. .. AC 816-665-5121 Ext. 7215 
Northern Michigan (Gil Heard) .... . ... . ................ . ....... . .. AC 906-277-2720 
Eastern Illinois (Dave Kidwell) .... . . . . . ... . . . . . . . .. .. . ... . . ....... AC 217-581-2920 
North Dakota St. (George Ellis) ... . . . ...... . . .. .... .. . .. . . ... . ..... AC 701-237-8321 
North Dakota (Lee Bohnet) .... .. ... . ...... .. ..... . .•• . • .. . . .. . ... . AC 701-777-2234 
Augustans (Larry Borgum) .... .. .... ... . .. .... . • . •.. . .... . ....... . AC 605-336-4311 
Nebraska-Omaha (Tim Schmad) ..• .. ... .. . . . . . .. • . •. . • .. . ... .... . AC 402-554-2305 
Morningside (Steve Salem) ................. . ........... . ...... . ... AC 712-277-5192 
South Dakota St. (Dave Martin) ................................ .. .. AC 605-688-4623 
South Dakota (Ron Lenz) ...... . ..... . ... . .............. . ....... .. . AC 605-677-5331 
St. Cloud St. (Bill Lynch) .. .............•.. . ....... . . . ... . ... .. .. . . AC 612-255-2182 
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AN OUTLOOK: 
Take this simple multiple choice quiz that describes the 1977 Northern Iowa foot-
ball team. 
A. Veteran offensive line. 
B. Junior dominated 
C. All-new defensive line. 
D. Quick and dangerous. 
E. All of the above. 
The correct answer is "E''. It is hard to nail down one simple tag on the 1977 Pan-
thers, because this year's squad will be made up of a potpourri of descriptions. 
There are ten senior lettermen returning for the 1977 season and that 
gives the Panthers the experience edge. But they also show 13 junior 
lettermen heading into fall practice that combined for considera-
ble playing time last year. 
Northern Iowa sports some heavies led by All-American 
candidates Kevin Barz (6-3, 240) at right tackle and versatile 
Terry Allen (6-2, 200) at quarterback. Other front-liners in-
clude Bob Klavas at tight end, newcomer Norm Mont-
gomery (6-1 , 205) at fullback, and bruising William 
Clark (6-2, 205) at linebacker. 
Head Coach Stan Sheriff, heading into his 18th 
season as the winningest coach in Panther history, 
has the job of molding this season 's Panther squad 
into a well-tuned machine and keep it running 
through an attractive but challenging 1977 
schedule. 
Sheriff's immediate duties this fall will be to de-
velop a defensive line that will have all new faces, 
after graduation took its toll with four starters 
departing. On the other side, Sheriff will need to re-
furbish a backfield that also lost heavily to gradua-
tion,_ with the loss of 1,000-yard-plus rusher Neal 
Moses and a host of other running backs that saw con-
siderable action last year. 
The Panthers have a veteran offensive line returning 
led by All-American candidate Kevin Barz at right tackle. Barz will draw 
the eye of professional scouts with his excellent quickness and agility. 
Jim Spahn will be at the other tackle with Bob Fertig and Bob Wentzel at the 
guards. The only big question mark will be at center where James Pitlik and Brian 
Ginn will be battling for the No. 1 spot. Tight end Klavas will be the best at the posi-
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At the wides, the Panthers return veteran senior Joe Manigault but he will be 
hard pressed for a starting position by two superlative sophomores - Mark Hen-
drickson and Mike Shaw. 
Offensively, the backfield sports a punch but will need to develop the breakaway 
speed it had last year. Fullback Norm Montgomery, a transfer from Minnesota, and 
running back Carl Davis are the top candidates but will be challenged by Mike 
Curry, another transfer from Mankato State, and Pat Lynch. 
Sheriff will not have to lo9k for a new quarterback with Terry Allen coming back 
for his junior year after a very educational sophomore year. Allen will be the best 
collegiate quarterback in Iowa this fall and from all indications from spring drills, 
should have another excellent year. Sheriff rates Allen as one, if not the, best 
quarterback in Division II. 
The defensive line is Sheriff's biggest worry with the graduation of NCC MVP Mel 
Campbell , tackle Terry Leonardelli, and possibly the best pair of defensive 
ends ever at UNI -Marty Stratton and Walt Krebs. The most likely can-
didates will be veteran Neil Phipps and JC transfer Todd 
Leonardelli at the tackles and Ed Arnold and Rod Tegeler at 
the ends. Rugged Reed Hunemuller has made the switch 
from linebacker to nose guard and should have a stellar 
year. The linebackers are led by returning starter 
William Clark and a group of youngsters including 
Dale Eastman and Larry Rogers. 
The secondary poses another problem as the 
Panthers finished last in the NCC last year 
against the pass. Tom Nixon, Tim Johnson, Jim 
Ross, and Dana Deines will be battling for the 
two cornerback spots. David Erstad is the top 
candidate to take over for the graduated Nick 
Maragos at free safety, and Randy Hoffa has 
the edge at the strong safety spot. 
The kicking game is solid with the return of junior Mark 
Whitver. Whitver will enter fall practice as one of the top punters 
in Division 11 , where he averaged 40.4 yards per punt as a 
sophomore, but is equally good at field goals, PATs and will han-
dle the kickoff chores. 
The schedule also poses a problem 
- especially games on the road . UNl's 
first two opponents on the road were 
NCAA Division II playoff qualifiers last 
fall and are equally strong this year. 
The comforting thought is that UNI has 
seven home games in the UNI-Dome. 
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1977 UNI Schedule 
Date Opponent Site Kickoff 
Sept. 3 NORTHEAST MISSOURI ST. 
(Industry Game) Cedar Falls, IA. 7:30p.m. 
Sept. 10 at Northern Michigan Marquette, Mich. 1 :30 p.m. 
Sept.17 EASTERN ILLINOIS Cedar Falls, IA. 7:30 p.m. 
Sept. 24 at North Dakota St.• Fargo, N.D. 7:30 p.m. 
Oct. 1 NORTH DAKOTA* {Shrine Game) Cedar Falls, IA. 7:30p.m. 
Oct. 8 AUGUST ANA S.D. *{Homecoming) Cedar Falls, IA. 7:30p.m. 
Oct. 15 NEBRASKA-OMAHA* {State Game) Cedar Falls, IA. 7:30p.m. 
Oct. 22 at Morningside* Sioux City, IA 1 :30 p.m. 
Oct. 29 at South Dakota St.• Brookings, S.D. 1 :30 p.m. 
Nov. ,5 SOUTH DAKOTA* {Parents' Game) Cedar Falls, IA. 7:30p.m. 
Nov.12 ST. CLOUD ST. {Youth Game) Cedar Falls, IA. 7:30p.m. 
*North Central Conference Game 
~ -, 
PRESS BOX HOSTESSES - Helping out with the various duties In the press box for the 
19n season are three members of the sports Information staff. Pictured, left to right 
are Betsy Whalen, Dubuque, la., Lori Kleppe, Stanwood, la., and Carla Oldenburg, 
West Union, la. Photo by Mike Weber. 
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Head Coach and Athletic Director 
Stan Sheriff 
For Head Coach Stan Sheriff the magic number is one. Sheriff, head-
ing into his 18th season, needs only one win this season to reach the 
century mark in total victories. The 45-year-old head Panther mantor 
became the winningest coach in UNI history last season when he 
pushed his career mark to 99-66-3 and a winning percentage of .598. 
That surpassed the old mark that the late, great Clyde " Buck" Starbeck 
piled up of 95 wins in 20 seasons. 
Sheriff came to UNI as assistant line coach for Head Coach Bill Ham-
mer at the then Iowa State Teachers College and was elevated to the 
head post in 1960. 
His very first Panther team posted an impressive 9-0 regular season 
mark before losing to Hillsdale College 17-6 in the Mineral Water Bowl. 
That marked the first time in the school's history for any Panther team 
to be invited to a post-season bowl tilt. 
Sheriff assumed the additional role of athletic director in 1970 suc-
ceeding Dr. James Witham. He oversees the 11-sport intercollegiate athletic program at UNI as well as 
an energetic promoter of Panther athletics. Under his direction, UNI won the North Central Con-
ference all-sports trophy four consecutive years. 
Born April 24, 1932, in Honolulu, Hawaii, his family later moved to San Francisco where he earned 
all-state honors at George Washington High School. 
Sheriff went on to earn all-conference honors as a center and linebacker three straight years at Cal-
Poly-San Luis Obispo and received All-American recognition as a center in 1953. He became one of 
the first college division players to participate in the Annual East-West All-Star Shrine Game and the 
Hula Bowl. 
The Los Angeles Rams drafted him as a linebacker in 1953 and he also played with Pittsburg, San 
Francisco and Cleveland before retiring in 1958. 
From 1955-56, Sheriff served in the army where he first began his coaching career. As recreation 
director, he coached the 4th Infantry Division to the European title in 1955. 
In 1958, Sheriff received his M.A. in Physical Education from Cal Poly before coming to UNI. 
His record speaks for itself - 10 All-Americans, 55 All-North Central Conference players, four NCC 
crowns, and a post-season bowl championship in 1964 when UNI downed Lamar Tech 19-17 for the 
Pecan Bowl title. 
Sheriff and the entire state of Iowa realized a dream come true in February of 1976 when the UNI-
Dome, a multi-purpose domed facility, was completed. He was the main driving force behind con-
struction of the completely air-supported coliseum - a definite landmark in the Cedar Falls-Waterloo 
area. 
His knowledge of football and athletics does not stop at the university level. Sheriff served a nine-
year term on the NCAA Football Rules Committee. He is also a member of the prestigious NCAA 
Television Committee and two American Football Association Committees, conventions and public 
relations. 
Stan and his wife, Jane, have three sons; Paul, Michael, and Richard. 
The Sheriff Era: 1971 4-5-0 .444 
YEAR W-L-T PCT. 1972 4-6-0 .400 
1960* 9-1-0 .900 1973 5-5-0 .500 
1961 7-2-0 .778 1974 5-4-1 .550 
1962 7-1-1 .833 1975*** 9-3-0 .750 
1963 5-3-1 .611 1976 8-3-0 .727 
1964** 9-2-0 .818 
1965 4-5-0 .444 Totals 99-66-3 .598 
1966 4-5-0 .444 *Includes Mineral Water Bowl loss 
1967 7-3-0 .700 to Hiiisdaie College 
1968 5-5-0 .500 **Includes Pecan Bowl win over 
1969 5-5-0 .500 Lamar Tech 
1970 2-8-0 .800 ***Includes NCAA Div. II playoff loss 
to Western Kentucky 
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The Panther Assistants 
Erusha 
Remmert 
Green 
Donald Erusha-Offensive Line Coach 
Beginning his 15th season on the Panther staff is offensive line 
coach Don Erusha. A 1952 graduate of Coe College, Erusha joined 
UNl's program in 1963 after holding a similar position at his alma 
mater in 1962. He was also head wrestling coach at Coe. His football 
background is extensive, starting with his experience in the high 
school ranks at West Branch and West Union. Erusha then earned 
his Master's Degree in Physical Education in 1957 at Iowa and 
served as a graduate assistant the year the Hawks went to the Rose 
Bowl. From there he coached at Mt. Clemens, Mich. and Cedar 
Rapids Washington, prior to taking his post at Coe. Year in and year 
out, Erusha consistently molds top-flight linemen for the Panthers. 
Born 10/27/27 in Cedar Rapids, he is a veteran of the U.S. Marine 
Corps. He and wife, Pat, have one married daughter Kay. 
Dennis Remmert- Defensive Line 
Linebacker Coach 
Another veteran on the UNI staff, Dennis Remmert is looking 
forward to his 14th season for the Panthers. His responsibilities in-
clude the defensive line and linebacker corps. An All-American de-
fensive tackle at UNI in 1959, he also earned All-North Central 
honors in 1958 and 1959. After graduation in 1960, he played pro-
fessional ball briefly for Buffalo. He joined Sheriff's staff as a 
graduate assistant in 1961 and served for two seasons before 
coaching at Iowa Central Community College in Fort Dodge, in 
1963. Remmert rejoined UNl 's program full-time in 1964, when the 
Panthers visited the Pecan Bowl. He also received his M.A. Degree 
in Physical Education in 1964. A native of Traer, la., Remmert was 
born 11/14/38 and spent most of his younger life in Mason City. 
Remmert and wife, Sandy, are parents of two young sons, Chad and 
Brad. 
Reginald Green - Offensive Backfield 
Coach 
Reggie Green takes on his fourth year at UNI this season. A 1971 
graduate of Luther College, he also attended Waldorf Junior 
College in Forest City. During his college days, Green played 
quarterback and linebacker at both schools. His coaching career 
began at Waldorf in 1971-72. He joined Sheriff's crew as a graduate 
student in 1973 and took over on a full-time basis last season. Also 
an accomplished artist, Green majored in art and experiments with 
several different styles. Columbus, Ohio is his hometown, where he 
was born 8/15/48. The 29-year-old Green is a bachelor. 
Lorenz 
Thomas Lorenz - Defensive Backfield 
Coach 
Starting his third season as defensive backfield coach is Tom 
Lorenz. Lorenz came to UNI after a year at Villanova, where he 
served as junior varsity coach and assisted with the t ight ends and 
tackles on the varsity. A 1971 graduate of Iowa State, Lorenz played 
football for the Cyclones and received Academic All-Big Eight his 
senior year as a tight end. After a year with the Minnesota Vikings, 
he taught school in Reinbeck and played semi-pro with the Cedar 
Rapids Raiders. In 1973-74, Lorenz served as a football graduate as-
sistant to Head Coach Earl Bruce at Iowa State. In 1975 Lorenz 
joined the Panther staff as a graduate assistant and became full-
time over the summer. He was born 6/1 3/49 and grew up in Rein-
beck, and he and wife, Tracy, have one infant son. 
UNI STAFF DIRECTORY 
Dr. William Thrall - Head, Department of Men's Physical Education ........ 273-2142 
Stan B. Sheriff - Athletic Director & Head Football Coach . .. .. . .... . . . .. ... 273-2143 
R. C. Johnson -Assistant AD & Athletic Business Manager ........... . .... 273-2143 
Dr. Ray Schlicher - Faculty Rep. and Athletic Council Chairma .... . ....... 273-2121 
Don Erusha - Offensive Line Coach . . .................................. . . 273-64 7 4 
Dennis Remmert - Defensive Line and Linebacker Coach ............. . ... . 273-6470 
Tom Lorenz - Defensive Backfield Coach . .............. .. ............... 273-6471 
Reginald Green - Offensive Backfield Coach ...................... ...... 273-6471 
El mer Kortemeyer - Head Trainer ................... · . .................. 273-6369 
Dick Brownell - UNI-Dome Manager .................. . .. .. . . ..... . . . ... 273-6050 
Jim Ferree - Sports Information Di rector ... ... . . . . ................ . .... . 273-6354 
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Administrative Officials 
Kamerlck Johnson Schlicher Thrall 
Dr. John J. Kamerick - President, University of Northern Iowa 
Became sixth president of UNI August 15, 1970. Former President of North Texas State 
University (1968-1970); Vice President and Provost at Kent State University (1963-68). Held 
other dean positions at Kent State and Lewis College of Science and Technology, 
Lockport, Ill. Instructor of History at University of Iowa and Assistant Professor of History at 
Marycrest College, Davenport. Education - B.A., St. Ambrose College (1943); M.A., 
University of Iowa (1947); Ph.D., University of Iowa (1950). A veteran of the U.S. Navy, 
Kamerick and wife, Elaine, have six children. 
R. C. Johnson -Assistant Athletic Director and Athletic Business Manager 
In his fourth year as assistant athletic director, Johnson also serves as business manager 
for athletic department. Offensive line coach at Mankato State (1968-74); offensive 
coordinator at Youngstown State (1967); graduate assistant at UNI (1966-67); student assis-
tant at University of Iowa (1964-65). Education - B.A., University of Iowa (1965); M.A., 
University of Northern Iowa (1967). He and wife, Reenie, are the parents of a young son. 
Dr. Raymond Schlicher - Faculty Representative and Athletic Board 
Chairman 
Starting 23rd year on Athletic Board; 16th as chairman and faculty representative. Direc-
tor of Extension and Field Services since 1958, been associated with University since 1949. 
Taught public schools for 12 years prior to coming to UNI. Education - B.A., Iowa 
Wesleyan College (1935); M.A., University of Iowa (1939); Ph.D., University of Iowa (1949). 
Member of NCC Hall of Fame (1974). Schlicher and wife, Genevieve, have two daughters 
and a son. 
Dr. William Thrall - Head, Department of Men's Physical Education and 
Athletics 
Begins eighth year as department head, joined UNI faculty in 1960. Held teaching posts 
at University of Wisconsin-Lacrosse; University of Colorado; University of Iowa; head 
swimming coach at Kansas State University (1954-59); and served in several recreation 
positions. Education - B.A., University of Wisconsin-Lacrosse (1951); M.S., University of 
Colorado (1954); Ph.D., University of Iowa (1960). A veteran of the U.S. Army, he and wife, 
Beverly, have eight children. 
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Quick Facts About UNI 
LOCATION: Cedar Falls, lowa50613 
FOUNDED: 1876 
ENROLLMENT:10, 143 
ORIGINAL FOOTBALL TEAM: 1895 
TEAM NICKNAME: Panthers 
SCHOOL COLORS: Purple and Old Gold 
STADIUM: UNl-Dome(16,500) 
CONFERENCE: North Central· 
NATIONAL AFFILIATION: NCAA Division II 
PRESIDENT: Dr. John J. Kamerick 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Stan B. Sheriff 
HEAD COACH: Stan B. Sheriff (Cal Poly, 1954) 
ASSIST ANT COACHES: 
Donald Erusha, Offensive Line 
Dennis Remmert, Defensive Line 
& Linebackers 
Reginald Green, Offensive Backfield 
Thomas Lorenz, Defensive Backfield 
FACULTY REPRESENTATIVE: 
Dr. Raymond Schlicher 
LETTERMEN RETURNING: 29 
LETTERMEN LOST: 14 
1976 RECORD: s-3· 
CONFERENCE RECORD AND FINISH: 
4-2(3rd) 
1976 HOME ATTENDANCE: 67,060 (6 games) 
1977 Ticket Information 
$35 - Season Tickets (7 home games) 
$5- Individual Game Tickets 
$1 .50 - High School & Grade School 
Students 
Athletic Business Office 
University of Northern Iowa 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613 
(319) 273-2470 or 273-2141 
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The Panther Captains 
86 - Bob Klavas, Tight End 
6-2, 220, 21, Sr., Crown Point, Ind. 
Offensive Co-captain 
Rated the top returning tight end in the North Central Conference, 
Klavas is a cinch for post-season honors . . . has the reputation of 
catching the ball in heavy traffic and then bulling defenders over for 
additional yardage . . . former Waldorf Junior College stand-out, 
caught four passes last season but turned them into 224 yards and 
two touchdowns . . . started every game for the Panthers last 
season and is looked upon to have an even bigger and better 1977 
season . . . an All-Conference and honorable All-American pick 
while at Waldorf. 
Sheriff says of Klavas: "He's got the added ability of catching a 
badly thrown pass in a swarm of defenders and getting additional 
yardage when it's really needed. He's a strong individual that takes 
more than one person to bring him down but also has break-away 
speed to turn into touchdowns." 
The Klavas story: 
Pass Receiving : 
Year G No. Yds. A/ P 
1976 10 4 224 16.0 
A/G 
22.4 
TD 
2 
LG 
43 
50- Kevin Barz, Offensive Tackle 
6-3, 240, Sr., Geneva, la. 
Offensive Co-Captain 
Will be on someone's All-America team at the end of the season 
.. . rated one of the top Panther offensive tackles ever ... definite 
all-conference material ... started every game for the Panthers ex-
cept last where he sat out with knee injury ... transferred in from 
Ellsworth Junior College where he was a two-year starter . .. main 
assets are excellent strength and superb speed ... received honor-
able mention all-district while at Ellsworth ... named All-State and 
MVP his senior year at Ackley-Geneva where he lettered in four 
sports . . . was also president of senior class . . . natural for co-
captain because of leadership abilit ies ... has the ability to hold his 
own against some of bigger defensive lineman and considered ex-
cellent blocker. 
36 - William Clark, Linebacker 
6-2, 205, 21, Junior, Miami, Fla. 
Defensive Co-captain 
Will head a Panther defensive unit which ranked second in the 
North Central Conference in total defense ... lived up to his expec-
tations of being one of the finest linebackers in the league and was 
named honorable mention on the defensive unit . . . this season, 
Clark has higher goals ... the two-year letterman returns as the top 
tackler on the defensive unit where he made 89 total stops including 
49 solo tackles ... broke his way through to sack the quarterback 
three times last season . . . excellent lateral speed with the keen 
sense of getting to the ball carrier in a hurry ... definite all-
conference material . .. while at Miami High School, Clark played 
defensive end and roverback besides linebacker ... worked as a 
counselor last summer in Miami. 
96- Neil Phipps, Defensive Tackle 
6-1, 235, 24, Senior, Cherokee, la. 
Defensive Co-captain 
The 'veteran ' of the Panther defensive unit, Phipps is back this 
season after sitting out last year as a red-shirt .. . started for the 
Panthers in the first game of the season but tore ligaments in his 
right knee in practice that knocked the former Cherokee prep out 
. . . is a top candidate for one of the starting defensive tackles spots 
. .. good strength and technique to make him a steady player .. . 
veteran of the U.S. Marine corps where he ranked as a corporal .. . 
one of the smarter players on the team with a 3.38 accumulative 
grade point in physical education ... earned All-Conference honors 
in high school at Cherokee ... married to the former Jodi Holtman. 
Cover Story 
THE LEADERS - Northern Iowa's four co-captains for 1977 grace the cover of the 
press guide. Shown inside the UNI-Dome, left to right are: Bob Klavas, TE; Kevin Barz, 
OT; William Clark, LB; and Neil Phipps, OT. Color photo by Mike Weber. 
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On Offense 
11 Terry Allen, 6-2, 205, Jr., Iowa City, la. quarterback 
On his way to becoming one of the greatest quarterbacks in Panther his-
tory .. . had a super sophomore year in guiding UNI to an 8-3 season . . . 
biggest assets are intelligence and quickness ... carries a 3.03 accum. in 
the classroom in History ... tied two Panther records and broke another 
last season ... definitely All-American material . . . ahead of the pace set 
by another former Panther great - Bill Salmon . . . led the Panthers in total 
offense and scoring . .. ranked third in the NCC in total offense and scor-
ing ... strong throwing arm another plus. 
The Allen Assets: 
Ruahlng G Alt. Net Ave. Play Ave. Game TD LG 
1975 3 7 266 3.7 8.7 1 9 
1976 11 199 656 3.3 59.6 14 75 
Paaalng G Alt. Comp. Yda. Pct. A.Y.G. A.Y.C. TD Int. 
1975 3 4 0 0 000 1 00 0 1 
1976 11 188 83 1119 .441 100.7 13.5 8 12 
17 Terry Soli, 6-2, 175, Jr., Mason City, la. quarterback 
Saw only limited action last year while a backup to Terry Allen ... one of 
the quickest quarterbacks ever at UNI . .. sat out all of spring practice with 
mononucleosis . . . was a first team all-conference pick while a prep at 
Mason City . .. also ran on state champion 440 and 880 yard relay teams 
... will push Allen for a starting job again this fall. 
13 Mike Harkness, 5-10, 185, Soph., Burlington, la. quarterback 
Could be a big surprise in fall practice ... had an excellent spring prac-
t ice and spring game . .. threw touchdown pass in spring game ... saw 
more playing time last spring with absence of No. 2 Soli .. . throws with 
authority ... rated an excellent passer but not quite the running ability of 
Allen and Soli ... was an All-State selection while a prep at Burlington 
High ... a hard worker who has a good future in front of him as a Panther. 
34 Carl Davis, 5-8, 175, Sr., New York, N.Y. running back 
The New York taxi cab driver is .back this year to weave himself 
through defensive lines ... is in the drivers seat as the No. 1 can-
didate for a running back slot ... saw limited action last year due to 
an injury early in the season that got the New York city native off to a 
slow start ... has the double ability of also being an excellent block-
ing back and was inserted into the lineup on short yardage situa-
tions ... was captain and MVP his junior and senior years as a prep 
at New York Haaren High .. is capable of exhilerating at fast speed 
but able to shift into low gear to make the needed cut ... had an ex-
cellent spring practice and scored one touchdown in the annual 
Alumni vs. Varsity spring game. 
The Davis Docket: 
Rushing : 
Year TC G Net A/ P 
1975 83 12 306 3.7 
1976 39 7 184 4.7 
A/G 
25.5 
26.0 
TD 
5 
0 
LG 
18 
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24 Norm Montgomery, 6-1, 205, Jr. , Waterloo, la. fullback 
Ran at the No. 1 fullback spot during spring practice and started in 
spring game ... transferred in from the University of Minnesota .. . will be 
the No. 1 candidate at that spot this fall but will be pushed . . . biggest as-
sets are good size combined with deceptive speed ... coaches like his ag-
gressive play . .. was an all-state pick while a prep at East Waterloo . . . will 
be a definite plus in the Panther backfield this fall. 
23 Mark Fullbright, 6-1, 200, Soph., Cedar Falls, la. fullback 
Will make it an interesting three-way battle for the fullback spot during 
fall ball . .. had stellar performances on last year's junior varsity team ... 
coaches are impressed with his aggresiveness and overall understanding 
of the game ... was an all-state and all-conference pick while at Cedar 
Falls High . . . has a good future in front of him in a Panther uniform ... 
was a three-sport letterwinner while at C.F. 
30 Mike Curry, 6-2, 200, Sr., Mankato, Minn. fullback 
Another transfer will battle Montgomery for the No. 1 fullback spot ... 
transferred in when Mankato State dropped football one year ago . .. was 
No. 1 fullback for the Indians where he gained over 500 yards during 
sophomore year ... rugged hard-running fullback who will carry the ball 
plenty ... will add good depth to fullback position ... looked good during 
spring practice. 
29 Randy Kolbe, 6-0, 185, Jr., Ft. Dodge, la. running back 
Enters fall as a backup to Davis but looked good in spring game and 
should help ... gained 20 yards in four attempts in spring game . .. was an 
honorable mention all-state pick and first team All-Big Nine selection his 
senior year at Ft. Dodge ... lettered in football , baseball , wrestling and 
track while a prep ... also was a honor student and student body presi-
dent ... 
26 Pat Lynch, 5-10, 187, Jr. , Ft. Dodge, la. running back 
Was teammate with Kolbe while a prep at Ft. Dodge ... packs a lot of 
power and speed despite his size ... was all-conference and all-state pick 
at Ft. Dodge where he also was a four-sport letter winner ... had excellent 
spring practice and scored touchdown in spring game ... could be the big 
surprise in the backfield with the start of fall practice ... good blocker and 
strong runner . .. 
13 
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73 James Pltllk, 6-3, 215, Jr. , Cedar Rapids, la. center 
Was moved from offensive guard spot to center position last spring 
where he will be No. 1 candidate ... aggressive and has good mobility ... 
was an all-conference and all-city pick while a prep at Cedar Rapids 
Washington ... lettered as guard during freshman year ... will be counted 
on in a very important position .. . his experience gives him the credentials 
as the No. 1 prospect. 
52 Brian Ginn, 6-2, 230, Sr., Des Moines, la. center 
Will battle with Pitlik for the starting center spot come fall ball . . . a good 
blocking lineman with excellent range ... had good spring practice ... 
prepped at Hoover High ... his last year could be the year to really con-
tribute to Panther team .. . has good size and moves well ... 
65 Robert Fertig, 6-2, 235, Sr. , LeMars, la . offensive guard 
A returning starter at right guard ... could be one of the best in the 
North Central Conference . .. a two year letterman who's considered a 
good one-on-one blocker . .. was a first team all-state selection while at 
LeMars High where he played on state champion 3-A team in 1973 ... 
could be one of the best at that spot . .. one of strongest players on the 
team. 
72 Bob Wentzel, 6-4, 245, Sr., Mosinee, Wis. offensive guard 
Paired with Fertig, could be the best two guards in the North Central 
Conference ... has matured into one of the better all-around players on 
the Panther squad . . . another two-year letterman who could make the 
Panther offensive line one of the best around ... earned UPI and AP all-
state honors while a prep at Mosinee High .. . highly respected by squad 
and coaches . . . has startling quickness for a man his size. 
63 Kurt Swisher, 6-2, 235, Sr., Findlay, Ohio offensive guard 
Will be pushing for a starting position this fall .. . came to UNI as a juco 
transfer from Iowa Lakes Junior College in Estherville ... should add good 
depth to offensive guard position ... started for the Lakers at the guard 
spot . . . has good size and moves off ball well ... was awarded letter last 
year. 
66 Jim Heston, 6-3, 216, Jr., Iowa Falls, la. offensive guard 
Sat out last season after suffering back injury ... transferred in from 
North Iowa Area Community College in Mason City . . . was a two year 
starter at NIACC .. . should be a contender for a starting berth in the fall 
... has all the credentials for being a top notch offensive lineman 
begins 1977 with solid playing shot in offensive line. 
54 Jim Spahn, 6·2, 245, Sr., Lincoln, Neb. offensive tackle 
Will be the No. 1 prospect at the other left tackle spot when fall practice 
starts ... held down top spot in spring practice and should enjoy good 
year . .. broken leg sidelined him in 1974 season . .. got in valuable play· 
ing time last year and received second Panther letter . .. played on state 
champion team while at East High in Lincoln, Neb ... . good size and 
speed for offensive tackle. 
71 Paul Christenson, 6-4, 246, Jr., Stillwater, Minn. offensive tackle 
Could challenge for a starting berth in fall practice ... coaches liked 
what they saw as a performer on the junior varsity team last year ... ex· 
cellent size and hard worker but needs more playing time under his belt 
... was a three-sport letterman at Stillwater High where he was also the 
district wrestling champion ... has a good future in front of him at UNI. 
81 Jeff Hamilton, 6-5, 214, Jr., Cedar Rapids tight end 
Will be a solid backup to Klavas at the tight end spot . . . performed well 
on last season's junior varsity team ... was awarded his first letter last year 
... was a two-sport letterman at Cedar Rapids Prairie . . . HS coach was 
Gary Leeper ... coaches liked what they saw in spring practice and spring 
game ... one of taller players on the team ... displays aggressiveness and 
knack to hang on to the ball. 
10 Joe Manigault, 5-8, 162, Sr., Georgetown, S.C. wide receiver 
What he lacks in size, he makes up with lightning speed and sure hands 
... a two-year letterman who does double duty by handling kickoff duties 
.. . was fourth leading pass receiver last year with five catches for 108 
yards . .. was a walk on in spring practice of his sophomore year but im-
pressed coaches with elusiveness speed ... was all-conference, all-district 
and MVP his senior year at Winyah High in Georgetown ... is counted on 
to have great 1977 season. 
15 
, 
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16 Mark Hendrickson, 6-0, 170, Soph., Richland, la. wide receiver 
If there was a list of top newcomers in the North Central Conference, 
Hendrickson would have to be listed at the top .. . received letter for his 
stellar performance as a freshman . . . had excellent spring drills and 
caught TD pass in spring game . . . carries 2.94 grade point in business ad-
ministration ... wil l definitely be in the running for a starting berth. this fall 
. . . excellent speed with sure hands . . . will also handle punt return duties 
... named to third team all-state as running back for Pekin of Packwood. 
18 Mike Shaw, 6-0, 175, Soph., Nevada, la. wide receiver 
Will do battle with Manigault and Hendrickson for starting job ... has 
speed to burn with excellent exhilaration . . . everyone will remember his 
95-yard kickoff return in game with Morningside . . . great all-around 
athlete ... selected all state in baseball, track and football while a prep at 
Nevada High ... HS coach was Bernie Stephenson ... will also be at other 
end of kickoffs this year . .. a good student with 2.80 accum. grade point in 
physical education . . . one of the superlative sophomores with great 
future in front of him. 
56 Mark Whitver, 6-1 , 190, Jr., West Union, la. kicker, punter 
Will be one of top returning punters in NCAA Division II this fall 
finished ranked 14th last season . .. No. 2 scorer on team with 44 points in 
PAT's and field goals ... was 26 for 32 in PAT's and 6 for 8 on field goal 
tries last season ... had a 76-yard punt against North Dakota .. . was 
counted on many situations to get the Panthers out of trouble and came 
through most of the time ... also does kickoff chores for UNI. 
1976 
PUNTING 
Mark Whitver 
SCORING 
Mark Whitver 
G 
11 
TD 
0 
G NO. YDS. AVE. 
11 59 2383 40.4 
1 PAT AIM 2 PAT AIM FG AIM SF 
31 -26 0 8-6 0 
On Defense 
BK 
1 
PTS. 
44 
LG 
76 
AVE. 
4.0 
57 Mike Wiiiett, 6-3, 220, Soph., Cedar Falls, la. defensive tackle 
A top prospect at the defensive tackle spot that impressed many coaches 
last year as a freshman ... for his performance, received a letter . . . had a 
good spring game . . . possesses good strength and mobility for his size 
... a two sport letter winner at Cedar Falls High where he claimed the state 
heavyweight title in wrestling his senior year ... prep coach was Pat 
Mitchell . . . has a bright future in store at UNI . .. with more experience, 
could become one of the best. 
55 Larry Rogers, 6-0, 195, Soph., Osage, la. defensive tackle 
One of the hardest hitters on the Panther squad ... has been timed in 
:04.7 in the 40 . .. coaches were impressed by his good performance in 
spring ball ... was an All-State and All-Conference first team pick while a 
prep at Osage Community High ... was the instinct of getting to the ball 
carrier quickly . . . high school coach was James Smelcer . . . will help 
bolster defensive line .. . holds a3.09 grade point in physical education. 
93 Rod Stegall, 6-1, 215, Sr., Byron, Ill. nose guard 
Will be looked upon for added depth at the nose guard position ... had 
an outstanding spring practice ... named MVP in football and wrestling 
while a prep at Bryon High School ... needs more playing experience ... 
was a two-year letterman at Rock Valley Junior College . . . strong, hard 
worker who was switched from linebacker to shore up the nose guard 
position ... will see plenty of playing time this fall. 
99 Todd Leonardelll, 6-2, 235, Sr., West Allis, Wis. defensive tackle 
If the name sounds familiar it is because Todd is the brother of former 
defensive stand out Terry . .. was a highly sought after player at Concordia 
Junior College where he had an excellent career ... named all-region and 
honorable Ail-American ... biggest asset is speed and quickness . .. good 
lateral movement ... has worked on bulking up his frame since arriving at 
UNI ... coaches have high hopes on Todd to help out an inexperienced de-
fensive line. 
95 Wayne Haberman, 6-4, 245, Soph., Jefferson, la. defensive tackle 
Sat out last season as a red-shirt because of pre-season injury ... good 
size and has good potential for defensive lineman .. . was an All-
Conference and All-State pick while a prep at Jefferson High where he 
played both offensive and defensive tackle ... with more playing ex-
perience, could be a good one for the Panthers .. . may be a big surprise in 
fall practice. 
69 Reed Hunemuller, 5-11, 210, Jr., Cedar Falls, la. nose guard 
Has been labeled 'Mr. Tough ' on the defensive line ... has excellent 
quickness as a down-lineman . . . has found a new home at nose guard 
after playing linebacker last year ... had an excellent spring practice but 
missed spring game because of serious hand injury . .. has the potential of 
being one of best defensive linemen in the North Central Conference ... 
was a top running back at Cedar Falls High where he earned All-State and 
All-Conference honors two years in a row .. . a two-year letterman that has 
a bright future in a Panther uniform. 
67 Scott McWhirter, 6-1, 210, Soph., Fairfield, la. defensive tackle 
Showed much improvement in spring drills in a spring game ... will be a 
definite candidate for landing a starting berth in the Panther defensive line 
. .. has the potential for being a star at UNI ... was a three-sport letterman 
while a prep at Fairfield High ... also, was named to All-Conference and 
All-State honor teams his senior year . . . married to the former Debra 
Owens. 
17 
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31 Dale Eastman, 6-2, 217, Soph., Cedar Falls, la. linebacker 
Earned a starting berth in the spring game because of his steallar 
performance in spring drills ... was an All-Big 5 and All-Big 8 conference 
selection while a prep at Cedar Falls High ... was sixth in the state in the 
discus ... intelligence and determination are two of his keys ... lettered 
as a freshman last year ... carries a 3.00 grade point in Business Ad-
ministration ... with Clark at the other LB spot, the duo could be the best 
in the NCC. 
97 Rod Tegeler, 6-1, 205, Jr., Dyersville, la. defensive end 
Sat out last year as a transfer student from Eastern New Mexico ... will 
come into fall practice as one of the top candidates at the defensive end 
position . . . has the potential to become one of the bright spots in the Pan-
ther defensive end corps ... coaches talk about 'physical tools ' when the 
discussion swings to him . . . was a stand out prep at Dyersville High 
School ... what he lacks in size he makes up in quickness and agility ... 
emerged in last spring drills as a leader in defensive line. 
98 Jake Schoenberger, 6-8, 205, Soph., Evansville, Wis. defensive 
end . 
Another new young face that will be fighting for a starting berth come fall 
practice ... showed much improvement in spring practice . .. good future 
in the North Central Conference ... his height at 6-8 gives him a plus for 
rushing the passer . . . was an All-Conference pick while a prep at 
Evansville High where he was also a three-sport letter winner . . . will see 
plenty of playing ti me this year. 
37 Ed Arnold, 6-1, 235, Soph., Evansville, Wis. defensive end 
Will be one of the new young faces in this season 's Panther defensive 
line ... performed well in spring practice and spring game . . . coaches 
have high hopes for Arnold to become one of best ends ever at UNI ... ag-
gressive player and has been clocked at :04.7 in 40 ... was All-League and 
All-District while a prep at Evansville High .. stellar performances on 
specialty won him a starting berth last spring ... lettered last year as a 
freshman ... carries a 2.81 accum grade point in Industrial Technology. 
92 Matt Spanjers, 6-0, 195, Soph., Schuyler, Neb. defensive end 
One of three sophomores that will be doing battle come fall practice to 
land a starting berth . . . was shifted from linebacker to defensive end 
because of good lateral speed ... is quick and aggressive ... will add to 
depth of defensive line corps . . . a four-sport letterman at LeMars Central 
in Schuyler, Neb .... named MVP on his team his senior year ... could be 
a bright surpri~ when fall practice begins ... toughness is his key. 
38 Tim Johnson, 5-10, 165, Jr., Keokuk, la. cornerback 
Showed steady improvement in spring drills . .. will be vying for a start-
ing berth when fall practice begins .. . one of the smarter players on the 
squad with a 3.73 accumulative grade point in Business Administration . .. 
was All-State honorable mention and All-Conference selection while a prep 
at Keokuk High ... quickness and intelligence are biggest assets ... will 
see plenty of playing time this fall. 
44 Tom Nixon, 6-0, 180, Sr., Rocky Point, N.C. cornerback 
A bright spot in the Panther secondary that will be a top returning pros-
pect .. . sat out spring drills with an achillies tendon injury ... was a stand-
out performer while at Chowan Junior College at Murfreesboro, N.C .... 
has excellent speed .. . was a top sprinter while a prep at Burgaw High 
School where he was also named the MVP on his team his senior year ... 
will be looked upon to beef up inexperienced defensive backfield. 
15 Dana Deines, 5-11, 175, Soph., Cedar Falls, la. cornerback 
Could be the best all-around athlete on the team . .. got his initiation in-
to college football when he started as a freshman against No. 1 ranked 
Northern Michigan ... received a letter ... showed considerable improve-
ment in spring game and spring drills ... was a three-sport letterman while 
at Cedar Falls High . . . H.S. coach was Pat Mitchell ... has a bright future 
at UNI . .. emerged in spring drills as a No. 1 candidate at cornerback ... 
has a 3.44 grade point average in Business Administration. 
48 Randy Hoffa, 6-0, 186, Sr., Waterloo, la. strong safety 
Has the edge on the starting job because of experience and playing time 
. .. emerged in last spring drills as a leader in secondary and held No. 1 
strong safety position ... has good speed and range .. . a two-year letter 
winner for the Panthers ... showed stellary performances on Panther 
specialty teams last year . .. was a three-sport letterman while at Raliegh 
High School in N.C . . .. was named defensive back of his junior year at 
Raliegh. 
14 Rick Ellingson, 5-11, 180, Soph., Wellsburg, la. cornerback 
A service veteran who impressed many people by his performance in 
spring drills ... main assets are speed and quickness ... could be a dark-
horse when fall practice opens ... good all-around athlete who will defi-
nitely help 1977 Panther secondary . . . will challenge for a starting job 
when fall practice begins. 
19 
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45 Biii Sawicki, 6-3, 190, Jr., Milwaukee, Wis. strong safety 
A junior college transfer from Concordia J.C ... . was a highly successful 
quarterback while at Concordia .. . has the potential for moving into a 
starting job ... good height and speed are his assets ... will have to adjust 
to his new home at strong safety ... could be a pleasant surprise with the 
coming of fall practice. 
39 Jim Ross, 6-0, 180, Jr., Cedar Rapids, la. cornerback 
Pre-season could determine his role in the Panther secondary . . . good 
speed with the knack of wanting to hit people .. "' was a three-sport let-
terman at Cedar Rapids Prairie ... named MVP his senior year and a first 
team All-Conference pick . .. saw little varsity action last year but could 
move into the starting lineup with a good fall practice . . . will add needed 
depth to Panther defensive secondary. 
42 David Erstad, 6-2, 180, Jr., Davenport, la. free safety 
The most improved secondary on the Panther squad last year ... came 
on strong at end of 1976 season ... will fill in for graduated All-American 
Nick Maragos ... could develop with time into a premier defensive back 
for the Panthers ... had three interceptions last year ... has the knack of 
being around the ball all the time . .. was a three-sport letterman at Central 
Davenport .. . prep coach was Jim Fox ... played in 1973 state champion 
team . .. has a bright future in store. 
47 David Volkens, 6-1, 180, Jr., Reinbeck, la. free safety 
Showed improvement in spring practice and spring game .. . can also 
play strong safety as well ... was a four-sport letterman while at Reinbeck 
. . . named All-Conference senior year . . . had a good season with the 
junior varsity and now bidding for varsity play ... carries 3.13 accum grade 
point in Business Administration ... prep coach was Dennis Booth. 
ALPHABETICAL ROSTER 
NO.PLAYER POSlTION NO.PLAYER POSITION 
11 Allen , Terry QB 99 Leonardelli , Todd DT 
37 Arnold, Ed LB 26 Lynch, Pat RB 
50 Barz, Kevin OT 85 Magee, Mike TE 
80 Brown, Ted p 10 Manigault, Joe WR 
71 Christenson, Paul OT 67 McWhirter, Scott LB 
61 Clarahan, Rick OG 24 Montgomery, Nqrm RB 
36 Clark, William LB 62 Moore, Randy OG 
30 Curry, Mike RB 21 Olinyk, Michael RB 
35 Daly, Mark DB 75 Otto, Nick DT 
34 Davis, Carl RB 25 Peterson, Russ DB 
15 Deines, Dana QB 84 Peterson, Scott WR 
31 Eastman, Dale LB 96 Phipps, Neal DT 
42 Erstad, David FS 73 Pitlik, James c 
91 Essex, Jimmie DT 64 Rasmusson, Dave c 
65 Fertig, Robert OG 83 Reiher, Todd WR 
20 Fister, Brad K 55 Rogers, Larry LB 
28 Flora, Jay DB 39 Ross, Jim CB 
22 Fullbright, Mark RB 45 Sawicki , Bill DB 
88 Fulton, Rod WR 98 Schoenberger, Jake DE 
52 Ginn, Bryan c 18 Shaw, Mike WR 95 Haberman, Wayne DT 43 Siegert, Tom DB 81 Hamilton, Jeff TE 17 Soli, Terry QB 
13 Harkness, Mike QB 54 Spahn, Jim OT 
19 Hendrickson, Mark WR 92 Spanjers, Matt LB 
66 Heston, Jim OG 93 Stegall , Rod LB 
48 Hoffa, Randy SS 63 Swisher, Kurt OG 69 Hunemuller, Reed LB 97 Tegler, Rod DE 
82 Johnson, Greg TE 47 Volkens, Dave FS 
38 Johnson, Tim CB 72 Wentzel , Bob OT 
86 Klavas, Bob TE 27 Werner, Bob RB 
94 Koch, Jeff DE 56 Whitver, Mark LB 
29 Kolbe, Randy RB 57 Willett, Mike NG 
49 Lakin, Tom SS 41 Wilson, Brian FS 
21 
1977 UNI Football Roster 
Numerical 
No. Player Pos. Ht. Wt. Age Yr. Hometown 
10 Joe Manigault WR 5-8 162 21 Sr. Georgetown, SC 
11 Terry Allen QB 6-2 200 20 Jr. Iowa City, IA 
12 Tim Spurgin QB 5-11 170 18 Fr. Albia, IA 
13 Mike Harkness QB 5-10 185 19 So. Burlington, IA 
14 Jeff Voss QB-DB6-2 175 18 Fr. Clinton, IA 
15 Dana Deines QB 5-11 175 19 So. Cedar Falls, IA 
16 Mark Hendrickson WR 6-0 170 19 So. Richland, IA 
17 Terry Soli QB 6-2 175 20 Jr. Mason City, IA 
18 Mike Shaw WR 6-0 175 19 So. Nevada, IA 
19 Rick Steil 18 Fr. Dubuque, IA 
20 Brad Fister K 5-10 140 19 So. Waterloo, IA 
21 Michael Ollnyk RB 6-0 175 19 So. Waterloo, IA 
22 Rick Niedermeyer RB 5-7 180 18 Fr. Green Bay, WI 
23 Mark Fullbright RB 6-1 200 19 So. Cedar Falls, IA 
24 Norm Montgomery RB 6-1 205 21 Sr. Waterloo, IA 
25 Gene Wiltgen 18 Fr. Calmar, IA 
26 Pat Lynch RB 5-10 187 20 Jr. Ft. Dodge, IA 
27 Bob Werner RB 6-0 190 19 So. West Allis, WI 
28 Brent Kokemuller RB 6-0 180 18 Fr. Clinton, IA 
29 Randy Kolbe RB 6-0 185 20 Jr. Ft. Dodge, IA 
30 Mike Curry RB 6-2 200 21 Sr. Mankato, MN 
31 Dale Eastman LB 6-2 217 19 So. Cedar Falls, IA 
32 Kelly Ellis RB 5-9 165 18 Fr. Waterloo, IA 
34 Carl Davis RB 5-8 175 21 Sr. New York, NY 
35 Mark Daly DB 5-9 170 21 Sr. Manchester, MN 
36 William Clark LB 6-2 205 21 Jr. Miami, FL 
37 Ed Arnold LB 6-2 200 19 So. Evansville, WI 
38 Tim Johnson CB 5-10 165 20 Jr. Keokuk, IA 
39 Jim Ross CB 6-0 180 20 Jr. Cedar Rapids, IA 
40 Larry Formanek DB 5-11 195 19 So. Belle Plaine, IA 
41 Rick Ellingson DB 5-11 180 19 So. Wellsburg, IA 
42 David Erstad FS 6-2 180 20 Jr. Davenport, IA 
43 Tom Siegert DB 6-2 176 19 So. Dubuque, IA 
44 Tom Nixon CB 6-0 180 20 Jr. Rocky Point, NC 
22 
45 Bill Sawicki DB 6-3 190 20 Jr. Milwaukee, WI 
46 Brian Brown WR 6-0 170 19 So. Oelwein, IA 
47 David Volkens FS 6-1 180 20 Jr. Reinbeck, IA 
48 Randy Hoffa SS 6-0 186 21 Sr. Waterloo, IA 
49 Tom Lakin SS 6-0 190 20 Jr. Cedar Falls, IA 
50 Kevin Barz OT 6-3 240 21 Sr. Geneva, IA 
51 Randy Butterfield c 6-2 228 18 Fr. Mcintire, IA 
52 Bryan Ginn c 6-2 230 21 Sr. Des Moines, IA 
53 Tim Spahn 18 Fr. Lincoln, NB 
54 Jim Spahn OT 6-2 245 21 Sr. Lincoln, NB 
55 Larry Rogers LB 6-0 195 19 So. Osage, IA 
56 Mark Whitver LB 6-1 190 20 Jr. West Union, IA 
57 Mike Willett NG 6-3 220 19 So. Cedar Falls, IA 
58 Don Howard LB 5-11 210 20 Jr. Phoeniz, AR 
59 Bill Gabelman LB 6-1 195 19 So. Stanwood, IA 
60 Skip Eckhardt OG 6-2 220 18 Fr. Cresco, IA 
61 Rick Clarahan OG 6-1 230 19 So. Iowa City, IA 
62 Randy Moore OG 6-2 240 19 So. Oelwein, IA 
63 Kurt Swisher OG 6-2 235 21 Sr. Findlay, OH 
64 Dave Rasmusson c 6-1 220 19 So. Cedar Falls, IA 
65 Robert Fertig OG 6-2 235 21 Sr. LeMars, IA 
66 Jim Heston OG 6-3 216 21 Jr. Iowa Falls, IA 
67 Scott McWhirter LB 6-1 210 19 So. Fairfield, IA 
69 Reed Hunemuller LB 5-11 205 20 Jr. Cedar Falls, IA 
70 David Ramthum OT 6-4 240 18 Fr. Manson, IA 
71 Paul Christenson OT 6-4 246 20 Jr. Stillwater, MN 
72 Bob Wentzel OT 6-4 245 21 Sr. Mosinee, WI 
73 James Pitlik c 6-3 215 20 Jr. Cedar Rapids, IA 
75 Nick Otto DT 6-2 210 20 Jr. Johnston, IA 
76 Larry Blake OT 6-5 250 18 Jr. Sioux City, IA 
n Mike Johnson OT 6-5 255 18 Fr. Rock Island, IL 
78 Harold Lorenz DT 6-5 225 18 Fr. Cudahy, WI 
79 Mike Wagner DT 6-5 230 18 Fr. Austin, MN 
80 Ted Brown p 6-3 170 19 So. Des Moines, IA 
81 Jeff Hamilton TE 6-5 214 20 So. Cedar Rapids, IA 
82 Greg Johnson TE 6-5 214 19 So. Spencer, IA 
83 Todd Reiher WR 6-4 195 19 So. Allison, IA 
84 Scott Peterson WR 6-1 185 20 Jr. Cedar Falls, IA 
85 Mike Magee TE 6-5 215 20 Jr. Dunkerton, IA 
86 BobKlavas TE 6-2 220 21 Sr. Crown Point, IN 
23 
87 Charles Marcucci WR 6-0 175 18 Fr. Clinton, IA 
88 Steve Wright TE 6-5 230 18 Fr. Wayzata, MN 
89 Tom Matheson DE 6-3 195 18 Fr. Mason City, IA 
90 Brian Eckheart OT 6-6 265 18 Fr. Buffalo Center, IA 
91 Jimmie Essex OT 6-2 245 19 So. Chicago, IL 
92 Rod Tegeler DE 6-1 200 19 So. Dyersville, IA 
93 Rod Stegall LB 6-1 215 21 Sr. Byron, IL 
94 Jeff Koch DE 6-1 187 19 So. Nevada, IA 
95 Wayne Haberman Jefferson, WI 
96 Neil Phipps OT 6-3 255 22 Sr. Cedar Falls, IA 
97 Matt Spanjers LB 6-0 195 19 So. Schuyler, NB 
98 Jake Schoenberger DE 6-5 203 19 So. Evansville, WI 
99 Todd Leonardelli OT 6-2 235 21 Sr. West Allis, WI 
Kyle Cornish DB 6-0 175 18 Fr. Sigourney, IA 
Owen Dockter OT 6-4 230 18 Fr. Madison, WI 
Doug Gehrke OT 6-5 250 18 Fr. Sun Prairie, WI 
Tom Hanley OG 6-4 215 18 Fr. Neenah, WI 
Frank Laggar OG 6-2 215 18 Fr. St. Peter, MN 
Rick Moses RB 5-10 170 18 Fr. Waterloo, IA 
Alan Neumann RB 6-1 180 18 Fr. Eagan, MN 
John Neuwohner DB 5-11 175 18 Fr. Osage, IA 
Raymond Severson OT 6-4 230 18 Fr. Cudahy, WI 
Scott Verhey DE 6-5 225 18 Fr. Hollandale, MN 
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WATCH THESE FRESHMEN 
Name Pos. Ht. Wt. Age Hometown - High School 
BLAKE, Larry OT 6-5 250 18 Sioux City, la. - Sioux City West 
BUTTERFIELD, Randy c 6-2 228 18 Mcintire, la. - Riceville Community 
CORNISH, Kyle DB 6-0 175 18 Sigourney, la. - Sigourney 
DOCKTER, Owen OT 6-4 230 18 Madison, Wis. - Madison West 
ECKHEART, Brian DT 6-6 265 18 Buffalo Center, la. - Buffalo Center 
ECKHARDT, Skip OG 6-2 220 18 Cresco, la. - Crestwood-Cresco 
ELLIS, Kelly RB 5-9 165 18 Waterloo, la. - West Waterloo 
GEHRKE, Doug DT 6-5 250 18 Sun Prairie, Wis. - Sun Prairie 
HANLEY, Tom OG 6-4 215 18 Neenah, Wis. - Neenah 
JOHNSON, Mike OT 6-5 255 18 Rock Island, Ill. - Rock Island 
KOKEMULLER, Brent RB 6-0 180 18 Clinton, la. - Clinton 
LAGGAR, Frank OG 6-2 215 18 St. Peter, Minn. - St. Peter 
LORENZ, Harold DT 6-5 225 18 Cudahy, Wis. - Cudahy 
MARCUCCI, Charles WR 6-Q 175 18 Clinton, la. - Clinton 
MATHESON, Tom DE 6-3 195 18 Mason City, la. - Mason City 
MOSES, Rick RB 5-10 170 18 Waterloo, la. - East Waterloo 
NEUMANN, Alan RB 6-1 180 18 Eagan, Minn. - Rousmount 
NEUWOHNER, John DB 5-11 175 18 Osage, la. - Osage 
NIEDERMEYER, Rick RB 5-7 180 18 Green Bay, Wis. - Preble High 
RAMTHUM, David OT 6-4 240 18 Manson, la. - Manson 
SEVERSON, Raymond DT 6-4 230 18 Cudahy, Wis. - Cudahy 
SPURGIN, Tim QB 5-11 170 18 Albia, la. -Albia 
VERHEY, Scott DE 6-5 225 18 Hollandale, Minn. -Albert Lea 
VOSS, Jeff QB-DB 6-2 175 18 Clinton, la. - Clinton 
WAGNER, Mike DT 6-5 230 18 Austin, Minn. - Austin 
WRIGHT, Steve TE 6-5 230 18 Wayzata, Minn. - Wayzata 
1977 JV Schedule 
Sept.19 
Oct. 6 
17 
31 
Monday Ellsworth Junior College (6:30 p.m.) 
(7:30 p.m.) 
(6:30 p.m.) 
(6:30 p.m.) 
Thursday Ft. Dodge Community College 
Monday William Penn Junior Varsity 
Monday Wartburg Junior Varsity 
All games in the UNI-Dome. 
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LEI TERMEN RETURNING FOR 1977 
Offense (16) 
Wide Receivers -
**Joe Manigault (Sr.) 
*Mark Hendrickson (Soph.) 
*Mike Shaw (Soph.) 
Tight Ends-
*Bob Klavas (Sr.) 
*Jeff Hamilton (Soph.) 
Tackles-
**Jim Spahn (Sr.) 
*Kevin Barz (Sr ~ ) 
Guards-
**Bob Wentzel (Sr.) 
**James Pitlik (Jr.) 
**Robert Fertig (Sr.) 
*Bryan Ginn (Sr.) 
*Kurt Swisher (Sr.) 
Running Backs 
**Carl Davis (Sr.) 
*Pat Lynch (Jr.) 
Quarterbacks 
*Terry Allen (Soph.) 
*Terry Soli (Soph.) 
LETTERMEN LOST 
Offense - (5) 
Dallas Deike (OT) 
Ron Fiacco (C) 
Tom Haning (RB) 
Neal Moses (FB) 
Tom Scalissi (FB) 
Defense - (9) 
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Randy Buchwald (NG) 
Mel Campbell (NG) 
Doug Carlo (SS) 
Pat Hall (LB) 
Walt Krebs (DE) 
Jeff Lakin (SS) 
Terry Leonardelli (DT) 
Nick Maragos (FS) 
Marty Stratton (DE) 
Defense (13) 
Ends -
*Brad McMahon (Sr.) 
Tackles-
*Neil Phipps (Sr.) 
Nose Guards -
**Reed Hunemuller (Jr.) 
*Mike Willett (Soph.) 
Linebackers -
**William Clark (Jr.) 
*Ed Arnold (Soph.) 
*Mark Whitver (Jr.) 
*Larry Rogers (Soph.) 
*Dale Eastman (Soph.) 
Defensive Backs -
**Randy Hoffa (Sr.) 
*David Erstad (Jr.) 
*Tom Nixon (Sr.) 
*Dana Deines (Soph.) 
Lettermen by Class 
Seniors-13 
Juniors- 6 
Sophomores - 1 O 
RETURNING 
STARTERS 
Defense (3) 
William Clark (LB) 
David Erstad (FS) 
Neil Phipps (RT) 
Offense (6) 
Terry Allen (QB) 
Bob Wentzel (LG) 
Robert Fertig (RG) 
Jim Spahn (LT) 
Bob Klavas (TE) 
Kevin Barz (RT) 
MOVIN'ON 
The tradition of learning and understanding of athletics at UNI does not stop at gradua-
tion but is carried on afterwards. The following list of former Panthers who played or 
tutored under Stan Sheriff exemplifies this tradition. They are now in the high school, col-
lege and administrative staffs that spans from California to Illinois. 
In the College Ranks ... 
Head Coaches 
Jim Hershberger, Buena Vista 
John Gregory, South Dakota State 
Warren Hansen, Cuesta, Calif. 
Lynn King, Northern Iowa 
Assistant Coaches 
Dennis Remmert, Northern Iowa 
Merle Masonholder, Cornell 
Kent Stephenson, Oklahoma State 
Rick Hodam, Iowa Wesleyan 
Jerry Malloy, Fort Dodge JC 
Larry Norman, Northern Iowa 
Larry Van Oort, Indian Hills JC 
Max Huffman, Cuesta, Calif. 
Athletic Administration 
R. C. Johnson, Northern Iowa 
Jim Rudd, Oregon State 
Ed Schwartz, ~nta Barbara, California 
In the High School Ranks ... 
Iowa 
AMES, John Stillwell , 
Glen Conner 
BELMOND, Charles Stalker 
BETIENDORF, Merv Habenicht* 
Bob Stevens 
Ron Owen 
Gary Hirsch 
Chuck Nolting 
Randy Scott 
CEDAR FALLS, Pat Mitchell* 
Gene Doyle 
Larry Timi on 
Dave Page 
CEDAR RAPIDS, Jack Fisk* 
Greg Reed* 
Bill Calloway 
Rich Boston 
Bob Hampton 
Paul James 
CHARLES CITY, Wendell Williams• 
CHARTER OAK, Dave Skibsted* 
CHEROKEE, Vince Cox 
CLINTON, Dick Olin* 
COLFAX, Terry Fox 
COLUMBUS JUNCTION, Warren Woepking 
COUNCIL BLUFFS, Bill Montignani* 
CRESTON, Dick Bergstrom• 
DAVENPORT, Jim Fox• 
Ted Minnick 
Tom Murphy 
DES MOINES, Don Pryor• 
Dennis Johnson 
DUBUQUE, Dennis Bahr 
Steve Blankenberg 
ELDON, Doug Walter• 
ELDORA, Ken Beverl in* 
ELKADER, Dave Derhammer• 
FORT DODGE, Dave Cox* 
GRISWOLD, Fred Hildebrand 
HAMPTON, Steve Wedgbury 
JimBayse 
IOWA CITY, Clyde Bean• 
John Raffensberger 
Rick Price 
Bryce Hansen 
IRWIN, Dick Blau 
JANESVILLE, Del Simpson• 
KLEMME, Virgil Goodrich* 
LAKE MILLS, Jeff Lakin 
LEMARS, Darrel Bartling 
MASON CITY, Bill Strotman 
MUSCATINE, Gary White• 
Dave Matthews 
NEW HAMPTON, Steve Lounsberry• 
NORTHWOOD, Dick Jensen• 
NORTHERN UNIVERSITY, Dennis Kettner• 
PLEASANT VALLEY, Bob Anderson• 
SIGOURNEY, Jack Smith 
SPENCER, Jim Jackson• 
STATE CENTER, Doug Pinkham• 
SUTHERLAND, Vince Wells* 
TAMA, Les Koch 
UNDERWOOD, Charlie Frisk 
WATERLOO, Larry Thompson• 
Bruce Gulick 
Larry Rater 
Dick Miller 
John Wagner 
Mike Allen 
Ed Mulholland 
Andrew Rainey 
Mike Woodley 
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WAVERLY, Dennis Button• 
Mike Bock 
WELLMAN, Dennis Harms• 
WEST DES MOINES, Lee Crawford• 
Steve France 
Ray Byrnes 
WEST LYON of INWOOD, Ron Dodd 
WINFIELD, James Halferty• 
WINTERSET, Charles McGaffin 
ARIZONA 
PHOENIX, Earl McQuiston 
CALIFORNIA 
DIAMOND BAR, Greg Bice 
GARDEN GROVE, George Asleson• 
HUNTINGTON BEACH, Gary Wilcox 
TWENTY-NINE PALMS, Terry Foster 
VICTORVILLE, Gary Bowman 
OCEANSIDE, Bill Kovacevich 
ILLINOIS 
BERWYN, Jim Evan• 
DES PLAINES, Bob Kunkel 
HARVEY, Darnell Sanford 
MENDON, Dennis Wright 
MOLINE, Duane Bonsall 
PARK FOREST, Marv Johnson 
PORT BYRON, Jim Campbell 
WHEATON. Dan Boals• 
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WILMINGTON, Howard Becker• 
FLORIDA 
CLEWISTON, Lynn Stickfort 
CORAL GABLES, Don Hart 
MINNESOTA 
FAIRBAUL T, Rich Oliphant* 
BROOKLYN CENTER, Doug Darnell 
STILLWATER, Dennis Meyers 
MISSOURI 
KANSAS CITY, Mike Reed• 
Bob Lee 
SEDALIA, Nevin Olmquist 
NEW MEXICO 
LOS ALAMOS, Stan Petermier 
ALAMAGORDO, Tom Jones 
OKLAHOMA 
OKLAHOMA CITY, Bill Stanley 
SOUTH DAKOTA 
VERMILLION, Marv Miller• 
WISCONSIN 
MIDDLETON, Leo Simms• 
STOUGHTON, Charles Schulte• 
• Designates Head Coach 
Recapping 1976 
Northern Michigan 41, Northern Iowa 7 
Sept.4 ... 
Cedar Falla, la . ... Attendance 12,000 . .. 
Northern Michigan didn 't make Dedication Night of the 
UNI-Dome a very pleasant one as the No. 1 ranked team in 
Division II rolled to a 41-7 win before 12,000 Panther fans. 
The Wiidcats piled up 503 yards of total offense to UNl's 
286 to mark the first intercollegiate game played in the com-
pletely covered coliseum. 
Northern Michigan got 20 points on the scoreboard on 
runs by Randy Awary (16) and flashy Reggie Webster (42) 
along with a 53-yard scoring bomb from quarterback Steve 
Mariucci to Maurice Mitchell. Webster had an excellent 
night by gaining 170 yards on 16 carries. 
The Wildcats scored once in each quarter before UNI got 
untracked when sophomore quarterback Terry Allen found 
tight end Bob Klavas all alone for a 21-yard scoring tally in 
the final stanza. 
Allen , taking over for the graduated magician Bill Salmon, 
threw for 163yardson 11 completions. 
Score bf querier• 
Northern Michigan 
Northern Iowa 
1 2 3 4 
20777 41 
0 0 0 7 7 
Gama Statlatlca 
NM UNI 
First Downs 23 15 
Net Yards Rushing 326 123 
Attempts 54 45 
Net Yards Passing 177 163 
Completed 11 11 
Attempted 24 25 
Had Intercepted 2 1 
Total Offense 503 286 
Plays Rush, Pass 18 70 
Return Yardage 120 70 
Punts 50 0 
Kickoffs 23 46 
Interceptions 37 24 
Punting (No./ Ave.) 5/342 11 /362 
Penalties (No./Yds.) 7/75 6/63 
Fumbles (No./Lost) 3/1 212 
SCORING SUMMARY -
NM Awrey run 16-yds (Harves kick); 
NM Mariucci 53-yd . pass to Mitchell (Harves kick); 
NM Webster 42-yd . run (Harves kick blocked); 
NM Mariucci 6-yd . run (Harves kick); 
NM Jackson 1-yd. run (Harves kick); 
UNI Allen pass to Klavas 21-yds. (Whitver kick); 
NM Salani 3-yd. run (Harves kick). 
NORTHERN IOWA34, Nebraska-Omaha 13 
Sept.18 .. . 
Cedar Falla, la .... Attendance 8,200 ... 
Northern Iowa took advantage of an open date the 
weekend before to regroup and post a 34-13 win over new-
league member Nebraska-Omaha. 
The Mavericks drew first blood in the opening quarter 
when quarterback John Smolsky hit wide receiver Dan 
Fulton on a 67-yard scoring bomb. 
But quarterback Terry Allen went to work and capped 
scoring drives of 52 and 82 yards with touchdown runs of 
two and one yards to put the Panthers out ahead to stay 
13-7. Allen scored twice more before the night ended to tie a 
single game scoring mark of four touchdowns. Allen piled 
up 238 yards of total offense with 105 yards rushing . 
The Panthers rolled up 314 yards on the ground and 133 
via the air for 447 yards total offense. 
Score by Quartara 
Nebraaka-Omaha 
Northern Iowa 
1 2 3 4 
7 0 8 0 13 
13 14 0 7 34 
First Downs 
Net Yards Rushing 
Attempts 
Net Yards Passing 
Completed 
Attempted 
Had Intercepted 
Total Offense 
Plays Rush, Pass 
Return Yardage 
Punts 
Kickoffs 
Interceptions 
Punting (No./ Ave.) 
Penalties (No./Yds.) 
Fumbles (No./Lost) 
Game Statlatlca 
SCORING SUMMARY -
UNO 
19 
127 
36 
252 
21 
33 
1 
379 
57 
2 
2 
76 
0 
3/36.6 
10/101 
· 1/1 
UNI 
26 
314 
64 
133 
5 
10 
0 
447 
69 
0 
0 
72 
0 
2137 
9/65 
3/2 
UNO Fulton 67-yd. pass from Smolsky (Bilka kick); 
UNI Allen 2-yd . run (Whitver k ick failed); 
UNI Allen 1-yd. run (Whitver kick); 
UNI VerHuel 22-yd. pass from Allen (Whitver kick); 
UNI Allen 11 -yd. run (Whitver kick); 
UNO Smolsky 4-yd . run (Bilka kick failed); 
UNI Allen 1-yd . run (Whitver kick). 
NORTHERN IOWA 1, St. Cloud St. O* 
Sept. 25 ... 
St. Cloud, Minn .. .. Attendance 2,500 
55 Degrees, Clear 
The real outcome of this game occurred two weeks later 
when St. Cloud St. revealed that one of its players was ruled 
ineligible forcing the Huskies to forfeit" a 27-21 win over the 
Panthers. 
St. Cloud St. struck first on a 71-yard scoring bomb from 
quarterback Dick Erickson to wide receiver John Kim-
brough. Ttie Huskies tallied twice in the second quarter for a 
20-7 lead. 
But the Panthers never gave up and staged a late rally 
sparked by a five-yard run by Tom Scalissi in the third 
quarter and a two-yard scoring pass from Terry Allen to tight 
end Bob Klavas. 
Fullback Neal Moses a non-starter, made his init ial ap-
pearance in a Panther uniform a devastating one when the 
senior transfer rushed for 152 yards on 20 carries. 
The Panthers had 371 total yards to St. Cloud 's 403. 
Score by Quartara 
Northern Iowa 
St. Cloud St. 
1 2 
7 0 
7 20 
3 4 
7 7 
0 0 
21 
21· 
Gama Statlatlca 
Total First Downs 
Net Yards Rush ing 
Passes Attempted 
Passes Completed 
Passes Had Intercepted 
Net Yards Passing 
Total Offensive Plays 
Total Net Yards 
lnterceptions(No./Yds) 
Punts (No./Yds./Ave.) 
Punts Had Blocked 
Punt Returns (No./Yds.) 
Fumbles(No./Lost) 
Penalties (No./Yds.) 
scs 
23 
37/93 
37 
21 
2 
310 
74 
403 
215 
4/172143.0 
0 
3/20 
1/1 
7/67 
UNI 
19 
61 /260 
18 
8 
2 
134 
79 
371 
217 
4/178/44.5 
0 
2122 
6/4 
13/105 
29 
SCORING SUMMARY -
SCS Kimbrough 71-yd. pass Erickson (Buttweiler 
kick); 
UNI Allen 1-yd. run (Whitver kick); 
SCS Weilage 20-yd. pass Erickson (Buttweiler kick); 
SCS Kimbrough 7-yd. pass Erickson (Buttweiler 
kick); 
SCS Theisen 8-yd. run (kick failed); 
UNI Scalissi 5-yd. run (Whitver kick); 
UNI Klavas 2-yd. pass Allen (Whitver kick). 
NORTHERN IOWA 24, North Dakota 22 
Oct. 2 ... 
Grand Forks, N.D . .. . Attendance 5,700 
68 Degrees ... Partly Cloudy, W-S 10-15 mph. 
Northern Iowa opened North Central Conference play 
with a victory-barely. 
The Panthers opened the game up in the fourth quarter 
when Terry Allen plunged over from the three for a 24-7 lead 
with just 8:53 left in the game. 
But the Fighting Sioux staged a brilliant rally to score 
twice within a 36-second span. Quarterback Pat Wacker hit 
Lowell Schweigert on a 43-yard scoring pass with 3:00 left. 
The Sioux took over on the Panther 32 after recovering the 
ball on an on-side kickoff. A pass interference penalty 
against the Panthers took the ball down to the two where 
fullback Bill Deutsch took it in on the next play. Deutsch 
made it an 8-point play on a two-point conversion run with 
just 2:24 left. 
UNI had 383 total yards to North Dakota's 328. 
Score by Quuter• 1 2 3 4 
Northern Iowa 0 10 7 7 24 
North Dekote 7 0 0 15 22 
Game Stetlatlc• 
UNI ND 
First Downs 21 17 
Net Yards Rushing 261 104 
Attempts 70 45 
Net Yards Passing 122 224 
Completed 11 11 
Attempted 25 26 
Had Intercepted 0 3 
Total Offense 383 328 
Plays Rush. Pass 95 71 
Return Yardage 16 45 
Punts 16 3 
Kickoffs 0 42 
Interceptions 0 0 
Punting (No./ Ave.) 4/46.5 5129.6 
Penalties (No./Yds.) 7/112 2/20 
Fumbles (No./Lost) 5/4 4/1 
SCORING SUMMARY -
ND Deutsch 3-yd. run (Muzynoski kick); 
UNI VerHuel 18-yd. pass Allen (Whitver kick); 
UNI Whitver 27-yd. field goal; 
UNI Scalissi 8-yd. run (Whitver kick); 
UNI Allen 3-yd. run (Whitver kick); 
ND Wacker 43-yd. pass Schweigert (Muzynoski 
kick); 
ND Deutsch 1-yd. run (Deutsch run). 
NORTHERN IOWA 7, Augustana, S.D. 6 
Oct. 9 . . . 
Sioux Falls, S.D . ... Attendance 6,000 
65 Degrees, Partly Cloudy. 
The Panthers made it two in a row in the North Central 
Conference with a close 7-6 win over Augustans. 
Defensive end Marty Stratton turned in what may have 
been his best defensive effort of his career when the senior 
broke through the Augustans line to block a field goal at-
tempt by Augie's Jon Oien with just 1 :12 from 32 yards out. 
Oien had earlier given the Vikings their six points on field 
goals of 30 and 33 yards. Stratton also sacked quarterback 
Dee Jay Donlin twice and for his effort was named the NCC 
defensive player of the week. 
30 
The Panthers' only tally came in the second quarter on a 
39-yard scamper by Neal Moses. 
The game produced a punting dual between UNl"s Mark 
Whitver and Augie's Brent Hoegh. Whitver won the contest 
with seven punts for 305 yards with one soaring 74 yards. 
Hoegh punted six times for 272 yards with one sailing 63 
yards. 
Score by Quarter• 
Northern low• 
Auguatana 
First downs 
Rushing 
Passing 
Penalty 
Net Yards Rushing 
Attempts 
Gained 
Lost 
Net Yards Passing 
Completed 
Attempted 
Had Intercepted 
Total Offense 
Plays Rush, Pass 
Return Yardage 
Punts 
Kickoffs 
Interceptions 
Punting No./ Ave. 
Penalties No./Yds. 
Fumbles No./Lost 
Geme Statlatlc• 
SCORING SUMMARY 
AUG. Jon Oien 30 yd. F6. 
1 2 3 4 
0 7 0 0 
3 3 0 0 
7 
a 
UNI 
16 
14 
1 
1 
258 
Auguatana 
58 
261 
3 
28 
3 
12 
1 
286 
70 
47 
4-26 
3-56 
1-21 
7/436 
6/61 
2/1 
13 
5 
8 
0 
106 
37 
135 
29 
174 
13 
30 
1 
280 
67 
44 
3-25 
4-47 
1-19 
61453 
5145 
2/2 
UNI Neil Moses 39 yd. run (Whitver kick); 
AUG Oien 33 yd. F6. 
NORTHERN IOWA 38, Wayne State (Neb.) 0 
Oct. 16 . . . 
Cedar Falls, la . . . . Attendance 9,400 
When Mankato State decided to drop out of the North 
Central Conference, UNI had to round up another opponent 
to fill in for the Shrine date and found Wayne State of 
Nebraska as its opponent. 
A Shrine Night crowd of 9,400 watched as the little school 
from Nebraska stayed even with the Panthers in the first half 
before the Panthers ~ot untracked in the third quarter. 
Neal Moses showed why he was one of the top fullbacks 
around by piling up 188 yards and scoring twice on jaunts of 
45 and 41 yards. Quarterback Terry Allen also tallied twice 
for the Panthers as UNI rolled up 331 yards on the ground to 
Wayne State's four. 
UNI ended the mismatch with 430 yards of total offense to 
Wayne State's 115yards 
Score by Quarter• 
Wayne State 
Northern Iowa 
First Downs 
By Rushing 
Net Yards Rushing 
Attempts 
Net Yards Passing 
Completed 
Attempted 
Had Intercepted 
Total Offense 
Plays Rush, Pass 
Return Yardage 
Punts 
Kickoffs 
Interceptions 
Punt ing (No./ Ave.) 
Penalties (No./Yds.) 
Fumbles (No./Lost) 
Gama Statlatlc• 
1 2 3 4 
0 0 0 0 0 
0724 7 31 
WST 
13 
7 
4 
54 
111 
10 
19 
4 
115 
73 
40 
33 
83 
7 
125/35 
12/116 
512 
UNI 
19 
12 
331 
55 
91 
7 
12 
2 
430 
67 
16 
18 
14 
2 
183/40 
8/105 
313 
SCORING SUMMARY-
UNI Terry Allen &-yd . run (Whitver kick); 
UNI Terry Allen 3-yd. run (Whitver kick); 
UNI Moses 45-yd . run (Whitver kick); 
UNI Moses 41-yd . run (Whitver kick); 
UNI Whitver 31-yd . fieldgoal ; 
UNI Fullbright 2-yd. run (Whitver kick). 
NORTHERN IOWA 37, Morningside 7 
Oct. 23 ... 
Cedar Falls, la .... Attendance 14,200 . .. 
A cold-drizzle outside didn 't keep a record Homecoming 
crowd of 14,200 fans from watching a football game in the 
UNI-Dome as Northern Iowa rolled to an easy 37-7 over 
Morningside. 
The outside temperature registered 42 degrees but at 
kickoff the temp read 69 degrees as the Panthers ran their 
mark to 3-0 in the North Central race and 6-1 overall. 
f;'eshman speedster Mike Shaw started things off in an 
explosive manner as the Nevada runner took the opening 
kickoff and raced 95 yards to give the Panthers a 7-0 lead. 
The Chiefs tied it up in the second quarter for their only tally 
of the game but quarterback Terry Allen put the Panthers 
out ahead to stay on a nine-yard run to paydirt. The 
sophomore signal caller scored twice more on runs of 75 
and seven yards to put the game out of reach. 
Allen accounted for 280 yards of total offense-rushing for 
182 yards and passing for 98 more. 
The Panthers finished with 429 yards total offense - 323 
of it rushing. 
1 2 3 4 Score by Qu•rtera 
Mornlngalcle 
Northern I-• 
0 7 0 0 7 
7717& 37 
First Downs 
Net Yards Rushing 
Attempts 
Net Yards Passing 
Completed 
Attempted 
Had Intercepted 
Total Offense 
Plays Rush. Pass 
Return Yardage 
Punts 
Kickoffs 
Interceptions 
Punting (No./ Ave.) 
Penalties (No./Yds.) 
Fumbles (No./Lost) 
G•me St•tlatlca 
SCORING SUMMARY -
MORN 
22 
140 
52 
223 
16 
24 
2 
373 
76 
18 
18 
72 
0 
4/25.5 
8/80 
3/3 
UNI 
18 
323 
46 
106 
9 
15 
0 
429 
61 
24 
24 
132 
0 
5138.2 
10/97 
3/2 
UNI Mike Shaw 9&-yd. kickoff return (Mark Whitver 
kick); 
M'side Joe Longo 8-yd. pass Greg Mieras (Jeff Oppen· 
heimer kick); 
UNI Terry Allen 9-yd. run (Whitver kick); 
UNI Whitver 2&-yd. field goal ; 
UNI Allen 7&-yd. run (Whitver kick); 
UNI Allen 7-yd. run (Whitver kick); 
UNI Tom Haning 1-yd. run (Whitver kick failed). 
South Dakota State 16, Northern Iowa 13 
Oct.30. - . 
Cedar Falls, la .... Attendance 8,100 
For the 8,100 fans who witnessed this game, many walked 
awmy stunned and many thought it was one of the most ex-
citing finishes to a game in Panther history. 
On fourth and ten with :01 remaining on the clock. SDSU 
quarterback Pat Weikert lofted a 53-yard pass to tight end 
Monte Mosiman. Mosiman caught the ball at the two and his 
momentum carried him into the end zone with no time left 
on the clock. 
The Panthers had taken a 13-0 lead into the locker room 
at halftime on two field goals by Mark Whitver and a one-
yard plunge by quarterback Terry Allen . 
But the Jackrabbits fought back when Mosiman caught a 
24-yard TD pass in the third quarter. UNI took an intentional 
safety with :30 left to set up the dramatic finish . 
Score by Qu•rtera 1 2 3 4 
South Dmkata Sta• 0 0 7 11 1 a 
Northern lo- 3 10 O o 13 
First Downs 
Net Yards Rushing 
Attempts 
Net Yards Passing 
Completed 
Attempted 
Had Intercepted 
Total Offense 
Plays Rush , Pass 
Return Yardage 
Punts 
Kickoffs 
Interceptions 
Punting (No./ Ave.) 
Penalties (No./Yds.) 
Fumbles (No./Lost) 
G•me St•llatlca 
SCORING SUMMARY -
UNI Whitver 22-yd . field goal : 
UNI Allen 1-yd. run (Whitver kick); 
UNI Whitver37-yd . field goal : 
sos 
18 
116 
52 
164 
10 
21 
3 
280 
73 
80 
80 
59 
0 
5/39 
1/15 
5/3 
UNI 
12 
153 
48 
68 
6 
15 
1 
221 
63 
57 
25 
32 
32 
7/46.7 
10/80 
212 
SOS Mosiman 24-yd. pass Weikert (DelaHunt kick); 
SOS Whitver ran out of end zone for SOS safety: 
SOS Mosiman 53-yd . pass Weikert (DelaHunt kick). 
NORTHERN IOWA 14, South Dakota 7 
Nov.6 ... 
Vermillion, S.D . . . . Attendance 2,200 
60 Degrees, Partly Cloudy, Wind· 5-6 
In a tightly fought contest, Northern Iowa bounced back 
after the stunning loss to South Dakota State the week 
before to nudge South Dakota 14-7. 
Pantner fullback Neal Moses delivered the game-winning 
touchdown with just 1 :29 left when he streaked 27 yards to 
paydirt. Quarterback Terry Allen capped the play with a two-
point conversion pass to tight end Bob Klavas. 
Moses. who was named NCC offensive player of the week 
for his effort, gave the Panthers a 6-0 lead on a one-yard dive 
in the second quarter. Mark Whitver 's kick was wide to the 
left. 
South Dakota took the lead in the third quarter when Ray 
Blye plunged over from the one and the PAT by Jerry 
Gramm was good. 
Moses finished as the top rusher with 96 yards on 20 
carries. 
Score by Outlrt•ra 1 2 3 4 
Nortllem I-• 0 a 0 8 14 
South O•kolm 0 0 7 0 7 
G•me St•tlatlca 
UNI USO 
First Downs 17 14 
Net Yards Rushing 239 160 
Attempts 63 40 
Net Yards Passing 48 108 
Completed 5 13 
Attempted 14 30 
Had Intercepted 1 2 
Total Offense 287 268 
Plays Rush , Pass 77 70 
Return Yardage 7 0 
Punts 0/0 0/0 
Kickoffs 3/42 3/33 
Interceptions 217 1/0 
Punting (No./ Ave.) 5129.0 6/28.3 
Penalties (No./Yds.) 6/47 9/85 
Fumbles (No./Lost) 6/3 211 
31 
SCORING SUMMARY -
UNI 
USO 
UNI 
Moses 1-yd. run (Whitver kick - no good); 
Blye 1-yd. run (Gramm kick); 
Moses 27-yd. run (Allen pass to Klavas). 
North Dakota State 10, Northern Iowa 9 
Nov.19 . . . 
Cedar Falls, la . ... Attendance 15, 100 
In a showdown for the North Central Conference crown. a 
record-breaking Parents" Night crowd of 15, 100 watched 
the two heavyweights battle in a title bout. 
The Panthers could tie for the NCC crown with the Bison 
with a victory and a win for NDSU would give them the title 
outright. 
The Panthers drew f irst blood in the second quarter on a 
24-yard field goal by Mark Whitver for the only scoring in the 
first half. 
North Dakota State struck back in the third quarter on a 
1()-yard pass from Steve Campbell to Mike McTague. The 
Bison made it 1C>-3when Mc Tague split the uprights from 31 
yards out with 2:25 left in the game. 
But with :21 seconds left, Terry Allen capped a brill iant 
75-yard touchdown drive when he found wide rece iver Rick 
VerHuel on a 22-yard scoring toss. 
Panther Head Coach Stan Sheriff elected to go for the win 
on a two-point conversion, Allen was stopped short when he 
tried to sneak it over but the Panthers got a second chance 
when NDSU was called offside. Neal Moses got the call but 
was denied by the NDSU defense at the goal line. 
Score by Querters 1 2 3 4 
North Dekote Stele 0 0 7 3 10 
Northern low• O 3 O 8 11 
Gllme Stettatlca 
NDSU UNI 
First Downs 8 18 
Net Yards Rushing 116 173 
Attempts 52 50 
Net Yards Passing 14 90 
Completed 2 9 
Attempted 12 23 
Had Intercepted 1 4 
Total Offense 130 263 
Plays Rush , Pass 64 73 
Return Yardage 18 69 
Punts 5 46 
Kickoffs 38 43 
Interceptions 13 23 
Punting (No./ Ave.) 12/435 7/39.3 
Penalties (No./Yds.) 10/124 
Fumbles (No./Lost) 0/0 
SCORING SUMMARY -
UNI Whitver 24-yd. f ield goal ; 
NDSU Schneiber 10-yd. pass Campbell (Mc Tague 
k ick); 
NDSU Mc Tague 31 -yd. field goal ; 
5/58 
3/2 
UNI VerHuel 22-yd . pass Allen , PAT run Moses fa ils. 
32 
NORTHERN IOWA 47, 
Wisconsin-Whitewater 20 
Nov. 20 . .. 
Whitewater, Wis .. . . Attendance 2,500 
65 Degrees, Clear 
Northern Iowa shrugged off some first half mistakes to 
score 27 points in the third quarter on its way to a 47-20 non-
conference victory in the season f inale. 
Quarterback Terry Allen threw three touchdown passes 
and scored two touchdowns. one on a 67-yard run , as the 
Panthers closed its season with an 6-3 mark. 
UNI was able to pile up 473 yards of total offense of which 
325 came on the ground. Fullback Neal Moses cl imaxed his 
one-year career at UNI by gaining 110 yards to finish the 
season with 1.010 yards. 
Allen·s TO tosses went to Marty Burroughs (20), Rick 
VerHuel (23) and Jeff Hamilton (7). The two touchdown runs 
gave the sophomore from Iowa City 14 for the season, tying 
a school mark set by Art Landau in 1953. 
Tom Scalissi capped his four-year career in a Panther uni-
form when he scored from one yard out in the fourth 
quarter. 
Score by Querters 
Northern low• 
Wlaconaln·Whlteweter 
First downs 
Rushes-yards 
Passing yards 
Return yards 
Passes 
Punts 
Fumbles-lost 
Penalties - yards 
Game Stettatlca 
SCORING SUMMARY -
1 2 3 4 
0 14 27 8 47 
7 8 0 7 20 
UNI Whlteweter 
24 16 
63/325 26-22 
148 187 
10 10 
11/23/1 23/47/0 
5/30 7/31 
6/1 3/0 
10/100 10/76 
W Mallory 32 pass from Martine (Anding kick); 
UNI Moses 8 run (Whitver kick); 
W FG Anding 50; 
W FG Anding 48; 
UNI Burroughs 20 pass from Allen (Whitver kick); 
UNI Allen 1 run (Whitver kick); 
UNI Allen 67 run (kick failed); 
UNI VerHuel 23 pass from Allen (Whitver kick); 
UNI Hamilton 7 pass from Allen (Wh itver kick); 
W Grosshuesch 11 pass from Brey (Anding kick); 
UNI Scalissi 1 run (kick fa iled). 
I 
' 
The Opponents 
Game 1 
Northeast Missouri St. 
QUICK FACTS 
Location: Kirksville,. Mo. 
Enrollment: 5,300 
Conference: Missouri Intercollegiate 
Nickname: Bulldogs 
Colors: Purple and White 
Stadium: Stokes 
September 3, 7:30 p.m. CDT 
UNI-Dome, Cedar Falls, la. 
Athletic Director: Kenneth L. Gardner 
SID: William H. Cable (816) 665-5121 
Head Coach: Ron Taylor(12-7-1) 
Ron Taylor 
Head Coach 
Steve Powell 
Slot back 
Brief Outlook 
The timetable he established when he took 
over the reins of the Northeast Missouri State 
football program two years ago is right on 
schedule, according to Ron Taylor. He thinks 
the 1977 Bulldogs should be contenders for the 
Missouri Intercollegiate Athletic Association 
crown again this fall. 
NMSU compiled a 5-3-1 record, and shared 
the 1976 conference championship with 
Southeast Missouri State in Taylor's second 
campaign at the helm. Next season, he will 
welcome back 23 lettermen, including eight 
first team all-league choices and three others 
making some kind of all-loop honors. 
Among top holdovers are two honorable 
mention All-American selections, senior run-
ning back Steve Powell, who gained 1,035 
yards and ranked sixth among NCAA Division II 
rushers, and senior split end Lloyd Henry, who 
grabbed 33 passes for 447 yards last fall. Other 
first team all-MIAA returnees include junior 
quarterback Steve Rampy, who completed 59 
aerials for 952 yards in 1976, senior defensive 
halfback and return specialist Mike Laususe, 
who finished sixth among NCAA Division II kick 
runback leaders, offensive guard Darrell Buf-
fington, linebacker Marti Rave, defensive end 
Pete Grathwohl and defensive tackle Mark 
Sobol. 
Taylor recruited some high-touted junior col-
lege products to plug holes at the offensive 
center slot, running back posts and the de-
fensive secondary. 
Sept 3 
10 
17 
24 
Oct. 1 
15 
22 
29 
Nov. 5 
NMSU 
12 
19 
1977 Schedule 
at Northern Iowa 
at E. Illinois 
at Kentucky St. 
South Dakota 
Evansville 
S. W. Missouri 
Lincoln 
at S.E. Missouri 
Central Missouri 
at N.W. Missouri 
at Missouri-Rolla 
1976 Results 
(5-3-1) 
14 E. Illinois 
26 Kentucky State 
38 Evansville(lndiana) 
29 S.W. Missouri 
33 Lincoln U. (Missouri) 
3 S.E. Missouri 
20 Central Missouri 
42 N.W. Missouri 
24 Missouri-Rolla 
Series: UNI leads 4-2 
1925 UNI 16, Northeast Missouri 0 
1929 Northeast Missouri 14, UNI O 
1939 UNI 12, Northeast Missouri O 
1956 UNI 44, Northeast Missouri 26 
1957 UNI 35, Northeast Missouri 13 
1971 Northeast Missouri 22, UNI 9 
OPP. 
24 
36 
28 
6 
6 
3 
34 
10 
0 
33 
Game2 
-
Northern Michigan 
QUICK FACTS 
Location: Marquette, Mich. 
Enrollment: 9,000 
Conference: Independent 
Nickname: Wildcats 
Colors: Old Gold and Olive Green 
Stadium: Memorial Field 
September 10, 1 :30 p.m. EDT 
Memorial Field, Marquette, Mich. 
Athletic Director: Gil Canale 
SID: Gil Hear (906) 227-2720 Gil Krueger Head Coach 
Steve Mariucci 
Quarterback 
Head Coach: Gil Krueger (24-13-0) 
Brief Outlook 
The Wildcats have returning strength in the 
offensive skill positions, but face a rebuilding 
job in most other areas with the possible excep-
tion of linebacking. 
All-American (AP 3rd team) quarterback 
Steve Mariucci, who ranked 5th in the nation in 
NCAA-II total offense last year with an average 
of 222.4 yards per game, returns along with 
running backs Randy Awrey and Reggie 
Webster and split end Zachary Fowler. 
But there will be new faces at four of the of-
fensive line positions and coach Gil Krueger 
must also come up with a replacement for 
flanker Maurice Mitchell who averaged 5.2 
catches per game last fall. 
End Carl Ulmer is one of three returning 
starters in the defensive line and Randy Zim-
merman is on hand again at linebacker, but 
there will be a trio of replacements needed in 
the defensive secondary where only safety Joe 
Sterno will be back on the job. 
The Wildcats have returning lettermen avail-
able at every position. The question is how well 
last year's back up men can perform in starting 
roles. 
Sept. 3 
10 
17 
24 
Oct. 1 
8 
15 
22 
29 
NMU 
19n Schedule 
at North Dakota St. 
Northern Iowa 
at Western Illinois 
Akron 
Saginaw Valley 
Western Kentucky 
at UW Whitewater 
at Northern Colorado 
Troy State 
1976 Results 
(10-1) 
41 Northern Iowa 
14 North Dakota State 
65 St. Norbert 
44 Minnesota-Duluth 
28 Eastern Michigan 
44 Western Illinois 
70 Wisconsin-Whitewater 
41 Central Michigan 
30 Eastern Illinois 
82 Nebraska-Omaha 
14 Grand Valley 
28 Delaware (NCAA Quarterfinal) 
26 Akron (NCAA semifinal) 
Series: Northern Michigan Leads 2-7 
1963 UNI 12, Northern Michigan 11 
1964 UNI 14, Northern Michigan 7 
34 
1965 Northern Michigan 10, UNI 7 
1966 Northern Michigan 21 , UNI O 
1967 Northern Michigan 7, UNI 3 
1968 Northern Michigan 24, UNI 13 
1969 Northern Michigan 24, UNI 14 
1970 Northern Michigan 21 , UNI 20 
1976 Northern Michigan 41 , UNI 7 
OPP. 
7 
9 
0 
0 
6 
7 
14 
13 
10 
7 
31 
17 
26 
Game3 
Eastern Illinois 
QUICK FACTS 
Location: Charleston, Ill. 
Enrollment: 9,250 
Conference: Independent 
Nickname: Panthers 
Colors: Blue and Gray 
Stadium: O'Brien Stadium 
Athletic Director: Mike Mullally 
SID: Dave Kidwell (217) 581-2920 
Head Coach: John Konstantinos (8-11-2) 
Brief Outlook 
The prospects of having two runners, Mark 
Stettner and Chris Cobb, capable of rushing in 
excess of 1000 yards brighten the hopes that 
Eastern Illinois University's Panthers will get 
over the .500 mark that barely eluded them last 
fall. 
After starting with a 4-0 record and lofty No. 7 
rating in the NCAA II poll, the Panthers 
stumbled in the last half of the season and 
finished with a 5-6 record. But there is enough 
backfield talent returning to allow Coach John 
Konstantinos some measure of optimism. 
Cobb, a 5-9 sophomore, rushed for 1152 
yards as a freshman (13th in nation) while 
Stettner, a 6-Q senior who will set a career rush-
ing mark early in the season, had 963 yards. 
Also back is Andy Vogl, a junior quarterback 
who has started most of the last two years, is 
experienced but a broken wrist and broken arm 
has forced him to miss several contests the 
past two years so he is susceptible to injury. 
First Team Associated Press All-American 
center Ted Petersen and three other offensive 
linemen have graduated after leading the of-
fense to 6th place in national rushing stats with 
262 yards per game. 
The defense will be almost brand new. The 
top returnee is Kim Wells, 6-Q junior free safety, 
who intercepted six passes and recovered 
three fumbles last season. The interior linemen 
all graduated including HM All-American 
Wayne Ramsey. 
Cornerback Andre Phillips, defensive end 
Ray Kemezys and linebacker Dennis Ghinazzi 
are the most experienced personnel. 
September 17, 7:30 p.m. CDT 
UNI-Dome, Cedar Falls, la. 
John Konstantinos 
Head Coach 
Chris Cobb 
Running Back 
Sept. 3 
10 
17 
24 
Oct. 1 
8 
15 
22 
29 
Nov. 5 
EIU 
12 
19 
1977 Schedule 
at Illinois State 
Northeast Missouri 
at Northern Iowa 
at Central State (Ohio) 
Western Illinois 
Open Date 
at Cameron University 
Wayne State 
Butler 
at Youngstown State 
at Murray State 
Evansville University 
1976 Results 
(5-6) 
17 Cameron (Oklahoma) 
24 Northeast Missouri 
41 Southwest Mo. 
41 Central Missouri 
14 Tennessee Tech 
10 Western Ill inois 
24 Central State (Ohio) 
10 Northern Michigan 
14 Youngstown State 
27 Butler University 
8 Illinois State 
OPP. 
16 
14 
0 
14 
41 
14 
8 
30 
36 
28 
13 
Series: UNI leads 1-0 
1975 UNI 14, Eastern lllinois8 
35 
Game4 
North Dakota St. 
QUICK FACTS 
Location: Fargo, N.D. 
Enrollment: 7,500 
Conference: North Central 
Nickname: Bison, Thundering Herd 
Colors: Green and Gold 
Stadium: Dakotah Field 
Athletic Director: Dr. Ade Sponberg 
SID: George Ellis (701) 237-8321 
Head Coach: Jim Wacker (9-3) 
Brief Outlook 
It would be hard to see the Bison slip from 
1976 achievements. But how does a PR depart-
ment bill a team with 17 starters and outstand-
ing potential. The Bison will have to be the 
favorite this season in the NCC. And they will 
have to be one of the top favorites for the na-
tional crown. The ifs??? Depth might be the 
biggest if on the squad ... Critical injuries 
could cause the Bison concern. 
The Bison were a powerful running team in 
1976 but the second and third leading rushers 
will be missing ... Still, the Bison have slick 
sophomore-to-be quarterback Steve Campbell 
(6-2, 196) who led the Bison to nine straight 
mid-season wins. He ran for 401 yards and 6 
TDs and passed for another 558 yards and 4 
TDs - all in just 8V2 games. Leading rusher 
Ross Baglien returns and the 5-11 V2, 196-lb. 
slasher ran for 613 yards and 7 TDs in the 10-
game regular season ... And the Bison have an 
excellent wide receiver in three-year regular 
Bill Nutton (6-1V2, 190) who caught 22 passes 
for 3 TDs last year. 
The Bison will miss All-American honorable 
mention tackle Tim Jeske but everyone else re-
turns in the defensive front five. 
September 24, 7:30 p.m. CDT 
Dakotah Stadium, Fargo, N.D. 
Jim Wacker 
Head Coach 
Jerry Rosburg 
Linebacker 
Sept. 3 
10 
17 
24 
Oct. 1 
8 
15 
22 
29 
Nov. 5 
12 
19n Schedule 
Northern Michigan 
at University of Nebraska-Omaha 
Montana State University 
University of Northern Iowa 
at South Dakota State 
OPEN DATE 
at Augustana (S.D.) College 
University of North Dakota 
University of South Dakota 
at Morningside College 
at University of Northern 
Colorado 
1976 Results 
(9-3) 
NOS OPP. 
9 Northern Michigan University 14 
7 Montana State University 34 
15 MorningsideCollege 7 
13 South Dakota State University O 
62 St. Norbert College 29 
21 Augustana College O 
22 University of North Dakota 15 
24 University of South Dakota O 
24 University of Northern Colorado O 
10 University of Northern Iowa 9 
10 Eastern Kentucky University 7 
3 Montana State University 1 O 
1938 North Dakota St. 14, UNI 7 
1939 UNI 19, North Dakota St. 0 
1940 UNI 13, North Dakota St. 7 
1941 UNI 51 , North Dakota St. 6 
1942 UNl27, NorthDakotaSt.19 
1946 UNI 21 , North Dakota St. 0 
1947 UNI 13, North Dakota St. 12 
1948 UNI 19, North Dakota St. 0 
1949 UNI 27, North Dakota St. 6 
1950 UNI 33, North Dakota St. 25 
1951 North Dakota St. 27, UNI 14 
1952 UNI 32, North Dakota St. 0 
36 
Series: UNI Leads 21-15-0 
1953 UNI 27, North Dakota St. 21 
1954 UNI 39, North Dakota St. 0 
1955 UNI 33, North Dakota St. 0 
1956 North Dakota St. 19, UNI 13 
1957 UNI 18, North Dakota St. 0 
1958 UNI 21 , North Dakota St. 11 
1959 North Dakota St. 32, UNI 22 
1960 UNI 19, North Dakota St. 7 
1961 UNI 33, North Dakota St. 8 
1962 UNI 33, North Dakota St. 0 
1963 North Dakota St. 21 , UNI 0 
1964 North Dakota St. 14, UNI 7 
1965 North Dakota St. 20, UNI 7 
1966 UNI 44, North Dakota St. 14 
1967 North Dakota St. 10, UNI 9 
1968 North Dakota St. 31 , UNI 15 
1969 North Dakota St. 41 , UNI 13 
1970 North Dakota St. 43, UNI 10 
1971 North Dakota St. 23, UNI 11 
1972 North Dakota St. 42, UNI 0 
1973 North Dakota St. 21 , UNI 0 
1974 UNI 20, North Dakota St. 0 
1975 UNI 23, North Dakota St. 16 
1976 North Dakota St. 10, UNI 9 
Games 
North Dakota 
QUICK FACTS 
Location: Grand Forks, N.D. 
Enrollment: 9,000 
Conference: North Central 
Nickname: Fighting Sioux 
Colors: Green and White 
Stadium: Memorial Stadium 
Athletic Director: Dr. Carl Miller 
SID: Lee Bohnet (701) 777-2234 
Head Coach: Jerry Olson (50-33-3) 
Brief Outlook 
After going undefeated in 1975, the Fighting 
Sioux slipped to 1-7-1 last season. But 19n 
looms as optimistic due to a less demanding 
non-conference schedule. However, the young 
North Dakota team will find its North Central 
Conference schedule as tough as ever. 
Head coach Jerry Olson, beginning his 10th 
season, will work with 33 lettermen, including 
eight offensive and six defensive starters. UNO 
is expected to use a multiple offense and a 
standard 5-2-4 defense. 
Heading the returning offensive unit are 
quarterback Greg Gunderson, a good passer, 
and flanker Pat Wacker. Gone is record-
shattering runningback Bill Deutsch, but 
Coach Olson has uncovered improving new 
backs - Dave Jensen, Jim Knutson and Toby 
Rothfusz. Up front on offense he'll have Steve 
Sybeldon and Tim Scully at tackles, Steve 
Dietsch at center, Rod Ulland and Paul Davis at 
guard. 
The defensive unit should have a strong 
secondary with cornerbacks Fred Slone, Mike 
Compton and Brad Gador returning, plus Mike 
Voelker at safety. There are four defensive 
tackles back - injury-plagued Mike Lanser, 
Chuck Servi, Dale Markham and Joe Paul. Joe 
Friederichs is a strong defensive end. Top 
linebackers appear to be Doug Malikowski and 
Bruce McCardle. 
October 1, 7:30 p.m. CDT 
UNI-Dome, Cedar Falls, la. 
Jerry Olson 
Head Coach 
Greg Gunderson 
Quarterback 
Sept. 3 
10 
17 
24 
Oct. 1 
8 
15 
22 
29 
Nov. 5 
12 
1977 Schedule 
Moorhead State University 
at Montana State University 
St. Cloud (Minn.) State Uni. 
Morningside College 
at University of Northern Iowa 
at University of South Dakota 
South Dakota State University 
at North Dakota State University 
at University of Nebraska-Omaha 
Augustana (S.D.) College 
at Uni. of Nevada at Las Vegas 
1976 Results 
(1-7-1) 
UNO OPP. 
14 Montana State University 18 
9 University of Wisconsin 45 
17 University of Delaware 59 
22 University of Northern Iowa 24 
7 University of South Dakota 14 
6 South Dakota State University 28 
15 North Dakota State University 22 
14 Augustana(SD) College 10 
13 Morningside College 13 
1936 North Dakota 19, UNI 0 
1937 North Dakota 21 , UNI 0 
1939 North Dakota 19, UNI 6 
1940 UNI 15, North DakotaO 
1941 UNI 32, North Dakota 10 
1947 UNI 21 , North Dakota 0 
1948 UNI 26, North Dakota 14 
1949 UNI 40, North DakotaO 
1950 UNI 33, North Dakota 21 
1951 UNI 49, North Dakota 19 
1952 UNI 27, North Dakota 14 
1953 UNI 34, North Dakotas 
Serles: UNI Leads23-12 
1954 UNI 14, North Dakota 13 
1955 UNI 13, North Dakota 7 
1956 North Dakota20, UNI 19 
1957 UNI 27, North Dakota 20 
1958 North Dakota 14, UNI 0 
1959 UNI 14, North Dakota9 
1960 UNI 7, North Dakota 3 
1961 UNI 25, North Dakota 0 
1962 UNI 13, North Dakotas 
1963 UNI 9, North Dakota 0 
1964 UNI 34, North DakotaO 
1965 North Dakota 34, UNI 0 
1966 North Dakota23, UNI 10 
1967 UNI 7 North Dakota 0 
1968 UNI 14, North Dakota 10 
1969 UNI 40, North Dakota 10 
1970 North Dakota 41 , UNI 6 
1971 North Dakota 23, UNI 10 
1972 North Dakota 38, UNI 9 
1973 UNI 17, North Dakota 14 
1974 North Dakota42, UNI 26 
1975 North Dakota 21 , UNI 20 
1976 UNI 24, North Dakota22 
37 
Game6 
Augustana, S.D. October 8, 7:30 p.m. CDT UNI-Dome, Cedar Falls, la. 
QUICK FACTS 
Location: Sioux Falls, S.D. 
Enrollment: 2,200 
Conference: North Central 
Nickname: Vikings 
Colors: Blue and Gold 
Stadium: Howard Wood Field 
Athletic Director: Mel Klein 
SID: Larry Borgum (605) 336-4311 
Head Coach: Joel Swisher 
Brief Outlook 
Joel Swisher 
Head Coach 
Dee Jay Donlin 
Quarterback 
The Augustana Vikings will be starting the 
1977 season under the direction of new head 
football coach, Joel Swisher. He comes to 
Augustana from Dakota State, where his teams 
compiled a 26-12-1 record during the four years 
he was there. His teams won or shared the SDIC 
title three times out of those four years. 
The main strength of this years team appears 
to be defense, where the returning lettermen 
number 13. 
Sept. 3 
10 
17 
24 
Oct. 1 
8 
15 
22 
29 
Nov. 5 
12 
AUGIE 
1977 Schedule 
at Northern Arizona 
at Gustavus Adolphus 
Kearney State 
at Northern 
at South Dakota 
at Northern Iowa 
North Dakota State 
Nebraska-Omaha 
Morningside 
at North Dakota 
South Dakota State 
Results 1976 
4-6 
On offense, the Vikings will be striving to find 
consistency in the offensive line, which was a 
problem last season, and could again be a 
problem this season as three starters were lost 
to graduation. At the tackle position, Kurt 
Yonker returns, along with a converted guard, 
Don Peterson. At the guard position, veteran 
Matt Englemann returns, along with a 
newcomer Kurt Wickiser, and Pat Knickrehm. 
The center position is still a question mark. In 
the backfield, the leading ground gainer of last 
season, Bill O'Connor returns, along with Scott 
Magnuson, also a starter from last season. The 
Vikings return a talented quarterback in Dee 
Jay Donlin. He has been ranked in the national 
stats each of the last two seasons. 
24 GustavusAdolphus 
14 Boise State 
Opp. 
7 
42 
7 
30 
7 
21 
3 
6 
14 
38 Northern 
27 USO 
6 UNI 
The kicking game appears to be in good 
shape with the return of punter Brent Hoegh 
42.2 average last season, and field goal and 
extra point kicker, Jon Oien and kick off 
specialist, Stan Biondi. 
0 NDSU 
14 Northwestern 
42 Morningside 
10 UNO 
25 SDSU 
1947 UNI 39, Augustana O 
1948 UNI 34, Aug ustana O 
1949 UNI 49, Augustana O 
1950 UNI 34, Augustana 13 
1951 UNI 67, Augustana 7 
1952 UNI 47, Augustana O 
1953 UNI 39, Augustana 13 
1954 UNI 54, AugustanaO 
1955 UNI 28, Augustana 7 
1956 Augustana 13, UNI 6 
38 
Series: UNI Leads 22-8 
1957 UNI 54, Augustana 12 
1958 Augustana 26, UNI 15 
1959 Augustana 7, UNI 6 
1960 UNI 27, Augustana 7 
1961 UNI 34, Augustana6 
1962 UNI 21 , Augustana 15 
1963 UNI 45, Augustana 6 
1964 UNI 49, AugustanaO 
1965 UNI 27, Augustana 21 
1966 UNI 28, Augustana 7 
1967 UNI 23, Augustana 10 
1968 UNI 34, Augustana 12 
1969 Augustana21 , UNI 10 
1970 Augustana 20, UNI 10 
1971 UNI 17, AugustanaO 
1972 Augustana 20, UNI 14 
1973 Augustana36, UNI 9 
1974 Augustana38, UNI 23 
1975 UNI 20, Augustana 14 
1976 UNI 7, Augustana6 
Game7 
-
Nebraska-Omaha 
QUICK FACTS 
Location: Omaha, Nebraska 
Enrollment: 15,500 
Conference: North Central 
Nickname: Mavericks 
Colors: Red and Black 
Stadium: Caniglia 
Athletic Director: Don Leahy 
October 15, 7:30 p.m. CDT 
UNI-Dome, Cedar Falls, la. 
SID: Tim Schmad (402) 554-2305 
Head Coach: Biii Davenhaver (5-17) 
Brief Outlook 
Bill Davenhaver 
Head Coach 
Dan Fulton 
Wide Receiver 
When talking UNO Maverick football , one has 
to begin with All-American wide receiver Danny 
"The Steam Machine" Fulton. Fulton and his 
offensive mates compiled the fifth highest point 
total in UNO history while averaging 23.2 points 
per game. However, even with the potent 
Maverick attack, UNO managed to win only 
three of eleven games. But things look im-
proved, and coaches are again optimistic. This 
year's optimism has many facts to back it up. 
First, back to Fulton. The 6-2, 185 pound 
Fulton made setting two all-time NCAA Division 
II records look easy. His 1581 yard receiving 
broke Eddie Bell 's previous record, and his 23.6 
average yards per play will be established as a 
new Division II record (it exceeds the Division I 
mark). He caught 67 passes, scored 16 
touchdowns through the air, and scored on at 
least one touchdown pass in each game. 
Ironically, Maverick coaches are hoping that 
Fulton's figures are not quite so spectacular 
this coming year. The reason? With junior 
Clarence Elliott and sophomore Jim Ripa at 
fullback and sensational sophomore transfer 
Bobby Bass at runningback the Mavs won't 
have to count on Fulton as much as they did 
last year. Elliott was the leading Mav rusher last 
year with 852 yards. 
Adding to the optimistic offensive picture is 
the return of senior QB John Bowenkamp. 
Bowenkamp was injured in last season's first 
game and received a hardship year. 
This is the Mavericks' first season of North 
Central Conference competition. It promises to 
be an exciting one! 
Sept. 3 
10 
17 
24 
Oct. 1 
8 
15 
22 
29 
Nov 5 
UNO 
12 
19 
19n Schedule 
South Dakota 
North Dakota St. 
at Morningside 
at South Dakota St. 
Tennessee Tech 
Open 
at Northern Iowa 
at Augustana, S.D. 
North Dakota 
at Western Illinois 
at South Dakota 
at Northern Arizona 
1976 Results 
28 South Dakota 
38 Morningside 
13 Northern Iowa 
13 Northern Arizona 
28 Tennessee Tech 
27 Jackson State 
42 Nevada-LV 
21 Western Illinois 
16 Central State 
7 Northern Michigan 
22 St. Cloud State 
Series: UNI Leads 5-1-1 
1936 UNI 7, Nebraska-Omaha 7 
1937 UNI 13, Nebraska-Omaha 0 
1938 Nebraska-Omaha 13, UNI 6 
1940 UNI 27, Nebraska-Omaha 7 
1941 UNI 34, Nebraska-Omaha 13 
1942 UNI 48, Nebraska-OmahaO 
1976 UNI 34, Nebraska-Omaha 13 
OPP. 
22 
21 
34 
28 
56 
35 
63 
41 
21 
82 
18 
39 
GameB 
Morningside October 22, 1 :30 p.m. CST Roberts Stadium, Sioux City, la. 
QUICK FACTS 
Location: Sioux City, la. 
Enrollment: 1,400 
Conference: North Central 
Nickname: Maroon Chiefs 
Colors: Maroon and White 
Stadium: Roberts Stadium 
Athletic Director: Lowell Brockman 
SID: Helen Wolters (712) 277-5192 
Head Coach: 
Brief Outlook 
Under new head coach Steve Miller, the 
Chiefs will try to improve on the 1-7-1 season 
recorded in 1976. 
Miller, who posted a 30-14-1 record in five 
years at Cornell College, has one of the top 
quarterbacks in the NCC returning in Greg 
Mieras. Mieras finished second in the league in 
passing in 1976 and second in total offense his 
sophomore year. 
To complement Mieras in the backfield, there 
is running back Tim Winter and slotback Brant 
Bielenberg who also possesses good hands. 
The main loss was All-NCC and pro signee Joe 
Longo at wide receiver. 
Sept. 10 
17 
24 
Oct. 1 
8 
15 
22 
29 
Nov. 5 
MSU 
Steve Miller 
1977 Schedule 
at South Dakota 
Nebraska-Omaha 
at North Dakota 
Northwestern College 
South Dakota St. 
at Lincoln University 
Northern Iowa 
at Augustana 
North Dakota St. 
1976 Results 
(1-7-1) 
Miller hopes to improve on the Chiefs' de-
fense that was scored upon with 190 points last 
season. Ends Jim Mel and Doug Bowers plus 
reserve end John Roberts work alongside giant 
tackle Art Turner (&6, 283). The linebackers are 
big and talented and led by Dude Phipps and 
Steve Siebecker. The loss of cornerbacks Ron 
Heaton and Jim Engler is made up by veterans 
Mike Blum, Steve Papian and Clark Benne. 
21 Nebraska-Omaha 
3 BemidjiSt. 
OPP. 
38 
7 
16 
1903 UNI 33, Morningside 0 
1905 UNI 0, MorningsideO 
1915 Morningside 20, UNI 9 
1916 Morningside38, UNI 7 
1918 Morningside 28, UNI 0 
1919 Morningside 41 , UNI 2 
1932 UNI 13, MorningsideO 
1933 Morningside 6, UNI 0 
1934 UNI 32, Morningside 2 
1935 UNI 41 , Morningside 7 
1936 UNI 6, MorningsideO 
1937 UNI 13, Morningside13 
1938 Morningside 13, UNI 7 
1939 UNI 7, MorningsideO 
1940 UNI 13, MorningsideO 
1941 UNI 13, MorningsideO 
40 
7 North Dakota St. 
16 Doane College 6 
14 
17 
37 
42 
13 
0 South Dakota St. 
14 South Dakota 
7 Northern Iowa 
6 Augustana 
13 North Dakota 
Series: UNI Leads 34-11-3 
1942 UNI 26, Morningside6 
1946 UNI 38, Morningside o 
1947 UNI 31 , Morningside 13 
1948 UNI 32, Morningside 0 
1949 UNI 30, Morningside 10 
1950 UNI 13, Morningside 7 
1951 UNI 27, Morningside 7 
1952 UNI 28, Morningside 26 
1953 UNI 34, Morningside 20 
1954 Morningside20, UNI 12 
1955 UNI 13, Morningside 12 
1956 UNI 20, Morningside20 
1957 Morningside21 , UNI 7 
1958 Morningside26, UNI 18 
1959 UNI 22, Morningside 14 
1960 UNI 26, Morningside O 
1961 UNI 43, Morningside 14 
1962 UNI 21 , Morningside 18 
1963 UNI 49, Morningside 14 
1964 UNI 24, Morningside 14 
1965 UNI 14, Morningside 7 
1966 UNI 2, Morningside 0 
1967 UNI 29, Morningside 19. 
1968 Morningside 14, UNI 13 
1969 UNI 30, Morningside 7 
1970 Morningside 19, UNI 7 
1971 UNI 21 , Morningside 0 
1972 UNI 27, Morningside 13 
1973 UNI 28, Morningside 14 
1974 UNI 49, Morningside 14 
1975 UNI 21 , Morningside 14 
1976 UNI 37, Morningside 7 
Game9 
South Dakota St. 
QUICK FACTS 
Location: Brookings, S.D. 
Enrollment: 6,400 
Conference: North Central 
Nickname: Jackrabbits 
Colors: Yellow and Blue 
Stadium: Coughlln-Alumnl 
Athletic Director: Dr. Stanley Marshall 
SID: Dave Martin (605) 688-4623 
Head Coach: John Gregory (29-23-2) 
Brief Outlook 
It should be a warning to all opponents of 
South Dakota State that head coach John 
Gregory has never had a losing season in his 
past five with the Jacks. 
Last year was no exception for the Northern 
Iowa grad. SDSU finished second in con-
ference standings with a 4-H record . Their 
overall tally was 5-4-1 . 
All-North Central Conference split-end Monte 
Mosiman, who grabbed a 55-yard scoring 
bomb that handed UNI a 16-13 loss at the 
buzzer last season, returns to pace the Jackrab-
bit offense. 
Mosiman caught 51 passes last fall , averaged 
16.5 yards each grab, and scored six touch-
downs. 
Tackle Bill Matthews, 6-3, 235, another all-
NCC choice, returns to beef up the Jackrabbit 
defensive line. 
The SDSU gridiron squad should be fairly ex-
perienced on both defensive and offensive 
teams, returning 14 lettermen to each. 
Gone from last year's team is senior 
quarterback Dick Weikert, fullback Paul 
Konrad, the Jack's top rusher, and all-NCC 
picks safety Doug Jackson and linebacker 
Gene Ludens. 
October 29, 1 :30 p.m. CST 
Coughlin-Alumni , Brookings, S.D. 
John Gregory 
Head Coach 
Monte Mosiman 
Split End 
Sept. 3 
10 
17 
24 
Oct. 1 
8 
15 
22 
29 
Nov. 5 
12 
SDSU 
1977 Schedule 
St. Cloud St. 
at Western Illinois 
at Dayton 
Neb-Omaha 
NDSU 
at Morningside 
at North Dakota 
USO 
Northern Iowa 
Open 
at Augustana 
1976 Results 
(5-4-1) 
1 St. Cloud St. 
21 West. Illinois 
7 Northern Colorado 
0 NDSD 
14 Morningside 
28 UNO 
17 USO 
16 UNI 
19 Weber 
41 Augie 
OPP. 
(forfeit) 
28 
22 
13 
0 
6 
17 
13 
52 
25 
Series: UNI Leads 21-14-2 
1935 UNI 22, South Dakota St. 13 1953 South Dakota St. 52, UNI 19 1966 UNI 13, South Dakota St. 7 
1936 South DakotaSt.13, UNI 0 1954 South Dakota St. 41 , UNI 20 1967 UNI 17, South Dakota St. 16 
1937 UNI 33, South Dakota St. 0 1955 South Dakota St. 34, UNI 21 1968 UNI 38, South Dakota St. 10 
1940 UNI 12, South Dakota St. 2 1956 South Dakota St. 31 , UNI 27 1969 UNI 24, South Dakota St. 14 
1941 UNI 21 , South Dakota St. 0 1957 South Dakota St. 23, UNI 20 1970 UNI 24, South Dakota St. 8 
1942 UNI 38, South Dakota St. 0 1958 South Dakota St . 13, UNI 8 1971 UNI 23, South Dakota St. 0 
1945 UNI 58, South Dakota St. 7 1959 UNI 14, South Dakota St. 12 1972 UNI 32, South Dakota St. 0 
1946 UNI 6, South Dakota St. 6 1960 UNI 12, South Dakota St. 0 1973 South Dakota St. 16, UNI 0 
1948 UNI 33, South Dakota St. 7 1961 South Dakota St. 36, UNI 13 1974 UNI 22, South Dakota St. 21 
1949 South Dakota St. 14, UNI 13 1962 UNI 13, South Dakota St. 13 1975 UNI 14, South Dakota St. 3 
1950 South Dakota St. 34, UNI 13 1963 South Dakota St. 27, UNI 13 1976 South Dakota St. 16, UNI 13 
1951 South Dakota St. 48, UNI 6 1964 UNI 23, South Dakota St. 14 
1952 South Dakota St. 34, UNI 20 1965 UNI 41 , South Dakota St. 0 
41 
Game10 
South Dakota 
QUICK FACTS 
Location: Vermillion, S.D. 
Enrollment: 5,300 
Conference: North Central 
Nickname: Coyotes 
Colors: Vermillion Red and White 
Stadium: Inman Field 
November 5, 7:30 p.m. CST 
UNI-Dome, Cedar Falls, la. 
Athletic Director: Beanie Cooper 
SID: Ron Lenz (605) 677-5331 
Head Coach: Beanie Cooper (7-13-1) Beanie Cooper Head Coach 
Mike Maguire 
Running Back 
Brief Outlook 
For the first time in Beanie Cooper's reign as 
head coach, the Coyotes enter a season with 
experience at every position and no gapping 
question marks. There will be 29 players 
around with previous starting experience. 
There's a player who has started at every posi-
tion except split end and flanker on offense. 
But even those positions have people with ex-
perience returning. 
Defensively, this should be USD's best team 
since the Super Shrimps of the 1972-73 
seasons when USO won North Central Con-
ference titles. And the Coyotes are far from 
shrimps now with good size up front, solid 
linebacking and the best set of defensive backs 
USO has had in five seasons, since the John 
Sanders-Johnny Vann combo. 
Sept. 3 
10 
17 
24 
Oct. 1 
8 
15 
22 
29 
Nov. 5 
12 
USO 
1977 Schedule 
at Nebraska-Omaha 
Morningside 
at Northern Colorado 
at Northeast Missouri 
Augustana 
North Dakota 
at Western Illinois 
at South Dakota State 
at North Dakota State 
at Northern Iowa 
Nebraska-Omaha 
1976 Results 
(4-5-1) Offensively, the right side of the line is intact, 
last year's top two quarterbacks return as does 
runningback Mike Maguire, the Most Valuable 
Offensive Back in the North Central Conference 
last year. The question is on the left side of the 
line where the top three performers from last 
year, including all-NCC tackle, John House are 
gone. Record-setting all-NCC split end Mark 
Neumann (51 catches last fall) is also gone, 
creating another hole, but there appears to be 
good talent available to replace USD's all-time 
reception leader. 
22 Nebraska-Omaha 
OPP. 
28 
48 
28 
27 
1899 UNI 0, South Dakota O 
1901 South Dakota 6, UNI 0 
1937 South Dakota 13, UNI O 
1938 South Dakota 26, UNI 2 
1939 UNI 14, South DakotaO 
1942 UNI 36, South Dakota 0 
1949 UNI 21 , South Dakota 14 
1950 South Dakota 14, UNI 7 
1951 South Dakota 25, UNI 7 
1952 South Dakota 34, UNI 20 
1953 UNI 34, South Dakota 27 
1954 South Dakota 34, UNI 33 
42 
7 Wyoming 
26 Nevada-Las Vegas 
30 Augustana SD 
14 North Dakota 
17 Morningside 
17 South Dakota State 
0 North Dakota State 
7 Northern Iowa 
7 
14 
17 
24 
14 
28 Western Illinois 7 
UNI Leads Series 18-15-1 
1955 UNI 33, South Dakota 26 
1956 South Dakota 20, UNI 19 
1957 UNI 27, South Dakota 7 
1958 South Dakota 38, UNI 14 
1959 South Dakota 27, UNI 6 
1960 UNI 40, South Dakota 0 
1961 UNI 27, South Dakota 7 
1962 UNI 28, South DakotaO 
1963 UNI 33, South Dakota6 
1964 UNI 13, South Dakota6 
1965 UNI 41 , South DakotaO 
1966 South Dakota30, UNI 14 
1967 UNI 15, South Dakota 7 
1968 South Dakota 13, UNI 7 
1969 UNI 14, South Dakota2 
1970 South Dakota41 , UNI 17 
1971 UNI 8, South Dakota 0 
1972 South Dakota 21 , UNI 7 
1973 South Dakota 19, UNI 7 
1974 South Dakota 26, UNI 14 
1975 UNI 45, South Dakota 19 
1976 UNI 14, South Dakota 7 
Game11 
St. Cloud St. 
QUICK FACTS 
Location: St. Cloud, Minn. 
Enrollment: 10,000 
Conference: Northern Intercollegiate 
Nickname: Huskies 
Colors: Cardinal Red and Black 
Stadium: Selke Field 
Athletic Director: Rod Anfenson 
SID: Bill Lynch (612) 255-2141 
Head Coach: Mike Simpson (25-26) 
Brief Outlook 
The loss of 15 lettermen who played fre-
quently for the Huskies for the past few years 
will hurt. Gone is record-setting wide receiver 
John Kimbrough, Steve Erickson, quarterback, 
and Harry Weilage, wide receiver. All three 
combined to establish numerous St. Cloud 
State and NIC records during their four-year 
tenure with St. Cloud State. Coach Simpson 
will have to fill these skilled positions and a 
number of qualified candidates wait in the 
wings, ready to take center stage. 
The Huskies return 12 defensive and 15 of-
fensive lettermen. Included in that group are 
both starting runningbacks, Rick Theisen and 
Ken Neumann. Erickson's back-up Brian 
Loftsgard returns at quarterback and receiver 
Curt Sauer and tight end Pat Backes also will 
fill skilled positions. St. Cloud State is expected 
to switch from a passing attack to one that will 
focus on the running game. Loftsgard is an ex-
cellent running quarterback and his talents will 
be utilized in this department as the option 
could be a major component of the Huskies' 
game plan . Protecting Loftsgard is a fine of-
fensive line composed of many veterans from 
last year 's team. 
The defensive secondary will require much 
work as a result of losing All-NIC cornerback 
Charlie Dinkel. However, Gary Frericks and 
Keith Nord return, giving Coach Simpson two 
solid performers in the secondary. The de-
fensive line is expected to be the best ever and 
all linebackers appear solid. Last year the de-
fense was first in scoring defense and first in 
passing defense as they paced the NIC. 
November 12, 7:30 p.m. CST 
UNI-Dome, Cedar Falls, la. 
Mike Simpson 
Head Coach 
Rick Theisen 
Running Back 
Sept. 3 
10 
17 
24 
Oct. 1 
8 
15 
22 
29 
Nov 5 
12 
1977 Schedule 
at South Dakota State 
St. Thomas 
at North Dakota 
Minnesota-Duluth 
Winona State 
at Bemidji State 
Moorhead State 
at Minnesota-Morris 
Southwest State 
at Michigan Tech 
at Northern Iowa 
1976 Results 
(4-7) 
ST. CLOUD STATE 
39 South Dakota State 
10 St. Thomas 
10 Minnesota-Duluth 
27 Northern Iowa 
52 Winona State 
20 Bemidji State 
24 Moorhead State 
14 Minnesota-Morris 
63 Southwest State 
13 Michigan Tech 
18 Nebraska-Omaha 
OPP. 
13 
2 
0 
21 
0 
10 
8 
24 
0 
16 
22 
Series: UNI leads 1-0* 
1976 UNI 1, St. Cloud St. o· 
43 
1976 All-NCC Football Team 
OFFENSE 
POSITION NAME SCHOOL 
Wide Receiver Joe Longo M'side 
Wide Receiver Mark Neumann USO 
Tight End Monte Mosiman SDSU 
Tackle John House USO 
Tackle Dallas Deike UNI 
Guard Scott Martin UNO 
Guard Curt Mosher NDSU 
Center Lew Curry NDSU 
Quarterback Dee Jay Donlin Aug. 
Running back Mike Maguire USO 
Runningback Neal Moses UNI 
Runningback Bill Deutsch UNO 
Honorable Mention: 
Augustana -Jim Clemons, OC; Dave Anderson, WR; Craig Frederick, WR 
Morningside-Chuck Thompson, TE 
North Dakota -Tim Scully, OT; Pat Wacker, FLK 
No. Oak. State - Steve Campbell , QB; Jon Walter, OT; Dave Roby, RB; Ross Bag lien, 
RB; Bill Nutton, WR 
Northern Iowa - Terry Allen, QB; Ron Fiacco, OC; Bob Klavas, TE; Tom Scalissi, 
RB 
South Dakota - Ray Blye, RB 
South Dakota State -Joe Meyer, OC; Greg Miller, OT; Dick Weikert, QB; Paul Konrad, 
RB 
End 
End 
Interior Line 
Interior Line 
Interior Line 
Linebacker 
Linebacker 
Linebacker 
Defensive Back 
Defensive Back 
Defensive Back 
Defensive Back 
Honorable Mention: 
DEFENSE 
Mick Lucia 
Marty Stratton 
Mel Campbell 
Tim Jeske 
Bill Matthews 
Rick Budde 
Jerry Rosburg 
Gene Ludens 
Nick Maragos 
Brent Hoegh 
Kevin Krebsbach 
Doug Jackson 
Augustana -Roger Goebel, LB; Dan Mueller, DB; Dave Prochazka, OT 
Morningside-Jim Engler, DB 
North Dakota -Dennis Carlson, LB; Fred Slone, DB 
UNO 
UNI 
UNI 
NDSU 
SDSU 
NDSU 
NDSU 
SDSU 
UNI 
Aug. 
NDSU 
SDSU 
North Dakota State - Perry Kozlowski , DB; Greg Scarborough, DE; Don Meyer, OT; 
Mark Zelinski , MG 
Northern Iowa -William Clark, LB; Terry Leonardelli, OT 
South Dakota - John Russell , LB; David Combs, LB; Clyde McCormick, DB; Tom 
Blumhardt, DE 
South Dakota State-Curt Nelson, LB; Clay Fischer, DE; Don Charlson, MG 
MOST VALUABLE LINEMAN-Lew Curry, OC, North Dakota State 
MOST VALUABLE OFFENSIVE BACK-Mike Maguire, RB, U. of South Dakota 
MOST VALUABLE DEFENSIVE LINEMAN - Mel Campbell, MG, Northern Iowa 
MOST VALUABLE DEFENSIVE BACK-Rick Budde, LB, North Dakota State 
44 
1976 NCC LEADERS 
AVG. AVG.* KICKOFF RETURNS NO. YDS. AVG.* TD 
RUSHING ATT. NET CARRY GAME TD (MIN: 1 return per game played by team) 
Bill Deutsch, UNO 173 565 3.3 94.1 6 Pat Wacker, UNO 15 341 22.7 0 
Mike Maguire, USO 102 546 5.4 91.0 2 Mark Hustad, UNO 6 104 17.3 0 
Neal Moses, UNI 94 474 5.2 79.0 3 Rick Hinds, USO 9 155 17.2 0 
Terry Allen, UNI 110 433 3.9 72.2 5 Mike Maguire, USO 6 103 17.2 0 
Paul Konrad, SDSU 61 281 4.6 70.3 0 Clark Benne, M'side 9 150 16.7 0 
Ross Baglien, NDSU 87 389 4.5 64.8 3 Craig Hovda, Aug. 9 144 16.0 0 
Steve Campbell, NDSU 111 322 2.9 64.4 5 PUNTING NO. YDS. AVG.* Ray Blye, USO 94 386 4.1 64.3 4 
Dave Roby, NDSU 63 321 5.1 64.2 1 Mark Whitver, UNI 35 1428 40.8 
Dave Jensen, UNO 44 245 5.6 61.3 0 Brent Hoegh, Aug. 34 1357 39.9 
Bill O'Connor, Aug. 42 285 6.8 57.0 1 Doug Jackson, SDSU 33 1298 39.3 
Brian Kraabel, NDSU 31 1206 38.9 
PASS Joe Longo, M'side 36 1394 38.7 
INTERCEPTIONS NO.* YDS. TD John Woleske, UNO 26 979 37.7 
Kevin Krebsbach, NDSU 6 8 0 Bill Moats, USO 26 978 37.6 
Nick Maragos, UNI 5 27 0 KICK 2- A-M TOT. AVG. Rick Budde, NDSU 4 16 0 
Dan Mueller, Aug. 3 122 0 SCORING TD PAT PAT FG PTS. PTS.* 
Perry Kozlowski, NDSU 3 48 0 Bill Deutsch, UNO 6 G-0 1-1 0-0 38 6.3 
Clyde McCormick, USO 3 26 0 Steve Campbell, NDSU 5 G-0 0-0 0-0 30 6.0 
Bill Moats, USO 3 22 0 Terry Allen, UNI 5 0-0 0-0 0-0 30 5.0 
Steve Smit, UNO 3 0 0 Monte Mosiman, SDSU 4 0-0 0-0 0-0 24 4.0 
Mark Whitver, UNI 0 11-9 0-0 7-5 24 4.0 
AVG* 
Ray Blye, USO 4 0-0 0-0 0-0 24 4.0 
Jon Oien, Aug. 0 13-12 0-0 8-4 24 4.0 
PASS RECEIVING NO. RECP. YDS. TD Scott Magnuson, Aug. 4 0-0 0-0 0-0 24 4.0 
Joe Longo, M' side 38 6.3 467 3 
Mark Neumann, USO 33 5.5 409 0 LONGEST IN THE NCC IN 1976 
Brand Bielenberg, MC 15 3.8 236 0 Run, not for TD: 58, Tom Reim, UNO, vs. NDSU 
Craig Frederick, Aug. 21 3.5 303 2 Run, for TD: 95, Mike Lunde, SDSU, vs. UNO 
Monte Mosiman, SDSU 19 3.2 418 4 Pass, not for TD: 61 , Dee Jay Donlin to Dave Anderson, 
Pat Wacker, UNO 19 3.2 299 1 Augustana, vs. UNO 
Dave Anderson, Aug. 18 3.0 249 1 Pass, for TD: 76, Dee Jay Donlin to George Cohlmia, 
Mike Gustafson, Aug. 17 2.8 172 2 Augustana, vs. USO 
lnten:eption Ret .. n: 32, Mike Blum, Morningside, vs. 
NET AVG. NDSU 
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS YDS. GAME* Punt Return: 63, Doug Jackson, SDSU, vs. UNI 
Dee Jay Donlin, Aug. 201 963 192.6 Kickoff Return: 95, Mike Shaw, UNI, vs. Morningside 
Greg Mieras, M'side 221 914 152.3 Punt: 74, Mark Whitver, UNI, vs. Augustana 
Terry Allen, UNI 213 907 151 .2 Field Goal: 43, Mike Mc Tague, NDSU, vs. UNO 
Steve Campbell, NDSU 162 663 132.6 MOST IN THE NCC IN 1976 - SINGLE GAME 
Dick Weikert, SDSU 131 639 127.8 Yards Rushing-187, Ray Blye, USO, vs. Morningside 
Scott Pollock, USO 157 721 120.2 Yards Passing- 257, Greg Mieras, Morningside, vs. 
Greg Gunderson, UNO 145 701 116.8 Augustana 
PUNT RETURNS NO. YDS. AVG.* TD 
Completions-21 , Dee Jay Donlin, Augustana, vs. 
SDSU 
(MIN: 1 return per game played by team) Rushing Attempts-36, Bill Deutsch, UNO, vs. Morning-
Doug Jackson, SDSU 7 104 14.9 0 side 
Mark Hendrickson, UNI 9 69 7.7 0 Passing Attempts-41 , Dee Jay Donlin, Augustana, vs. 
Steve Elliot, Aug. 7 43 6.1 0 SDSU 
Mike Maguire, USO 7 38 5.4 0 Receptions-12, Joe Longo, Morningside, vs. UNO 
AVG. AVG. 
PASSING ATT. COMP. INT. PCT. YDS. TD COMP.* YDS./GAME 
Dee Jay Donlin, Aug. 144 73 5 .507 978 8 14.6 195.6 
Greg Mieras, M'side 149 70 11 .470 900 3 11 .7 150.0 
Scott Pollock, USO 109 56 7 .514 608 1 9.3 101 .3 
Terry Allen, UNI 103 42 6 .408 454 2 7.0 75.7 
Greg Gunderson, UNO 110 40 11 .364 639 3 6.7 106.5 
Dick Weikert, SDSU 60 28 12 .467 532 7 5.6 106.4 
Steve Campbell, NDSU 52 23 5 .442 347 3 4.6 69.4 
45 
1976 NCC TEAM STATISTICS 
SCORING PAT A·M 
RUSHING G ATT. YDS. TD AVG. OFFENSE G TD 1-2 FG s PTS. AVG. 
NOSU 6 384 1413 10 235.5 SOSU 6 16 13-1 3-1 1 116 19.3 
UNI 6 335 1405 10 234.2 Aug. 6 14 12-0 8-4 1 110 18.3 
SOSU 6 317 1213 9 202.2 NOSU 6 13 11 -0 7-3 1 106 17.7 
USO 6 290 1155 8 192.5 UNI 6 13 9-1 7-5 0 104 17.3 
UNO 6 277 1104 7 184.0 USO 6 11 9-2 8-2 0 85 14.2 
M'side 6 275 659 4 109.8 UNO 6 11 7-2 4-0 0 77 12.8 
Aug. 6 221 602 6 100.3 M' side 6 7 5-2 2-0 0 47 7.8 
PASSING G ATT. COMP. INT. PCT. TD YDS. AVG. 
Augustana 6 181 85 8 .470 8 1109 184.8 
Morningside 6 154 71 11 .461 3 923 153.8 
USO 6 141 66 7 .468 2 772 128.7 
UNO 6 130 47 13 .362 4 742 123.7 
SOSU 6 92 37 17 .402 7 688 114.7 
NOSU 6 75 30 11 .400 3 478 79.7 
UNI 6 104 43 6 .413 2 462 77.0 
TOTAL YDS YDS NET AVG. SCORING PAT A-M 
OFFENSE G RUSH PASS YARDS GAME DEFENSE G TD 1-2 FG s PTS. AVG. 
USO 6 1155 772 1927 321 .2 NOSU 6 4 2-1 4-1 0 31 5.2 
SOSU 6 1213 688 1901 316.8 UNI 6 B 7-1 4-3 1 68 11.3 
NOSU 6 1413 478 1891 315.2 SOSU 6 9 6-0 11 -4 1 74 12.3 
UNI 6 1405 462 1867 311.2 USO 6 13 11-1 4-2 0 103 17.2 
UNO 6 1104 742 1846 307.7 UNO 6 15 10-1 6-3 0 111 18.5 
Augustana 6 602 1109 1711 285.2 Aug . 6 17 13-2 3-0 0 119 19.8 
Morningside 6 659 923 1582 263.7 M'side 6 19 17-0 7-2 1 139 23.2 
PASSING DEFENSE G ATT. COMP. INT. PCT. YDS. AVG. 
NOSU 6 141 55 17 .390 599 99.8 
USO 6 104 38 9 .365 604 100.7 
Morningside 6 99 44 7 .444 605 100.8 
UNO 6 111 54 9 .486 663 110.5 
SOSU 6 146 66 8 .452 880 146.7 
Augustana 6 132 57 12 .432 906 151 .0 
UNI 6 144 65 12 .451 91 7 152.B 
TOTAL DEFENSE G PLAYS RUSH PASS YARDS AVG. 
NOSU 6 343 518 599 1117 186.2 
UNI 6 422 742 921 1659 276.5 
USO 6 430 1100 604 1704 284.0 
SOSU 6 436 927 880 1807 301 .2 
UNO 6 457 1309 663 1972 328.7 
Augustana 6 477 1292 906 21 98 366.3 
Morningside 6 433 1663 605 2268 378.0 
RUSHING DEFENSE G PLAYS NET AVG. 
NOSU 6 219 51 8 86.3 
UNI 6 278 742 123.7 
SOSU 6 290 927 154.5 
USO 6 326 1100 183.3 
Augustana 6 345 1292 215.3 
UNO 6 346 1309 218.2 
Morningside 6 334 1663 277.2 
46 
1976 Final Northern Iowa 
Statistics 
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS -
PASSING G ATT. COfllll. INTC. PCT. YDS. A.Y.G. A.Y.C. A.C.G. TD LG SACKED 
Terry Allen 11 188 83 12 .441 1119 101 .7 13.5 7.5 8 24 15 
Ter!}'. Soli 4 4 2 0 .500 12 3.0 6.0 .5 0 8 0 
UNI 11 192 85 12 .442 1131 102.8 13.3 7.7 8 24 15 
Opponents 11 304 151 23 .496 1954 177.6 12.9 13.7 12 71 35 
RUSHING G NO. GAIN LOST NET AVE.PLAYAVE.GAME TO LG 
Neal Moses 11 167 1027 17 1010 6.0 91.8 6 45 
Terry Allen 11 199 805 149 656 3.3 59.6 14 75 
Tom Haning 10 81 408 6 402 5.0 40.2 1 31 
Tom Scalissi 10 114 458 24 434 3.8 39.5 3 19 
Carl Davis 7 39 184 2 182 4.7 26.0 0 6 
Terry Soli 4 7 21 0 21 3.0 5.3 0 7 
M. Fullbright 1 6 17 0 17 2.8 17.0 0 4 
Joe Manigault 8 2 23 0 23 11 .5 7.7 0 23 
Mike Shaw 4 1 15 0 15 0.0 15.0 0 15 
Pat Lynch 2 3 13 0 13 4.3 6.5 0 7 
Mark Whitver 1 1 0 12 0 -12.0 -12.0 0 0 
Bob Klavas 1 1 0 1 -1 -1.0 1.0 0 0 
UNI 11 624 2971 211 2760 4.4 250.9 24 75 
Opponents 11 487 1839 525 1314 2.7 119.5 11 42 
TOTAL OFFENSE G NO. RUSH PASS NET A.P. A.G. 
Terry Allen 11 387 656 11 19 1775 4.6 161.4 
Neal Moses 11 167 1010 0 1010 6.0 91 .8 
Tom Scalissi 10 114 434 0 434 3.8 39.5 
Tom Haning 10 81 402 0 402 5.0 40.2 
Carl Davis 7 39 182 0 182 4.7 26.0 
Joe Manigault 7 2 23 0 23 11 .5 3.3 
Mike Shaw 2 1 15 0 15 15.0 7.5 
Terry Soli 4 11 21 12 33 3.0 8.3 
Pat Lynch 2 3 13 0 13 4.3 6.5 
M. Fullbright 1 6 17 0 17 2.8 17.0 
Mark Whitver 1 1 -12 0 -12 0.0 0.0 
Bob Klavas 1 1 -1 0 -1 -1.0 -1.0 
UNI 11 816 2760 1131 3891 4.8 353.9 
Opponents 11 790 1839 1954 3793 4.8 344.8 
RECBVING G NO. YDS. AVE. PLAY AVE. GAME TO LG. 
Rick VerHuel 11 34 459 13.5 41 .7 4 40 
Bob Klavas 10 4 224 16.0 22.4 2 43 
Marty Burroughs 9 14 176 12.6 19.6 1 22 
Joe Manigault 8 5 108 21.6 13.5 0 37 
Tom Haning 10 9 85 9.4 9.4 0 22 
Tom Scalissi 10 1 1 1.0 .25 0 1 
Neal Moses 10 3 34 11 .3 3.4 0 7 
M. Hendrickson 5 2 28 14.0 7.0 0 24 
Carl Davis 6 1 4 4.0 1.0 0 4 
Pat Lynch 1 1 8 8.0 8.0 0 8 
Jeff Hamilton 1 1 7 7.0 7.0 1 7 
Mike Shaw 1 1 17 17.0 8.5 0 17 
UNI 11 85 1131 13.3 102.8 8 43 
Opponents 11 151 1954 12.9 177.6 12 71 
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PUNT RETURNS G NO. VOS. AVE. TO LG INTERCEPTIONS G NO. YOS. AVE. TD LG 
Mark Hendrickson 6 14 87 6.2 0 19 Nick Maragos 10 7 35 5.0 0 21 
Marty Burroughs 9 11 87 7.8 0 17 Jeff Lakin 10 5 19 3.8 0 15 
Joe Manigault 7 1 4 1.0 0 0 Walt Krebs 10 1 5 5.0 0 5 
Dana Deines 3 2 18 9.0 0 16 Doug Carlo 10 2 21 10.5 0 21 
Mike Shaw 2 1 -6 -6.0 0 0 Tom Nixon 10 1 0 0.0 0 0 
UNI 11 29 1!16 6.8 0 19 David Erstad 4 2 11 5.5 0 11 
Opponents 11 21 238 11 .3 0 63 Chuck Dickens 10 1 0 0.0 0 0 
K-OFF RETURNS G NO. YDS. AVE. TD LG Dana Deines 2 1 0 0.0 0 0 William Clark 10 -1 23 23.0 0 23 Joe Manigault 8 11 225 20.5 0 37 UNI 11 23 114 5.0 0 23 Marty Burroughs 8 11 228 20.7 0 26 Opponents 11 12 101 8.4 0 37 Mike Shaw 3 19 98 5.2 1 95 
M. Hendrickson 3 2 50 25.0 0 25 PUNTING G NO. YDS. AVE. BK LG 
UNI 11 41 601 14.7 1 95 Mark Whitver 11 59 2383 40.4 1 76 
Opponents 11 43 641 14.9 0 28 UNI 11 59 2383 40.4 1 76 
Opponents 11 62 2300 37.1 0 63 
1 2 
SCORING G TD PAT AIM PAT AIM FGAIM SF PTS. AVE. 
Terry Allen 11 14 0 0 0 0 84 7.6 
Mark Whitver 11 0 31 -26 0 8-6 0 44 4.0 
Neal Moses 11 6 0 0 0 0 36 3.3 
Bob Klavas 10 2 0 1 0 0 14 1.6 
Tom Scalissi 10 3 0 0 0 0 18 1.8 
Rick VerHuel 11 4 0 0 0 0 24 2.9 
Mark Fullbright 1 1 0 0 0 0 6 6.0 
Mike Shaw 3 1 0 0 0 0 6 6.0 
Jeff Hamilton 1 1 0 0 0 0 6 6.0 
Marty Burroughs 8 1 0 0 0 0 6 .75 
Tom Haning 10 1 0 0 0 0 6 .90 
UNI 11 34 31-26 2-1 8-6 0 251 22.8 
Opponents 11 22 1!H6 1-1 9-5 1 169 15.4 
TEAM STATISTICS-
TEAM STATISTICS UNI OPP 
First Downs 205 186 
By Rushing 138 81 
By Passing 52 85 
By Penalty 15 20 
Fumbles - lost 40-25 29-15 
Penalties-Yds. 90-893 81-805 
NORTH CENTRAL CONFERENCE TEAM STANDINGS 
CONFERENCE PTS PTS OVERALL PTS PTS 
w L T FOR AGST w L T FOR AGST 
North Dakota State Uni. 6 0 0 106 31 8 2 0 208 108 
South Dakota State Uni. 4 1 1 116 74 5 4 1 176 215 
University of Northern Iowa 4 2 0 104 68 7 3 0 204 149 
University of South Dakota 3 2 1 85 103 4 5 1 168 214 
University of North Dakota 1 4 1 77 111 1 7 1 117 233 
Augustana College 1 5 0 110 119 4 6 0 200 178 
Morningside College 0 5 1 47 139 1 7 1 87 190 
Uni. of Nebraska-Omaha# 3 8 0 256 421 
#Not eligible for NCC title in 1976 
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DEFENSIVE STATISTICS 
DEFENSIVE 
STATISTICS ST AT INT. PBU REC. SAVE SK 
Mel Campbell 38 60 0 3 1 5 
Chuck Dickens 44 52 1 2 1 3 
Terry Leonardelli 34 42 0 1 1 3 
Nick Maragos 29 46 7 8 1 
Walt Krebs 23 35 1 5 1 4 ST-Solo tackle 
Marty Stratton 39 41 0 1 2 11 
William Clark 32 47 1 1 1 2 AT-Assisted tackle 
Jeff Lakin 14 26 4 2 1 
Dana Deines 8 6 1 0 INT-Interception 
Steve Houser 25 25 0 0 5 
Tom Nixon 12 16 1 3 PBU-Pass broken up 
Randy Hoffa 6 10 0 2 
Mike Mueller 4 3 0 0 Save 
James Pitlik 1 1 0 0 
Doug Carlo 16 19 2 3 SK-Sacked Passer 
Reed Hunemuller 4 30 0 0 
Neil Phipps 3 3 0 0 
Randy Buchwald 5 3 0 0 
Pat Lynch 1 1 0 0 
Mark Whitver 1 2 0 0 
Dave Erstad 14 16 3 2 
Pat Hall 7 10 0 0 4 
Dave Volkens 4 1 0 0 
Bob Wentzel 1 3 0 0 
Pat McMahon 4 8 0 0 
Jim Spahn 0 1 0 0 
TOTALS 369 507 23 34 13 3 35 
1976 Results 
8-3 Overall; 4-2 North Central Conference (3rd) 
Date Results Location Attendance 
Sept. 4 Northern Michigan 41 , UNI 7 Cedar Falls, la. 12,000 
Sept. 18 UNI 34, Nebraska-Omaha 13 Cedar Falls, la. 8,260 
Sept. 25 UNI 1, St. Cloud St. 0 St. Cloud, Minn. 2,500 
Oct. 2 UNI 24, North Dakota 22 Grand Forks, N.D. 5,700 
Oct. 9 UNI 7, Augustana6 Sioux Falls, S.D. 6,000 
Oct. 16 UNI 38, Wayne St. (Neb.) 0 Cedar Fal ls, la. 9,400 
Oct. 23 UNI 37, Morningside 7 Cedar Falls, la. 14,200 
Oct. 30 South Dakota St. 16, UNI 13 Cedar Falls, la. 8,1 00 
Nov. 6 UNI 14, South Dakota 7 Vermill ion, S.D. 2,200 
Nov. 13 North Dakota St. 10, UNI 9 Cedar Falls, la. 15,1 00 
Nov. 20 UNI 47, Wisconsin-Whitewater 20 Wh itewater, Wis. 800 
1976 Attendance Figures 
Home attendance: 67,060 ......... . ...... . . . .. Average (6 games}11 ,177 
Road Attendance: 17,200 ...... .. ... .. ... . .... Average (5 games} 3,440 
Total Attendance: 84,260 .. ..... . . . . .. .. . .. ... Average(11 games}7,660 
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University of Northern Iowa 
The University of Northern Iowa, one of 
the nation's leading institutions of higher 
learning, is the outgrowth of the Iowa 
State Normal School established by the 
General Assembly in 1876. On September 
6 'of that year 27 students under four in-
structors began classes in a renovated 
home for Civil War orphans. This build-
ing, later named Central Hall, was 
destroyed by fire in July, 1965. 
From a single building on a 4(}.acre 
campus, the University has grown to in-
clude over 40 major buildings, a 721-acre 
campus, over 500 faculty members and 
over 9,300 on-campus students. Of the 
10, 181 enrolled for university credit in the 
fall of 1975, 9,358 were on-campus and 
823 were through extension and cor-
respondence. The University also main-
tains a laboratory school for some 700 
students in pre-school through 12th 
grade. 
In 1909 the institution was renamed the 
Iowa State Teachers College and the gov-
ernment of the College, along with that of 
the University of Iowa and Iowa State 
University, was vested in the State Board 
of Regents, a nine-member body appoint-
ed by the Governor. Under the new name, 
the College attained a reputation as one 
of the nation 's outstanding institutions 
for preparation of teachers. 
On July 5, 1961 , the Iowa General As-
sembly on recommendation of the 
Regents changed the name of the school 
to State College of Iowa and redefined its 
function to include the offering of liberal 
arts degrees. 
On July 1, 1967, the General Assembly 
on recommendation of the Regents ap-
proved University status. The name was 
changed to University of Northern Iowa 
and its function was again redefined. 
Although teacher education remains its 
largest program, the University offers 
degrees to students majoring in a wide 
variety of subjects. Thus UNI has two 
Bachelor of Arts degrees, one with 
certification to teach and one without 
certification . Also, a Bachelor of 
Technology degree can be earned with or 
without certification to teach, and since 
1969, the Bachelor of Music degree has 
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been offered. A Bachelor of Fine Arts 
degree was approved by the Regents in 
1976. An Individual Studies major 
enables a student to pursue, with faculty 
approval, a wide assortment of study 
areas. 
On the graduate level, courses leading 
to the degree of Master of Arts in Educa-
tion were offered tor the first time in the 
summer of 1952 and a sixth-year program 
leading to the Specialist in Education 
degree began in 1960. A sixth-year 
Specialist degree with a program in 
science education was inaugurated in 
1970. 
In 1964, the Master of Arts degree was 
approved by the Regents. The first 
Master of Arts degrees were granted in 
1966. The Master of Business Administra-
tion degree was approved by the Regents 
in 1975, and the Master of Music degree 
in 1976. 
The Industrial Technology Center on 
the South campus opened in August, 
1975, while the UNI-Dome, a multi-
purpose coliseum on the west campus, 
opened in February, 1976. Ground was 
broken in October, 1975, for the 
Speech/ Art complex located southwest of 
Russell Hall, with completion anticipated 
in the summer of 1977. 
The UNI-Dome-A Unique Coliseum 
UNI supporters and the entire state of Iowa realized a dream come true with 
the completion of the UNI-Dome - a completely covered, multi-purpose facility 
with an air-supported roof - in February of 1975. 
UNI-Dome, the prefix stands for University of Northern Iowa, as well as mean-
ing one and unique, combines the features of three buildings - a football 
stadium, field house and large auditorium. It will host such events as concerts, 
exhibitions, trade shows, pageants, rallies and conocations, as well as football , 
basketball , softball and field hockey games and wrestling and track meets. 
The UNI-Dome's air-supported, Fiberglass fabric roof constructed by Owens-
Corning Fiberglass Corporation, was erected at a cost equal to half that of con-
ventional roof construction. And because of the dome's translucence, ample 
natural light is available during daylight hours - a sizable savings on utility 
costs. 
Multi-Purpose Use 
UNI-DOME was designed with "something for everyone. " Its artificial turf for 
football games and practices can be rolled up in 45 minutes. Underneath, on a 
synthetic floor area, are basketball and tennis courts and an eight-lane, 220-yard 
oval running track. As many as 12 tennis matches and two basketball games can 
take place simultaneously at the field level. 
Approximately 16,400 spectators can be seated for football and 7,254 for court-
sized activities. For stage activities, such as commencement, concerts and artist 
or speaker series, total capacity - using movable bleachers and folding chairs 
·- can reach 25,000. 
Air-Supported Dome 
The 168,000-sq. ft. dome, which rises 124 feet above the arena floor , is supported 
entirely by a network of 12 stranded steel cables and four air blowers. A concrete 
and steel ring around the top of the 70-foot high stadium wal I holds the cables. 
The cables, which shape, as well as support the dome, are 27,ls inches in 
diameter. They vary in length from 395 to 484 feet, and together weigh 47 tons, or 
94,000 pounds. 
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Two 40,000 cfm (15 hp) fans circulate air and maintain enough air pressure in 
the building to keep the roof inflated during normal use. Two additional 135,000 
cfm (125 hp) fans, are used during inflation of the roof, during mass exiting from 
the building (which causes great loss of air pressure), during heavy snow fall for 
aid in melting snow on the roof, and during spectator events for heating and 
cooling the building. 
Rberglas Fabric Roof 
The roof of UNI-DOME is made of 49 tons of woven Fiberglass fabric coated 
with Teflon. The fabric is self-cleaning and requires virtually no maintenance. It 
wtll not burn or support combustion, nor is it affected by ultraviolet radiation. 
Approximately 60 percent of the dome has an inner liner of fabric that provides 
acoustical as well as thermal benefits. The liner tends to baffle the sound waves, 
and air from perimeter, where the pressure is greater than outside the building, 
can be diverted and blown between the two layers to facilitate snow melting. 
Other Features 
UNI-DOME has four main entrances, leading to a 32-foot wide concourse. 
Seats, color-matched to tickets, are easily reached through seven acess gates on 
the east and west sides. A total absence of columns and posts gives every seat in 
the stadium an unobstructed view. 
A service entrance, large enough for a tractor-trailer, is located on one end of 
the stadium. Concessions, displays, first aid stations and rest rooms are conve-
niently located on either side of the building. 
A spacious press box atop the east stands has facilities for 10 radio stations, 
television capabilities and seating for up to 125 people. A photography 
darkroom, photo bay, concession area and scouting booths are a few other 
features. 
Two huge scoreboards can flash messages and information to spectators 
throughout the events. 
Plans call for the addition of handball courts, administrative offices, wrestling 
rooms, locker and training rooms and VIP boxes. Currently a tunnel connects 
UNI-DOME with the Physical Education Center for locker facilities. 
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Panther Fortunes Year-by-Year 
Own Opp. 
Y11r G1mes Won Lost Tied Pct. Pis. Pis. Head Coach Enrollment 
1895 3 1 2 0 .333 16 27 No Coach Designated 721 
1896 7 4 3 0 .571 73 81 No Coach Designated 757 
1897 6 5 1 0 .833 108 52 Fred Wolff 861 
1898 5 4 0 1 .900 92 5 E. K. Leighton 921 
1899 6 1 3 2 .333 63 45 Mr. Sweetland 906 
1900 8 3 4 1 .438 71 178 Fred Williams 911 
1901 10 5 3 2 .600 135 78 G. B. Affleck 873 
1902 8 1 6 1 .188 53 219 Charles A. Pell 868 
1903 8 4 3 1 .563 145 79 Charles A. Pell 857 
1904 9 5 3 1 .611 227 75 Charles A. Pell 812 
1905 10 5 3 2 .600 112 74 Charles A. Pell 905 
1906 NO FOOTBALL 981 
1907 NO FOOTBALL 1,013 
1908 5 5 0 0 1.000 125 100 Clayton B. Simmons 995 
1909 6 6 0 0 1.000 131 22 Clayton B. Simmons 1,070 
1910 6 1 4 1 .250 78 64 J. 0. Perrine 1,108 
1911 6 3 2 1 .583 61 48 H. F. Pasini 1,094 
1912 8 5 2 1 .688 85 81 H. F. Pasini 1,202 
1913 6 2 3 1 .417 27 76 Allen P. Berkstresser 1,297 
1914 8 2 5 1 .313 35 172 Allen P. Berkstresser 1,406 
1915 6 3 3 0 .500 193 77 Allen P. Berkstresser 1,741 
1916 8 1 7 0 .125 25 161 Allen P. Berkstresser 1,680 
1917 5 2 3 0 .400 52 45 J. 0. Perrine 1,387 
1918 4 1 3 0 .250 22 86 Russel Glaesner 1,125 
1919 7 2 4 1 .357 131 80 Ivan Doseff 1,423 
1920 7 4 2 1 .643 101 30 Ivan Doseff 1,402 
1921 7 5 1 1 .786 180 26 L. L. Mendenhall 1,644 
1922 7 5 2 0 .714 65 27 L. L. Mendenhall 2,130 
1923 7 3 3 1 .500 58 36 L. L. Mendenhall 2,565 
1924 7 2 5 0 .286 73 39 L. L. Mendenhall 2,648 
1925 8 5 1 2 .750 104 45 Paul Bender 2,642 
1926 8 5 3 0 .625 100 52 Paul Bender 2,443 
1927* 8 7 0 1 .938 140 32 Paul Bender 2,304 
1928* 9 5 1 3 .813 150 52 Paul Bender 2,094 
1929 7 3 4 0 .429 51 62 Paul Bender 2,227 
1930 8 2 5 1 .313 21 76 L. W. " Mon" Whitford 2,169 
1931 8 3 5 0 .375 52 86 L. W. " Mon" Whitford 2,049 
1932 9 5 3 1 .611 72 65 L. W. " Mon" Whitford 1,562 
1933 9 3 6 0 .333 69 97 John Baker 1,472 
1934 8 3 3 2 .500 101 41 John Baker 1,543 
1935 8 4 2 2 .625 123 69 Thomas Johnson 1,771 
1936 9 5 2 2 .667 91 45 Clyde " Buck" Star beck 1,872 
1937 9 2 4 3 .389 97 94 Clyde " Buck" Starbeck 1,863 
1938 8 3 5 0 .375 60 99 Clyde " Buck" Starbeck 1,926 
1939 9 5 3 1 .611 94 92 Clyde " Buck" Starbeck 1,901 
1940# 9 8 1 0 .889 165 68 Clyde " Buck" Starbeck 1,745 
1941# 8 5 3 0 .625 164 82 Clyde " Buck" Starbeck 1,502 
1942## 7 6 1 0 .857 208 51 Clyde " Buck" Starbeck 1,381 
1943 NO FOOTBALL (War Years) 820 
1944 NO FOOTBALL (War Years) 898 
1945 6 3 3 0 .500 141 163 Clyde " Buck" Starbeck 1,233 
1946# 7 4 1 2 .714 175 32 Clyde " Buck" Starbeck 2,475 
1947## 9 5 3 1 .611 164 101 Clyde " Buck" Starbeck 2,846 
1948# 10 7 3 0 .700 177 113 Clyde " Buck" Starbeck 3,083 
1949## 7 5 2 0 .714 186 64 Clyde " Buck" Starbeck 2,949 
1950 8 4 4 0 .500 159 174 Clyde " Buck" Starbeck 2,688 
1951 7 3 4 0 .429 176 172 Clyde " Buck" Starbeck 2,352 
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Panther Fortunes Year-by-Year (continued) 
Own Opp. 
Year Games Won lost Tied Pct. Pis. Pis. Head Coach Enrollmllll 
1952# 8 6 2 0 750 240 146 Clyde " Buck" Starbeck 2,239 
1953 9 6 3 0 .667 248 207 Clyde " Buck" Starbeck 2,231 
1954 8 3 5 0 .375 201 164 Clyde " Buck" Starbeck 2,676 
1955 9 8 1 0 .889 220 114 Clyde " Buck" Starbeck 3,045 
1956 8 2 5 1 .313 168 149 Clyde " Buck" Starbeck 3,1 95 
1957 8 5 3 0 .625 200 130 Clyde " Buck" Starbeck 3,210 
1958 9 4 5 0 .444 150 156 William Hammer 3,482 
1959 9 6 3 0 .667 141 122 William Hammer 3,428 
1960# 10 9 1 0 .900 213 71 Stan B. Sheriff 3,616 
1961## 9 7 2 0 .778 237 118 Stan B. Sheriff 4,070 
1962## 9 7 1 1 .833 191 89 Stan B. Sheriff 4,567 
1963 9 5 3 1 .611 187 120 Stan B. Sheriff 5,147 
1964## 11 9 2 0 .818 269 100 Stan B. Sheriff 5,520 
1965 9 4 5 0 .444 160 146 Stan B. Sheriff 6,419 
1966 9 4 5 0 .444 121 141 Stan B. Sheriff 7,409 
1967 10 7 3 0 .700 136 85 Stan B. Sheriff 8,213 
1968 10 5 5 0 .500 195 173 Stan B. Sheriff 9,058 
1969 10 5 5 0 .500 192 183 Stan B. Sheriff 9,494 
1970 10 2 8 0 .200 103 249 Stan B. Sheriff 9,723 
1971 9 4 5 0 .444 106 117 Stan B. Sheriff 10,546 
1972 10 4 6 0 .400 178 185 Stan B. Sheriff 9,846 
1973 10 5 5 0 .500 132 165 Stan B. Sheriff 9,587 
1974 10 5 4 1 .550 268 248 Stan B. Sheriff 8,800 
1975 12 9 3 0 .750 310 193 Stan B. Sheriff 9,500 
1976 11 8 3 0 .727 231 139 Stan B. Sheriff 9,777 
1895-
1976 629 339 245 45 .575 10,374 7,779 245,911 
• Iowa Conference Tille 
# North Central Conference Tille 
## Shared North Central Conference Tille 
W\ 
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Panther Individual Records 
Rushing Attempts - Touchdowns Scored -
Game: 38, Randy Schultz vs. N. Illinois Game: 4, Randy Schultz vs. South 
(1964) Dakota (1965); Dick Beetsch 
Season: 236, RandySchultz(1964)** vs. South Dakota (1954); Art 
Career: 588, Randy Schultz (1963-1965) Landau vs. Morningside 
Yards Gained Rushing- (1953); Terry Allen••· UNO (1976) 
Game: 253, Randy Schultz vs. South Season: 14, Art Landau (1953) 
Dakota State (1963) Career: 36, Dick Beetsch (1952-1955) 
Season: 1,072, RandySchultz(1964) P.A.T. Scored-
Career: 2,808, Randy Schultz (1963-1965 _ Game: 7, Kriss Smith vs. Morningside 
28 games) (1974); Jim Fransen vs. 
Passes Attempted - Wisconsin-Whitewater 
Game: 46, Phil Schooley vs. Morn- Season: 33, Jim Fransen (1975) 
ingside (1968) Career: 45, Kriss Smith (1973-1974) 
Season: 301 , Phil Schooley (1968) Field Goals Attempted -
Career: 562, Phil Schooley (1967-1968) Game: 5, Gene Dietrich vs. South 
Passes Completed - Dakota (1971) 
Game: 23, Bill Raun vs. N. Michigan Season: 16, Bill Kovacevich (1967) 
(1969) Field Goals Scored -
Season: 148, Phil Schooley(1968) Game: 2, Kriss Smith vs. Western 11-
Career: 260, Phil Schooley(1967-1968) linois (1973); Gene Dietrich 
Passes Had Intercepted- vs. South Dakota (1971 ); Jerry 
Game: 6, Al Wichtendahl vs. Malloy vs. North Dakota State 
Augustana (1970) (1966) 
Season: 23, Bill Raun (1969) Season: 7, Gene Dietrich (1970) 
Career: 35, Bi11Salmon(1972-1975) Career: 17, GeneDietrich(1969-1971) 
Yards Gained Passing - Points Scored -
Game: 323, Bill Raun vs. North Dakota Game: 24, Randy Schultz vs. South 
(1969) Dakota (1965); Dick Beetsch 
Season: 1,818, Bill Raun(1969) vs. South Dakota (1954); Art 
Career: 4,342, Bill Salmon (1972-1975) Landau vs. Morningside 
Total Offense Attempts - (1953); Terry Allen vs. UNO (1976) 
Game: 53, Ralph Capitani vs. Drake Season: 90, Dan Boals (1962-12 TD's, 18 
(1953) P.A.T. 's) 
Season: 387, TerryAllen(1976) Career: 212, Dick Beetsch (1952-1955 - 4 
Career: 993, Bill Salmon (1972-1975) seasons); 193, Dan Boals 
Yards Gained Total Offense - (1960-1962-3 seasons) 
Game: 347, Bill Salmon vs. South Dakota Punting Average -
State(1974) Game: 50.3, Jim Fransen vs. Eastern 11-
Season: 2, 157, Bill Salmon (1974) linois (6 punts) 
Career: 5,371 , Bi11Salmon(1972-1975) Season: 40.7, MikeButler(1972) 
Passes Caught - Pass Interceptions -
Game: 12, Dick Beetsch vs. Drake (1953) Game: 3, Nelson Converse vs. Morn-
Season: 54, DickBeetsch(1953) ingside (1972) ; Randy 
Career: 153, Dick Beetsch (1952-1955) Junkman vs . Augustana 
YardsGainedPassesCaught- (1971) ; Lynn King vs . 
Game: 214, Dick Beetsch vs. South Augustana (1966); Bruce 
Dakota(1953) Montgomery vs . North 
Season: 892, Dave Schooley (1974 _ 35 re- Dakota (1964); Dave Cox vs. 
ceptions) South Dakota (1960); Leo 
Career: 2,288, Dick Beetsch (1952-1955) Kagan vs. Northeast Missouri 
Touchdown Passes Caught- State (1939); Nick Maragos 
Game: 4, Dick Beetsch vs. South vs. Morningside (1975) 
Dakota(1954) Season: 8, Bill Smith (1967) 
Season: 11 , DickBeetsch(1954) Career: 20, MikeWoodley(1970-1973) 
Career: 35, Dick Beetsch (1952-1955) Longest Running Play From Scrimmage -
Touchdown Passes Thrown - 98 yds., Arnold Paulsen vs. Augustana 
Game: 4, Dave Cox vs. Bradley(1961) (1951) 
Season: 
Career: 
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Ralph Capitani vs. South Longest Touchdown Pass -
Dakota(1954); Bill Salmon 86 yds., Bill Raun to Larry Skartvedt vs. 
North Dakota (1969) 
vs. South Dakota (1975) Longest Field Goal Kicked -
16, Bill Salmon (1975) 54 32, Bill Salmon (1972-1975) yds., Gene Dietrich vs. North Dakota (1971) 
Longest Kickoff Return -
100yds., Ben McCabe vs. Coe(1939-TD) 
Longest Punt Return -
82 yds., John Magovich vs. Western 
Michigan (1936) 
Longest Interception Return -
82 yds. , Jim Thomas vs. Morningside (1974 
-TD) 
Longest Punt -
%-YDS., Mike Butler vs. Augustana(1972) 
**Led Nation in Department 
Panther Team Records 
Rushing Attempts -
Game - 79 vs. North Dakota (1951) 
Season - a.- (1111) 
Net Yards Rushing -
Game - 636 vs. Augustana (1951) 
Season - 2.780 <1•11> 
Passes Attempted -
Game-46vs. Morningside(1968) 
Season - 324 (1968) 
Passes Completed -
Game - 23 vs. Northern Michigan (1969) 
Season -154(1968) 
Passes Intercepted -
Game - 7 vs. North Dakota (1970) 
Season - 31 (1970) 
Net Yards Passing -
Game - 323 vs. North Dakota (1969) 
Season -1 ,905 (1969) 
Total Offense Attempts -
Game - 93 vs. Augustana (1951) 
Season - 116 (11176) 
Net Yards Total Offense -
Game - 700 vs. Augustana (1951) 
Season-4,000(1974) 
Touchdowns Scored Rushing -
Game-10 vs. Augustana(1951) 
Season -29 (1964) 
Most Consecutive Wins (Regular Season)-
13 (195~1961) 
Most Consecutive Losses -
7(1916; 1968-1969; 1970-1971) 
Touchdowns Scored Passing -
Game-4; vs. S. Dakota(1953); Bradley 
(1961); vs. S. Dakota(1975) 
Season-16(1953; 1975) 
Points Scored -
Game- 82 vs. Wisc.-Platteville (1915, 82-0) 
Season - 298 (1975 -11 games) 
Points Scored Against -
Game-95vs. lowa(1914, 95-0) 
Season -259 (1970-10 games) 
First Downs Rushing -
Game-21 vs. North Dakota(1951) 
Season -142 (1964) 
First Downs Passing -
Game - 15 vs. Northern Michigan (1969) 
Season -83(1968) 
Total First Downs -
Game - 27 vs. Western Illinois (1968) 
Season - 205 (11116) 
Fumbles In Single Game -
8 vs. Northern Michigan (1968); South 
Dakota State (1969); Morningside (1972) 
Fumbles Lost -
Game - 5 vs. South Dakota State (1963) 
Season - 25 (197&) 
Interceptions Made -
Game- 7 vs. South Dakota (1960); 
vs. Wisconsin-Whitewater (1975) 
Season -27 (1975) 
Most Victories For Single Season -
9(1960; 1964; 1975) 
Most Losses For Single Season -
8(1970) 
Most Ties For Single Season -
3(1928; 1937) 
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All-Time Coaching Records 
Conf. 
Coach Years (No.) G w L T Pct. Titles 
No Coach Designated 1895-1896 (2) 10 5 5 0 .500 0 
Fred Wolff 1897 (1) 6 5 1 0 .833 0 
E. K. Leighton 1898 (1) 5 4 0 1 .900 0 
Mr. Sweetland 1899 (1) 6 1 3 2 .333 0 
Fred Williams 1900 (1) 8 3 4 1 .438 0 
G. B. Affleck 1901 (1) 10 5 3 2 .600 0 
Charles A. Pell 1902-1905 (4) 35 15 15 5 .500 0 
NO FOOTBALL 1906-1907 
C1ayton B. Simmons 1908-1909 (2) 11 11 0 0 1.000 0 
J. 0 . Perrine 1910, 1917 (2) 11 3 7 1 .318 0 
H. F. Pasini 1911-1912 (2) 14 8 4 2 .623 0 
Allen P. Berkstresser 191 3-1916 (4) 28 8 18 2 .321 0 
Russel Glaesner 1918 (1) 4 1 3 0 .250 0 
Ivan Doseff 191 9-1920 (2) 14 6 6 2 .500 0 
L. L. Mendenhall 1921-1924 (4) 28 15 11 2 .571 0 
Paul Bender 1925-1 929 (5) 40 25 9 6 .700 2· 
L. W. " Mon" Whitford 1930-1932 (3) 25 10 13 2 .440 0 
John Baker 1933-1934 (2) 17 6 9 2 .412 0 
Thomas Johnson 1935 (1) 8 4 2 2 .625 0 
Clyde " Buck" Starbeck 1936-1942 (20) 163 95 58 10 .613 8 .. 
NO FOOTBALL (War Years) 1943-1944 
Clyde " Buck" Starbeck 1945-1 957 
William Hammer 1958-1 959 (2) 18 10 8 0 .556 0 
Stan B. Sheriff 1960- (17) 168 99 66 3 .598 4 .. 
TOTALS 1895-1976 (78) 629 339 245 45 .575 14 
• 1owa Conference 
· ·North Central Conference 
Sheriff Record vs. 
1977 Opponents 
Last Last Result 
Opponent Games Won Lost Tied Pct. Game UNI Opp. 
Northeast Missouri St. 6 4 2 0 .667 1971 9 22 
Northern Michigan 9 2 7 0 .222 1976 7 41 
Eastern Illinois 1 1 0 0 1.000 1975 14 8 
North Dakota St. 17 6 11 0 .352 1976 9 10 
North Dakota 17 10 7 0 .588 1976 24 22 
Augustana(S.D.) 17 12 5 0 .705 1976 7 6 
Nebraska-Omaha 1 1 0 0 1.000 1976 34 13 
Morningside 17 15 2 0 .882 1976 37 7 
South Dakota St. 17 12 4 1 .735 1976 13 16 
South Dakota 17 11 6 0 .647 1976 14 7 
St. Cloud St. 0 0 1.000 1976 1 0 
TOTALS 120 75 44 1 .629 169 152 
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Homecoming Results Since 1920 
1920 UNI 14, Parsons 0 1948 UNI 33, South Dakota State 7 
1921 UNI 7, Simpson 6 1949 UNI 49, Augustana o 
1922 UNI 0, Upper Iowa 0 1950 Drake 34, UNI 18 
1923 Western Union 6, UNI 2 1951 UNI 27, Morningside 7 
1924 UNI 13, Simpson 0 1952 South Dakota 34, UNI 20 
1925 UNI 20, Luther 9 1953 UNI 34, Morningside 20 
1926 UNI 34, Buena Vista 0 1954 South Dakota 34, UNI 33 
1927 UNI 14, Upper Iowa 6 1955 UNI 13, Morningside 12 
1928 UNI 0, Grinnell 0 1956 UNI 20, Morningside20 
1929 UNI 7, Simpson 0 1957 UNI 27, North Dakota 20 
1930 Coe 13, UNI 2 1958 Morningside 26, UNI 18 
1931 Western Michigan 14, UNI O 1959 UNI 14, North Dakota 9 
1932 UNI 13, MorningsideO 1960 UNI 26, Morningside O 
1933 UNI 0, Simpson 0 1961 UNI 34, Augustana 6 
1934 Grinnell 19, UNI 12 1962 UNI 21 , Morningside 18 
1935 UNI 21 , Western Michigan 14 1963 UNI 9, North Dakota O 
1936 UNI 6, MorningsideO 1964 UNI 24, Morningside 14 
1937 Western Michigan 7, UNI O 1965 UNI 27, Augustana 21 
1938 Morningside 13, UNI 7 1966 UNI 2, Morningside 0 
1939 UNI 13, Western Michigan 13 1967 UNI 23, Augustana 10 
1940 UNI 13, Kansas State-Pittsburg 6 1968 Morningside 14, UNI 13 
1941 Western Michigan 28, UNI 7 1969 UNI 14, South Dakota 2 
1942 UNI 26, Morningside 7 1970 Morningside 19, UNI 7 
1945 UNI 58, South Dakota State 7 1971 North Dakota 23, UNI 10 
1946 UNI 0, Western Michigan 0 1972 UNI 27, Morningside 13 
1947 UNI 31 , Morningside 13 1973 South Dakota 19, UNI 7 
1974 UNI 41 , Drake 17 
1975 UNI 20, Augustana 14 
1976 UNI 37, Morningside 7 
UNI Record -34 Wins, 15 Losses, 6 Ties 
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Panthers Through The Years 
1895-1976 
1895 
(1-2-0) 
12 Coe . . . ........... . 
4 Lennox .. 
0 Upper Iowa ... 
.... 10 
12 
5 
No Coach Designated 
1896 
(4-3-0) 
5 Coe ......... 10 
22 Waterloo High School . . . . . . 0 
O Lennox ....... . ......... 42 
OCoe .... 17 
12 Cedar Valley Seminary . . . 0 
28 Reinbeck High School . . . 10 
6 Cedar Falls High School . . 2 
No Coach Designated 
1897 
(S-1-0) 
56 Waterloo High School . 0 
10 Ellsworth ............. 26 
10 Coe ...... .. . 8 
10 Upper Iowa .. 6 
6 Waterloo High School . . . 0 
16 Leander Clark . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Coach - Fred Wolff 
1898 . 
(4-0-1) 
23 Waterloo YMCA . 0 
40 Cornell 0 
18 Coe .... 0 
O Upper Iowa . . . 0 
11 Iowa ... . . 5 
Coach - E. K. Leighton 
1899 
(1-3-2) 
O Iowa .................. . 
6 Grinnell .......... ..... . 
0 Cornell 
O Iowa State ............... . 
57 Coe .... 
O South Dakota . 
Coach - Mr. Sweetland 
1900 
(3-4-1) 
42 Waterloo High School . 
0 Iowa .. . 
6 Cornell .. . 
12 Upper Iowa . . . 
6 Coe ... 
22 
12 
11 
0 
0 
0 
0 
68 
6 
5 
16 
0 5 Iowa State .. 
O Simpson ..... 33 
O Drake ... 50 
Coach - Fred Williams 
1901 
(S-3-2) 
11 Cornell . 6 
O Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
O Iowa State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
2 Drake .. . ... 32 
6 Simpson 6 
22 William Penn 0 
12 Woodbine ... 6 
72 Des Moines . . . . 0 
OCoe ....... 6 
10 South Dakota . 6 
Coach - G. B. Affleck 
1902 
(1-6-1) 
5 Iowa 63 
12 Cornell ............... .. . 11 
5 Drake 36 
12 Coe . . ... .. ............ 18 
6 William Penn . . . . .. .. . • . . 6 
8 Light Guards . 16 
0 Iowa State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52 
5 Simpson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 
Coach - Charles A. Pell 
1903 
(4-3-1) 
O Iowa Training . O 
0 Iowa 29 
55 Lennox ............. .. . O 
28 William Penn 0 
18 Cornell .. .. .......... ... . 5 
33 Morningside ............... 0 
6Coe . 28 
5 Des Moines .............. 17 
Coach - Charles A. Pell 
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1904 
(S-3-1) 
76 Iowa Training . 5 
36 Simpson . . O 
O Iowa State . 17 
17 Cornell ................ 10 
5 Iowa 11 
75Coe . 0 
6 William Penn . . . . . . 6 
6 Drake 26 
6 Creighton . . . . . . . . . . 0 
Coach - Charles A. Pell 
1905 
(S-3-2) 
23 Waterloo High School . . 6 
23 Charles City . . . 0 
o Iowa State . . 29 
12 Iowa Training . 6 
6 Cornell . O 
5 Iowa . 41 
6Coe . . . 6 
6 William Penn . 12 
31 Ellsworth 0 
O Morningside . 0 
Coach - Charles A. Pell 
1906 
No Football 
1907 
No Football 
1908 
(5-0-0) 
54 Fairbank High School . 0 
22 Lennox .. . . 0 
18 Ellsworth . 5 
15 Ellsworth . O 
16 Charles City . O 
Coach - Clayton B. Simmons 
1909 
(6-0-0) 
28 Charles City O 
36 Lennox . 0 
32 Loras 16 
24 Grinnell . 6 
5Coe ..... 0 
6 Leander Clark . 0 
Coach - Clayton B. Simmons 
1910 
(1-4-1) 
63 Lennox . O 
O Leander Clark O 
3 Simpson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
0 Ellsworth . 17 
6 Grinnell 24 
6 Loras .................... . 17 
Coach - J. 0 . Perrine 
1911 
(3-2-1) 
27 Waterloo High School . 0 
17 Ellsworth . 5 
0 Leander Clark . 6 
6 Cornell 31 
0 Loras . . . 0 
11 Simpson . . . . . . . . . 6 
Coach - H. F. Pasini 
1912 
(S-2-1 ) 
7 Iowa .. 35 
3 Grinnell 38 
6Coe . . ........... 0 
0 Leander Clark . 0 
7 Loras . . . 3 
6 Ellsworth 3 
17 Upper Iowa . 2 
39 Waterloo High School . 0 
Coach - H. F. Pasini 
1913 
(2-3-1) 
3 Iowa ............. , . 45 
0 Ellsworth ............... 6 
12 Grinnell . 0 
0 Leander Clark . 0 
12 Upper Iowa 0 
O Drake .... 25 
Coach - Allen P. Berkstresser 
1914 
(2-S-1) 
6 Des Moines . . . . . . . . . . . • . 0 
0 Iowa . . . . . . 95 
0 Ellsworth . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 26 
6 Dubuque . . . 6 
7 William Penn 19 
0 Upper Iowa . . 12 
13 Iowa Wesleyan . O 
3 Drake ........... . ......... 14 
Coach - Allen P. Berkstresser 
1915 
(3-3-0) 
7 Dubuque . . . 25 
10 Loras .. . .. .. . . . . . . .. . 13 
61 Upper Iowa .. 19 
82 Wisconsin-Platteville . 0 
9 Morningside . 20 
24 Ellsworth .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O 
Coach - Allen P. Berkstresser 
1916 
(1-7-0) 
O Iowa State .............. 12 
7 Morningside . 38 
O Upper Iowa 27 
O Cornell 27 
O Dubuque 20 
3 Buena Vista 7 
2 Dubuque . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
13 Ellsworth . O 
Coach - Allen P. Berkstresser 
1917 
(2-3-0) 
42 Iowa Wesleyan . 0 
O Camp Funston . 32 
0 Upper Iowa . 7 
1 O Des Moines . 0 
0 William Penn . . . . . . . . 6 
Coach - J . 0 . Perrine 
1918 
(1 -3-0) 
0 Morningside . . . . . 28 
O Upper Iowa . 6 
19 Camp Dodge . . 0 
3Coe . 52 
Coach - Russel Glaesner 
1919 
(2-4-1) 
O Cornell . 14 
O Wil liam Penn 0 
7 Upper Iowa . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 19 
2 Morningside . 41 
51 Ellsworth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O 
71 Dubuque . 0 
O Des Moines . 6 
Coach - Ivan Dosetf 
1920 
(4-2-1) 
0 Coe .................. 10 
14 Buena Vista . . 0 
21 William Penn . 0 
14 Parsons 0 
38 Ellsworth . 0 
14 Loras . . .. 14 
0 Des Moines . . . . . 6 
Coach - Ivan Dosetf 
1921 
(S-1-1) 
7 Coe .................... 13 
66 Still . 0 
18 Buena Vista 0 
56 Ellsworth . . . . 0 
O Upper Iowa . 0 
19 Parsons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
14 William Penn . .. . . .. .. . . .. 6 
Coach - L. L. Mendenhall 
1922 
(S-2-0) 
3 Cornell . 0 
O Buena Vista . 3 
7 Simpson . . . . . . . ... ... . . . 6 
20 Ellsworth . 3 
0 Parsons ............... . . 3 
21 William Penn . O 
14 Upper Iowa ............ ... 12 
Coach - L. L. Mendenhall 
1923 
(3-3-1) 
O St. Ambrose . 0 
7 Dubuque . 17 
7 Iowa Wesleyan . O 
35 Ellsworth . 0 
O Simpson 13 
7 Upper Iowa . . 0 
2 Western Union . . 6 
Coach - L. L. Mendenhall 
1924 
(2-5-0) 
O St. Ambrose . 3 
54 Iowa Wesleyan . 6 
O Simpson . 13 
O William Penn . 3 
O Parsons . 2 
O Upper Iowa . 6 
19 Dubuque . 6 
Coach - L. L. Mendenhall 
1925 
(5-1-2) 
30 Ellsworth . o 
21 Iowa Wesleyan . 3 
O Simpson . . . . . . . . . . • . 23 
20 Luther . 9 
O William Penn . 0 
14 Upper Iowa .... . . 7 
16 Northeast Missouri State . 0 
3 Colorado State 3 
Coach - Paul Bender 
1926 
(5-3-0) 
20 St. Thomas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O 
23 Western Union . 0 
34 Buena Vista . . . 0 
O William Penn . 14 
3 Luther ................ 0 
13 Upper Iowa . 6 
7 Parsons . 20 
0 Colorado State 12 
Coach - Paul Bender 
1927 
(7-0-1) 
6 St. Thomas . 6 
9 Iowa Wesleyan . 0 
6 Buena Vista . . . . . . . . . • • . . O 
12 William Penn . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
41 Luther.............. .. . . . 7 
20 Northern Illinois . 6 
14 Upper Iowa . 6 
32 Parsons . . . . . . 0 
Coach - Paul Bender 
1928 
(5-1-3) 
OCoe ................ •.. 32 
34 Iowa Wesleyan . O 
40 William Penn . 0 
39 Northern Illinois . O 
13 Upper Iowa . 13 
0 Grinnell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O 
0 Parsons . 0 
12 Luther. . 0 
12 Des Moines . . 7 
Coach - Paul Bender 
1929 
(3-4-0) 
OCoe. 7 
7 Simpson 0 
O Northeast Missouri State . 14 
13 William Penn 7 
6 Grinnell . . . 21 
6 Luther ... 7 
19 Parsons . . . . . 6 
Coach - Paul Bender 
1930 
(2-5-1) 
6 Loras . 0 
13 Luther . 0 
2 Coe...... . . . . 13 
O William Penn . . O 
0 Simpson 6 
0 Western Michigan . . 26 
0 Eastern Michigan 19 
0 Grinnell . . . . 12 
Coach - L. W. "Mon" Whitford 
1931 
(3-5-0) 
19 Loras ................. . 
0 Grinnell .. ............. . 
12 William Penn 
6 Luther . 
9 Simpson ........ . 
0 Western Michigan 
0 Eastern Michigan 
6 Coe . ............ . 
0 
12 
3 
13 
. .. 12 
14 
32 
0 
Coach - L. W. "Mon" Whitford 
1932 
(5-3-1) 
7 Loras . 0 
13 William Penn . . 0 
13 Cornell . O 
O Luther .. 13 
13 Morningside . 0 
O Western Michigan 26 
7 Simpson 7 
12 Eastern Michigan . 6 
7 Coe . 13 
Coach - L. W. " Mon .. Whitford 
1933 
(3-6-0) 
12 Loras O 
7 Cornell . 13 
13 Grinnell . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
6 Western Michigan 8 
0 Coe . 19 
O Morningside . 6 
0 Simpson 13 
6 Eastern Michigan . 19 
25 Luther . 13 
Coach - John Baker 
1934 
(3-3-2) 
18 Cornell . O 
33 Eastern Michigan . o 
O Western Michigan 7 
OCoe . 7 
6 Simpson 6 
12 Grinnell . 19 
32 Morningside . 2 
0 Luther . O 
Coach - John Baker 
1935 
(4-2-2) 
0 Cornell . O 
0 Eastern Michigan 3 
21 Western Michigan 14 
0 Coe . 18 
32 Simpson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
7 Grinnell . 7 
41 Morningside . 7 
22 South Dakota State . . . . . . . . 13 
Coach - Thomas Johnson 
1936 
(5-2-2) 
O Iowa State . O 
24 Grinnell . o 
O North Dakota . 19 
21Coe .................. . . 0 
12 Western Michigan 6 
21 Haskell . O 
0 South Dakota State . 13 
6 Morningside . O 
7 Nebraska-Omaha . 7 
Coach - Clyde "Buck .. Starbeck 
1937 
(2-4-3) 
12 Iowa State .............. 14 
20 Grinnell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
O North Dakota 21 
0 Western Michigan 7 
6Coe . 6 
13 Morningside . 13 
33 South Dakota State o 
0 South Dakota . 13 
13 Nebraska-Omaha . . . . . . . . . . O 
Coach - Clyde " Buck .. Starbeck 
1938 
(3-5-0) 
10 Grinnell . o 
0 Western Michigan 20 
7 North Dakota State . 14 
14 Coe ......... 0 
7 Morningside . . . . . 13 
14 Emporia State . . 13 
2 South Dakota . 26 
6 Nebraska-Omaha . . . . . . . . . . 13 
Coach - Clyde .. Buck .. Starbeck 
1939 
(5-3-1) 
12 Northeast Missouri State . O 
0 Creighton . 26 
6 North Dakota 19 
1 Emporia State 34 
13 Western Michigan 13 
16 Coe . 0 
7 Morningside . O 
14 South Dakota . O 
19 North Dakota State . . ....... 0 
Coach - Clyde " Buck" Starbeck 
1940 
(8-1-0) 
O Creighton . 20 
15 North Dakota . O 
13 North Dakota State . 7 
20 Western Michigan 19 
13 Kansas State-Pittsburg . 6 
13 Morningside . O 
12 South Dakota State . 2 
27 Nebraska-Omaha . 7 
52 Simpson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Coach - Clyde "Buck .. Starbeck 
1941 
(5-3-0) 
21 South Dakota State . 0 
32 North Dakota . 10 
13 Morningside . 0 
7 Western Michigan 28 
6 Kansas State-Pittsburg 12 
51 North Dakota State . 6 
O Drake . 13 
34 Nebraska-Omaha . . 13 
Coach - Clyde " Buck" Starbeck 
1942 
(6-1-0) 
38 South Dakota State . 0 
27 North Dakota State . 19 
6 Western Michigan 14 
26 Morningside . 6 
36 South Dakota . 0 
27 Drake . 12 
48 Nebraska-Omaha . 0 
Coach - Clyde " Buck" Starbeck 
1943 
No Football 
(War Years) 
1944 
No Football 
'Y'/ar Years) 
1945 
(3-3-0) 
38 Central (la.) . 14 
13 Iowa State . 48 
19 Loras . 14 
7 Hamline . 27 
58 South Dakota State . 7 
6 Drake ............. ... ..... 53 
Coach - Clyde "Buck .. Starbeck 
1946 
(4-1-2) 
6 South Dakota State . 6 
18 Iowa State . 20 
46 Hamline . 6 
0 Western Michigan 0 
38 Morningside . O 
21 North Dakota State . 0 
46 Drake ..................... 0 
Coach - Clyde " Buck" Starbeck 
1947 
(5-3-1) 
14 Iowa State . 31 
21 North Dakota . O 
13 North Dakota State . 12 
33 Emporia State . 6 
0 Western Michi!jlln . 14 
31 Morningside . . . . . . 13 
6 Drake . 6 
,39 Augustana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O 
7 Bowling Green ............. 19 
Coach - Clyde " Buck" Starbeck 
1948 
(7-3-0) 
7 Iowa State . 27 
32 Morningside . O 
6 Drake ... O 
33 South Dakota State . 7 
13 Western Michigan 6 
26 North Dakota . . 14 
34 Augustana . o 
0 Emporia State . 26 
19 North Dakota State . . O 
7 Dayton ..... 33 
Coach - Clyde " Buck" Starbeck 
1949 
(5-2-0) 
6 Western Michigan 20 
27 North Dakota State . 6 
13 South Dakota State . 14 
40 North Dakota . O 
49 Augustana . O 
30 Morningside . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 O 
21 South Dakota . 14 
Coach - Clyde "Buck .. Starbeck 
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1950 
(4-4-0) 
13 South Dakota State . . . . 34 
33 North Dakota . . . . . . 21 
33 North Dakota State . 25 
8 Iowa State . 26 
18 Drake . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34 
34 Augustana .... 13 
13 Morningside . . 7 
7 South Dakota .............. 14 
Coach - Clyde " Buck" Starbeck 
1951 
(3-4-0) 
6 South Dakota State . . . . . . . . 48 
49 North Dakota . . . . . . . 19 
14 North Dakota State . 27 
6 Drake ..... 39 
67 Augustana . 7 
27 Morningside ... 7 
7 South Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 
Coach - Clyde "Buck" Starbeck 
1952 
(6-2-0) 
12 Drake . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
32 North Dakota State . 0 
27 Coe ......... 24 
27 North Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
47 Augustana . 0 
28 Morningside . 26 
20 South Dakota . . . . . . . 34 
47 South Dakota State . . . . . . . . 34 
Coach - Clyde "Buck" Starbeck 
1953 
(6-3-0) 
20 Central Michigan . . 34 
19 South Dakota State 52 
21 Coe ...................... 7 
34 North Dakota . . . . . . . 6 
27 North Dakota State . 21 
39 Augustana ... 13 
34 Morningside . . 20 
34 South Dakota . 27 
20 Drake ..................... 27 
Coach - Clyde "Buck" Starbeck 
1954 
(3-5-0) 
21 Central Michigan . . . . 42 
39 North Dakota State . 0 
12 Drake . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
14 North Dakota 13 
SO Augustana . . . . . . . . . . . . . o 
12 Morningside . 20 
33 South Dakota . . . . . . . 34 
20 South Dakota State ........ 41 
Coach - Clyde "Buck" Starbeck 
1955 
(8-1-0) 
26 Hastings.............. 7 
21 South Dakota State . . 34 
21 Drake . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
32 North Dakota State . O 
13 North Dakota . 7 
28 Augustana . 7 
13 Morningside . 12 
33 South Dakota . . . 26 
33 Mankato State . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Coach - Clyde "Buck" Starbeck 
1956 
(2-5-1) 
20 Drake .................... O 
44 Northeast Missouri State . 26 
6 Augustana . 13 
20 Morningside . 20 
19 North Dakota . 20 
19 South Dakota ...... 20 
27 South Dakota State 31 
13 North Dakota State ......... 19 
Coach - Clyde " Buck" Starbeck 
1957 
(5-3-0) 
12Dra~ ................ 34 
20 South Dakota State . . . 23 
18 North Dakota State o 
35 Northeast Missouri State . 13 
54 Augustana . 12 
7 Morningside . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 
27 North Dakota . 20 
27 South Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Coach - Clyde " Buck" Starbeck 
62 
1958 
(4-5-0) 
29 Bradley . . . . . . 12 
25 Mankato State . o 
21 North Dakota State . 11 
20 Drake . . . . . . 16 
15 Augustana . 26 
18 Morningside . 26 
O North Dakota 14 
8 South Dakota State . 13 
14 South Dakota . 38 
Coach - William Hammer 
1959 
(6-3-0) 
22 Bradley . . . . . . 15 
21 Mankato State . . . . . . O 
22 North Dakota State . 32 
14 Drake . . . . 6 
6 Augustana . . . . 7 
22 Morningside . 14 
14 North Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
6 South Dakota . . . . . . . . 27 
14 South Dakota State . 12 
Coach - William Hammer 
1960 
(!H-0) 
41 Mankato State . 16 
19 North Dakota State . 7 
14 Drake . . . . . . . . . 3 
27 Augustana . . . . . . . 7 
26 Morningside . . . . . O 
7 North Dakota . . . . . 3 
40 South Dakota . . . . O 
12 South Dakota State . O 
21 Wheaton . 18 
Mineral Water Bowl 
6 Hillsdale .................. 17 
Coach - Stan B. Sheriff 
1961 
(7-2-0) 
37 Bradley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 
19 Mankato State . . . . . . o 
33 North Dakota State . 8 
6 Drake ...... 21 
34 Augustana . 6 
43 Morningside . 14 
25 North Dakota . . O 
27 South Dakota . 7 
13 South Dakota State 36 
Coach - Stan B. Sheriff 
1962 (7-1 -1) 
27 Bradley . . . . . . 6 
20 Mankato State 8 
28 South Dakota . . . . . . . O 
33 North Dakota State . O 
15 Drake ....... 21 
21 Morningside .. 18 
13 North Dakota . . . . . . . 8 
13 South Dakota State ........ 13 
21 A~t~~~ stan 8 · siieriii" 15 
1963 
(5-3-1) 
12 Northern Michigan . 11 
14 Mankato State . 14 
33 South Dakota . . . . . . . 6 
0 North Dakota State . 21 
12 Drake . . 21 
49 Morningside . . 14 
9 North Dakota . . . . . . . O 
13 South Dakota State ........ 27 
45 A~~~~~ stan s siie~iif 6 
1964 
(9-2-0) 
14 Northern Michigan . 7 
36 Mankato State . . . . . o 
7 North Dakota State . 14 
34 North Dakota . . o 
41 Drake ........ 14 
24 Morningside . 14 
49 Aug ustana . . . . . . . . . . . O 
23 South Dakota State . 14 
13 South Dakota . . . . . . . . 6 
9 Northern Illinois . . . . 14 
Pecan Bowl 
19 Lamar Tech . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 
Coach - Stan B. Sheriff 
1965 
(4-5-0) 
7 Northern Michigan . 
16 Southern Illinois . 
7 North Dakota State . 
O North Dakota 
7 Drake ...... . 
14 Morningside . 
27 Augustana .......... . 
41 South Dakota State .. 
41 South Dakota ....... . ... . 
Coach - Stan B. Sheriff 
1966 
(4-5-0) 
0 Northern Michigan .. 
6 Drake . . ......... . 
10 North Dakota .... . 
28 Augustana 
7 Southern Illinois ..... . 
2 Morningside ........ . 
13 South Dakota State . 
14 South Dakota . 
41 North Dakota State ....... . 
Coach - Stan B. Sheriff 
1967 
(7-3-0) 
3 Northern Michigan . . . . 
12 Western Illinois 
9 North Dakota State . 
7 North Dakota . 
23 Augustana ..... . 
7 Drake ....... .. . . 
~ ~g~~na:~~~a state 
15 South Dakota ...... . 
14 Eastern Michigan . . ...... . 
Coach - Stan B. Sheriff 
1968 
(5-5-0) 
10 
23 
20 
34 
31 
7 
21 
0 
0 
21 
9 
23 
7 
30 
0 
7 
30 
14 
7 
0 
10 
0 
10 
10 
19 
16 
7 
6 
13 Northern Michigan 24 
33 Western Illinois . 6 
14 North Dakota . 1 O 
34 Augustana . 12 
38 South Dakota State 10 
21 Drake . 19 
1~ ~g~~~na;~~a : . . ~~ 
15 North Dakota State . 31 
7 Eastern Michigan . . . . . . . . . 34 
Coach - Stan B. Sheriff 
1969 
(5-5-0) 
14 Northern Michigan . 24 
10 Central Michigan . . 28 
10 Augustana ................. 21 
24 South Dakota State 14 
23 Drake 13 
~ ~~~~na;~~~a : : : . . ~ 
13 North Dakota State . 41 
40 North Dakota . 1 O 
14 Western Illinois ............ 23 
Coach - Stan B. Sheriff 
1970 (2-8-0) 
O Northern Michigan . 
9 Central Michigan .... 
24 South Dakota State . 
17 South Dakota . 
13 Drake . 
7 Morningside . 
1 O North Dakota State . 
6 North Dakota 
10 Augustana ... 
7 Western Illinois ......... . 
Coach - Stan B. Sheriff 
1971 
(4-5-0) 
9 Northeast Missouri State . 
7 Eastern Kentucky 
23 South Dakota State . 
8 South Dakota . 
O Drake ...... . 
21 Morningside 
11 North Dakota State . 
10 North Dakota ........... . 
17 Au~~~~~ stan 8. siier.iii 
1972 
(4-6-0) 
21 
27 
8 
41 
0 
19 
43 
41 
20 
29 
22 
21 
0 
0 
28 
0 
23 
23 
0 
41 Wisconsin-Stevens Point . 6 
14 Illinois State 24 
21 Mankato State O 
7 South Dakota . 21 
0 North Dakota State . . 42 
14 Drake ..................... 21 
27 Morningside . 13 
9 North Dakota 38 
32 South Dakota State o 
14 A~~~~~stan 8 siier.iii" 20 
1973 
(5-5--0) 
13 Kansas State-Pittsburg . 0 
20 Western Illinois . 14 
7 Mankato State . . . . 28 
7 South Dakota . 19 
O North Dakota State . . . . 21 
31 Drake .. 3 
28 Morningside .. 14 
17 North Dakota . . 14 
o South Dakota State . . ..... 16 
9 Au~~~~~sta~ Ei . she~iit · · 36 
1974 
(5-4-1) 
31 Kansas State-Pittsburg . . . . . 22 
14 Western Il linois . . 40 
28 Mankato State . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 
20 North Dakota State . . O 
26 North Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42 
41 Drake . . . . . . 17 
49 Morningside. 14 
23 Augustana . . . . . . 38 
22 South Dakota State . . . . . . . . 21 
14 South Dakota . . 26 
Coach - Stan B. Sheriff 
Panthers Vs. 
Opponent 
Augustana (S.D.) ....... ... ........ .. 
Bowling Green ............ ....... ... 
Bradley . .. ... . ........... . .... ..... 
Buena Vista . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Camp Dodge ............. . .......... 
Camp Funston ........ . . ...... ...... 
Cedar Falls High School . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Cedar Valley Seminary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Central (la.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Central Michigan ..... . .... .... . . .. .. 
Charles City .. .. ................. .. . 
Coe .............. .. ..... ... ........ 
Colorado State . .. . ... ............. . . 
Cornell (la.) ........ .. .. . . .. . . ...... 
Creighton ....... ·· · ····· .. . . .. .. . .. 
Dayton .. .... ........ .... .... . . .. .. 
Des Moines .. .. . .... . ....... ······. 
Drake ...... .............. ... . . . . . . . 
Dubuque . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Eastern Illinois .... .. ...... .... ...... 
Eastern Kentucky ..... .. ... .. ...... 
Eastern Michigan 
. ·· · · · · .......... . 
Ellsworth . ....... . . . ............. .. 
Emporia State ..... .. ... . ... ... . . .. . 
Fai rbank High School ............... . 
Grinnell .. ........ . .... ........... .. 
Hamline . . . .. ............ . .. . . . ..... 
Haskell ........ . ................... 
Hast ings ............... ... .. . ....... 
Hillsdale ........ .. .................. 
Illinois State ......•... . ..... .. . .. ... 
Iowa ........ . . . . ... .... ........... 
Iowa State .. .......... . ..... . .. . .... 
Iowa Train ing ... ................... 
Iowa Wesleyan .. .. ... .. ..... . ....... 
Kansas State-Pittsburg . . .. ..... ..... 
1975 
(9-3)" 
14 Eastern Illinois .. 8 
30 Nevada-Las Vegas . . . . . 48 
35 Mankato State . . . . . . 6 
23 North Dakota State . . . . . . . 16 
20 North Dakota . . . . . 21 
27 Drake . . . 24 
21 Morningside . . ...... 14 
20 Augustana . . 14 
14 South Dakota State . 3 
45 South Dakota . . 19 
49 Wisconsin-Whitewater . 6 
12 Western Kentucky . . . . . . . 14 
"Includes NCAA Div. II game with 
Western Kentucky 
Coach - Stan B. Sheriff 
1976 
(8-3)" 
7 Northern Mich igan .... 41 
34 Nebraska-Omaha . 13 
1 St. Cloud St. . . 0 
24 North Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 
7 Augustans (S.D.) 6 
38 Wayne St. (Neb.) O 
37 Morningside . . 7 
13 South Dakota St. 16 
14 South Dakota . . . . . 7 
9 NorthDakotaSt. 10 
47 Wisconsin-Whitewater . . 20 
Coach : Stan B. Sheriff 
Individual Opponents 
First Last Last Result 
G w L T PCT. Game Game UNI Opp. 
30 22 8 0 .733 1947 1976 7 6 
1 0 1 0 .000 1947 1947 7 19 
4 4 0 0 1.000 1958 1962 27 6 
6 4 2 0 .667 1916 1927 6 0 
1 1 0 0 1.000 1918 1918 19 0 
1 0 1 0 .000 1917 1917 0 32 
1 1 0 0 1.000 1896 1896 6 2 
1 1 0 0 1.000 1896 1896 12 0 
1 1 0 0 1.000 1945 1945 38 14 
4 0 4 0 .000 1953 1970 9 27 
3 3 0 0 1.000 1905 1909 28 0 
31 13 16 2 .452 1895 1953 21 7 
2 0 1 1 .250 1925 1926 0 12 
16 9 5 2 .625 1898 1935 0 0 
3 1 2 0 .333 1904 1940 0 20 
1 0 1 0 .000 1948 1948 7 33 
7 4 3 0 .571 1901 1928 12 7 
38 15 22 1 .395 1900 1975 27 24 
7 2 4 1 .357 1914 1924 19 6 
1 1 0 0 .500 1975 1975 14 8 
1 0 1 0 .000 1971 1971 7 21 
8 3 5 0 .375 1967 1968 7 34 
17 13 4 0 .765 1897 1925 30 0 
4 2 2 0 .500 1938 1948 0 26 
1 1 0 0 1.000 1908 1908 54 0 
15 5 7 3 .433 1899 1938 10 0 
2 1 1 0 .500 1945 1946 46 6 
1 1 0 0 1.000 1936 1936 21 0 
1 1 0 0 1.000 1955 1955 26 7 
1 0 1 0 .000 1960 1960 6 17 
1 0 1 0 .000 1972 1972 14 24 
11 1 10 0 .091 1898 1914 0 95 
14 1 10 3 .179 1899 1950 8 26 
3 2 0 1 .833 1903 1905 12 6 
7 7 0 0 1.000 1914 1928 34 0 
4 3 1 0 .750 1940 1974 31 22 
63 
Lamar Tech ...................... . . 1 1 0 0 1.000 1964 1964 19 17 
Leander Clark 
. ······ ·· ····· · ....... 
6 2 1 3 .583 1897 1913 0 0 
Lennox ........................... . 6 4 2 0 .667 1895 1910 63 0 
Light Guards ... ....... .......... .... 1 0 1 0 .000 1902 1902 8 16 
Loras ...... . .... ·········· ......... 11 7 2 2 .727 1909 1945 19 14 
Luther ..... .. .................. ... . . 10 6 3 1 .650 1925 1934 0 0 
Mankato State ......•.......... .. ... 12 9 1 2 .833 1955 1975 35 6 
Morningside ................. . .. . ... 48 34 11 3 .739 1903 1976 37 7 
Nebraska-Omaha .................... 7 5 1 1 .785 1936 1976 34 13 
Nevada-Las Vegas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 0 1 0 .000 1975 1975 30 48 
Northeast Missouri State . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 4 2 0 .667 1925 1971 9 22 
Northern Illinois . . .................. 3 2 1 0 .667 1927 1964 9 14 
Northern Michigan .................. 9 2 7 0 .222 1963 1976 7 41 
North Dakota .................. . ... 35 23 12 0 .657 1936 1976 24 22 
North Dakota State ........... . ..... . 36 21 15 0 .583 1938 1976 9 10 
Parsons . ............. . ............. 8 4 3 1 .563 1920 1929 19 6 
Reinbeck High School ..... .... ... .. 1 1 0 0 1.000 1896 1896 28 10 
Simpson .... .. ........ .. . ... .... . .•. 18 6 9 3 .417 1900 1940 52 7 
South Dakota ............ . . . .. .. ... 34 18 15 1 .544 1899 1976 14 7 
South Dakota State ..............•... 37 21 14 2 .594 1935 1976 13 16 
Southern Illinois ................... . 2 0 2 0 .000 1965 1966 7 30 
St.Ambrose .................... . ... 2 0 1 1 .250 1923 1924 0 3 
St. Cloud State ...... ... ........ .. .. . 1 1 0 0 1.000 1976 1976 1 0 
St. Thomas ........... ......... .. .. 2 1 0 1 .750 1926 1927 6 6 
Still ... .. .......... .... .... .. .. .... . 1 1 0 0 1.000 1921 1921 66 0 
Upper Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 10 7 3 .575 1895 1928 13 13 
Waterloo High School .............. 7 7 0 0 1.000 1896 1912 39 0 
Waterloo YMCA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 0 0 1.000 1898 1898 23 0 
Wayne St. (Neb.) ......... . .......... 1 1 0 0 1.000 1976 1976 38 0 
Western llllnois ... ······ ........... 6 3 3 0 .500 1967 1974 14 40 
Western Kentucky .............. . . . . 1 0 1 0 .000 1975 1975 12 14 
Western Michigan ........... .. . . .. . 17 4 11 2 .294 1930 1949 6 20 
Western Union ...... . ........... . .. . 2 1 1 0 .500 1923 1926 23 0 
Wheaton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 0 0 1.000 1960 1960 21 18 
William Penn ........................ 20 10 5 5 .625 1901 1932 13 0 
Wisconsin-Platteville . ............... 1 1 0 0 1.000 1915 1915 82 0 
Wisconsin-Stevens Point ............ 1 1 0 0 1:000 1972 1972 40 6 
Wisconsin-Whitewater ... .. ... .. . . .. 2 2 0 0 1.000 1975 1976 47 20 
Woodbine . ..................... . ... 1 1 0 0 1.000 1901 1901 12 6 
TOTALS 629 339 245 45 .575 1895 1976 2 14 
(Western Kentucky) 
Panther All-Americans 
First Team Selectlo'ns - Second Team Selections -
1937 - Paul Jones, end• 1948-Jason Loving, tackle .. 
1949- Paul DeVan, halfback .. 1959- Dennis Remmert, tackle• 
1952- Lou Bohnsack, center .. 1961 -Wendell Williams, guard• 
1955- LeRoy Dunn, tackle• 1973- Mike Woodley, free safety .. 
1956 - Dick Formanek, tackle• 
1960- George.Asleson, guard•• Third Team Selections -
1960-Jerry Morgan, quarterback• 1946 - Pudge Camarata, halfback .. 
1961 - Wendell Williams, guard .. 1960 - Jerry Morgan, quarterback .. 
1962- Dan Boals, fullback• 1962 - Dan Boals, fullback .. 
1964- Randy Schultz, fullback .. 1975- Bill Salmon, quarterback .. 
1965- Randy Schultz, fullback .. 1976 - Nick Maragos, free safety .. 
1967- Ray Pedersen, guard .. 
1975- Mike Timmermans, tackle .. • -Williamson Ratings 
•• - Associated Press 
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19n Composite Schedules 
September3 
NORTHEAST MISSOURI ST. AT UNI , 7:30 p.m. 
Northern Michigan at North Dakota St. , 
7:30p.m. 
Moorhead State at North Dakota, 1 :30 p.m. 
Augustana at Northern Arizona, 1 :30 p.m. 
South Dakota at Nebraska-Omaha, 7:30 p.m: 
South Dakota St. at St. Cloud St., 1 :30 p.m. 
Eastern Illinois at Illinois St., 7:30 p.m. 
September 10 
UNI AT NORTHERN MICHIGAN, 1 :30 p.m. EDT 
Northeast Missouri St. at Eastern Illinois, 
1:30 p.m. 
North Dakota St. at Nebraska-Omaha, 
7:30p.m.* 
Morningside at South Dakota, 1 :30 p.m.* 
North Dakota at Montana St., 1 :30 MDT 
Augustana at Gustavus Adolphus, 7:30 p.m. 
South Dakota St. at Western Illinois, 7:30 p.m. 
St. Thomas at St. Cloud St., 1 :30 p.m. 
September 17 
EASTERN ILLINOIS AT UNI , 7:30 p.m. 
Montana St. at North Dakota St., 7 :30 p.m. 
St. Cloud St. at North Dakota, 1 :30 p.m. 
Kearney St. at Augustana, 7:30 p.m. 
Nebraska-Omaha at Morningside, 1 :30 p.m. • 
South Dakota St. at Dayton, 6:30 p.m. 
South Dakota at Northern Colorado, 1 :30 p.m. 
Northeast Missouri St. at Kentucky St., 2 p.m. 
September 24 
UNI AT NORTH DAKOTA ST. , 7:30 p.m.* 
Morningside at North Dakota, 1 :30 p.m. • 
Nebraska-Omaha at South Dakota St., 2 p. m: 
Augustana at Northern (S.D.), 1 :30 p .m. 
South Dakota at Northeast Missouri St ., 
7:30p.m. 
Minnesota-Duluth at St. Cloud St., 2 p.m. 
Akron at Northern Michigan, 1 :30 p.m. EDT 
Eastern Illinois at Central St., 1 :30 p.m. 
October1 
NORTH DAKOTA AT UNI , 7:30 p.m.* 
Augustana at South Dakota, 1 :30 p. m. • 
North Dakota St. at South Dakota St., 2 p. m.* 
Tennessee Tech at Nebraska-Omaha, 7:30 p.m. 
Northwestern College at Morningside, 
1:30p.m. 
Winona St. at St. Cloud St., 1 :30 p.m. 
Evansville at Northeast Missouri St., 2 p.m. 
Saginaw Valley at Northern Michigan, 
1 :30 p.m. EDT 
Western Illinois at Eastern Illinois, 2 p.m. 
October a 
AUGUST ANA AT UNI , 7:30 p.m. * 
South Dakota St. at Morningside, 2 p.m.* 
North Dakota at South Dakota 2 p m • 
Nebraska-Omaha (Open) ' · · 
St. Cloud St. at Bemidji St ., 1 :30 p.m. 
Western Kentucky at Northern Michigan, 
1 :30 p.m. EDT 
North Dakota St. (Open) 
October 15 
NEBRASKA-OMAHA AT UNI , 7:30 p.m.* 
South Dakota St. at North Dakota, 1 :30 p.m.* 
North Dakota St. at Augustana, 1 :30 p.m.* 
Morningside at Lincoln University, 1 :30 p.m. 
Moorhead St. at St . Cloud St., 1 :30 p.m. 
Southwest Missouri St. at Northeast Missouri 
St., 7:30 p.m. 
Northern Michigan at Wisconsin-Whitewater 
1:30p.m. ' 
Eastern Illinois at Cameron University, 8 p.m. 
October22 
UNI AT MORNINGSIDE, 1 :30 p.m.* 
South Dakota St. at South Dakota, 2 p.m: 
North Dakota at North Dakota St., 1 :30 p.m.* 
Nebraska-Omaha at Augustana, 2 p.m.* 
Northern Michigan at Northern Colorado 
2p.m. ' 
Lincoln University at Northeast Missouri St., 
2p.m. 
Wayne St. at Eastern Illinois, 2 p.m. 
St. Cloud St. at Minnesota-Morris, 1 :30 p.m. 
October29 
UNIATSOUTHDAKOTAST., 1:30p.m.• 
South Dakota at North Dakota St., 1 :30 p.m.* 
North Dakota at Nebraska-Omaha, 7:30 p.m. • 
Morningside at Augustana, 1 :30 p.m: 
Northeast Missouri St. at Southeast Missouri 
St., 1 :30 p.m. 
Troy St. at Northern Michigan, 1 p.m. EDT 
Butler at Eastern Illinois, 1 :30 p.m. 
Southwest St. at St. Cloud St., 1 :30 p.m. 
Novembers 
SOUTH DAKOTA AT UNI, 7:30 p.m.* 
North Dakota St. at Morningside, 1 :30 p.m. • 
Augustana at North Dakota, 1 :30 p.m. • 
South Dakota St. (Open) 
Nebraska-Omaha at Western Illinois, 1 :30 p.m. 
Eastern Illinois at Youngstown St., 1 :30 p.m. 
Central Missouri at Northeast Missouri St 
1:30p.m. " 
St. Cloud St. at Michigan Tech, 1 :30 p.m. 
November12 
ST. CLOUD ST. AT UNI, 7:30 p.m. 
North Dakota St. at Northern Colorado, 
1:30p.m. 
South Dakota St. at Augustana, 1 :30 p.m. • 
Nebraska-Omaha at South Dakota, 1 :30 p.m. 
North Dakota at Nevada-Las Vegas, 
8 :15 p.m. PST 
Eastern Illinois at Murry St ., 1 :30 p.m. 
Northeast Missouri St. at Northwest Missouri 
St., 2p.m. 
Northeast Missouri St., 7:30 p.m. CDT 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
(Industry Game) 
10 Northern Michigan, 1 :30 p.m. EDT 
Marquette, Michigan 
17 Eastern Illinois, 7:30 p.m. CDT 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
24 North Dakota State, 7:30 p.m. CDT* 
Fargo, North Dakota 
1 North Dakota, 7:30 p.m. CDT* 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
(Shrine Game) 
8 Augustana (S.D.), 7:30 p.m. CDT* 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
(Homecoming) 
15 Nebraska-Omaha, 7:30 p.m. CDT* 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
(State Game) 
22 Morningside, 1 :30 p.m. CDT* 
Sioux City, Iowa 
29 South Dakota State, 1 :30 p.m. CDT* 
Brookings, South Dakota · 
5 South Dakota, 7:30 p.m. CDT* 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
(Parents' Game) 
12 St. Cloud State, 7:30 p.m. CDT 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
(Youth Game) 
*North Central Conference Games 
